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Chapter 11 

ACTION PLAN FOR THE HUMAN ENVIRONMENT 

A. Framework for environmental action 

The recommendations adopted by the Conference for 
the substantive items on the agenda of the Conference 
are set out in chapter II, section B, below.1 The recom
mendations have been grouped, in section C, in an 
Action Plan that makes it possible to identify international 
programmes and activities across the boundaries of all 
subject areas. The broad types of action that make up 
the Plan are: 

(a) The global environmental assessment programme 
( Earthwatch); 

(b) Environmental management activities; 
(c) fnternational measures to support the national and 

international actions of assessment and management. 
The framework of the Action Plan is illustrated in the 

following diagram. 
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B. Recommendations for action at the 
international level 

The texts of the recommendations adopted by the 
United Nations Conference on the Human Environment 
(see chapter X) are given below.1 

PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT OF HUMAN 
SETTLEMENTS FORENVIRONMENTALQUALITY 

Rt!COIlll1Iel1datioll I 

The planning. improvement and management of rural 
and urban settlements demand an approach, al all 
levels, which embraces all aspects of the human environ· 

I For the corn:"p()l1dlln~e bctlleen tile number" of the ftlC{)IlHllcn· 

dutions as they appear in chapter II, section S, and the numbers uf 
the recommendations liS adopted by the Conference, SCI! annex V 
below. 

ment, both natural and man-made. Accordingly, it is 
recommended: 

(a) That all development assistance agencies, whether 
international, such as the United Nations Development 
Programme and the International Bank for Reconstruc~ 
tion and Development, regional or national, should in 
their development assistance activities also give high 
priority within available resources to requests from 
Governments for assistance in the planning of human 
settlements, notably in housing, transportation, water, 
sewerage and public health, the mobilization of human 
and financial resources, the improvement of transitional 
urban settlements and the provision and maintenance of 
essential community services, in order to achieve as far 
as possible the social well~being of the receiving country 
as a whole; 

(b) That these agencies also be prepared to assist the 
less industrialized countries in solving the environmental 
problems of development projects; to this end they 
should actively support the training and encourage the 
recruitment of requisite personnel, as far as possible 
within these countries themselves. 

Recommendation 2 

I. II is recommended that Governments should desig
nate to the Secretary-General areas in which they have 
committed themselves (or are prepared to commit them~ 
selves) to a long-term programme of improvement and 
global promotion of the environment. 

(a) Tn this connexion, countries are invited to share 
internationally all relevant information on the problems 
they encounter and the solutions they devise in developing 
these areas. 

(b) Countries concerned will presumably appoint an 
appropriate body to plan such a programme, and to 
supervise its implementation, for areas which could vary 
in size from a city block to a national region; presumably, 
too, the programme will be designated to serve, among 
other purposes, as a vehicle for the preparation and 
launching of experimental and pilot projects. 

(c) Countries which are willing to launch an improve
ment programme should hc prepared to welcome inter
national co-operation. seeking the advice or assistance 
of competent international bodies. 

2. If i.Y furthe/' recommended: 

(a) That in order to ensure the succe:;s of the pro
gramme, Governments should urge the Secretary
General [0 underta ke a process or planning and co
ordinatioll whereby contact would be established with 



nations likely to participate in the programme; inter~ 

national teams of experts might be assembled for that 
purpose; 

(b) That a Conference/Demonstration on Experimen~ 
tal Human Settlements should be held under the auspices 
of the United Nations in order to provide for co~ 

ordination and the exchange of information and to 
demonstrate to world public opinion the potential of 
this approach by means of a display of experimental 
projects; 

(c) That nations should take into consideration 
Canada's offer to organize such a Conference/Demon~ 
strati on and to act as host to it. 

Recommendation 3 

Certain aspects of human settlements can have inter~ 
national implications, for example, the "export" of 
pollution from urban and industrial areas, and the 
effects of seaports on international hinterlands. Accord~ 
ingly, it is recommended that the attention of Govern
ments be drawn to the need to consult bilaterally or 
regionally whenever environmental conditions or devel
opment plans in one country could have repercussions 
in one or more neighbouring countries. 

Recommendation 4 

1. It is recommended that Governments and the 
Secretary~General, the latter in consultation with the 
appropriate United Nations agencies, take the following 
steps: 

(a) Entrust the over-all responsibility for an agreed 
programme of environmental research at the inter
national level to any central body that may be given the 
co-ordinating authority in the field of the environment, 
ta~ing int~ account the .co-ordination work already 
bemg proVIded on the reglOnal level, especially by the 
Economic Commission for Europe; 

.(b~ Identify! where~er possible, an existing agency 
wlthm the UnIted Natlons system as the principal focal 
pO.int. for initiating and co-ordinating research in each 
pnnclpal area and, where there are competing claims, 
establish appropriate priorities; 

(c) Designate the following as priority areas for 
research: 

(i) Theories, policies and methods for the compre~ 
hensive environmental development of urban and 
rural settlements; 

(ii) Methods of assessing quantitative housing needs 
and of formulating and implementing phased 
pro~rammes d~signed to satisfy them (principal 
bodIes responslble: Department of Economic and 
Social Affairs of the United Nations Secretariat, 
regional economic commissions and United 
Nations Economic and Social Office in Beirut); 

(iii) Environmental socio-economic indicators of the 
quality of human settlements, particularly in 
terms of desirable occupancy standards and 
residential densities, with a view to identifying 
their time trends; 
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(iv) Socio-economic and demographic factors under
lying migration and spatial distribution of popu
lation, including the problem of transitional 
settlements (principal bodies responsible: Depart
ment of Economic and Social Affairs of the 
United Nations Secretariat (Centre for HOUSing, 
Building and Planning), United Nations Educa
tional, Scientific and Cultural Organization, 
World Health Organization, International Labour 
Organisation, Food and Agriculture Organiza
tion of the United Nations); 

(v) Designs, technologies, financial and administra~ 
tive procedures for the efficient and expanded 
production of housing and related infra-structure, 
suitably adapted to local conditions; 

(vi) Water supply, sewerage and waste~disposal sys~ 
tem~ ada~ted to lo~al conditi?ns, particularly in 
semJ-troplCal, tropical, ArctIc and sub-Arctic 
areas (principal body responsible: World Health 
Organization); 

(vii) Alternative methods of meeting rapidly increasing 
urban transportation needs (principal bodies 
responsible: Department of Economic and Social 
Affairs of the United Nations Secretariat (Re
sources and Transport Division and Centre for 
Housing, Building and Planning»; 

(viii) Physical, mental and social effects of stresses 
created by living and working conditions in 
hum,~n settlements, particularly urban conglom
erates, for example the accessibility of buildings 
to persons whose physical mobility is impaired 
(principal bodies responsible: International La~ 
bour Organisation, World Health Organization, 
United Nations Educational, Scientific and 
Cultural Organization, Department of Economic 
and Social Affairs of the United Nations Secre~ 
tariat). 

2. It is further recommended that Governments con
sider co-operative arrangements to undertake the neces
sary research whenever the above-mentioned problem 
areas have a specific regional impact. In such cases, 
provision should be made for the exchange of information 
and research findings with countries of other geographical 
regions sharing similar problems. 

Recommendation 5 

It is recommended: 
(a) That Governments take steps to arrange for the 

exchange of visits by those who are conducting research 
in the public or private institutions of their countries; 

(b) That Governments and the Secretary-General 
ensure the acceleration of the exchange of information 
concerning past and on-going research, experimentation 
and project implementation covering aU aspects of human 
settlements, which is conducted by the United Nations 
system or by public or private entities, including academic 
institutions. 

Recommendation 6 
It is recommended that Governments and the Secretary

General give urgent attention to the training of those who 



· are needed to promote integrated action on the planning, 
development and management of human settlements. 

Recommendation 7 
It is recommended: 
(a) That Governments and the Secretary-General pro

vide equal possibilities for everybody, both by training 
and by ensuring access to relevant means and information, 
to influence their own environment by themselves; 

(b) That Governments and the Secretary-General en
sure that the institutions concerned shall be strengthened 
and that special training activities shall be established, 
making use of existing projects of regional environmental 
development, for the benefit of the less industrialized 
countries, covering the following: 

(i) Intermediate and auxiliary personnel for national 
public services who, in turn, would be in a posi
tion to train others for similar tasks (principal 
bodies responsible: World Health Organization, 
Department of Economic and Social Affairs of 
the United Nations Secretariat (Centre for Hous
ing, Building and Planning), United Nations 
Industrial Development Organization, Food and 
Agriculture Organization of the United Nations); 

(ii) Specialists in environmental planning and in rural 
development (principal bodies responsible: Depart
ment of Economic and Social Affairs of the 
United Nations Secretariat (Centre for Housing, 
Building and Planning), Food and Agriculture 
Organization of the United Nations); 

(iii) Community developers for self-help programmes 
for low-income groups (principal body respon
sible: Department of Economic and Social Affairs 
of the United Nations Secretariat (Centre for 
Housing, Building and Planning»; 

(iv) Specialists in working environments (principal 
bodies responsible: International Labour Organ
isation, Department of Economic and Social 
Affairs of the United Nations Secretariat (Centre 
for Housing, Building and Planning), World 
Health Organization); 

(v) Planners and organizers of mass transport sys
tems and services with special reference to environ
mental development (principal body responsible: 
Department of Economic and Social Affairs of 
the United Nations Secretariat (Resources and 
Transport Division)). 

Recommendation 8 
It is recommended that regional institutions take stock 

of the requirements of their regions for various environ
mental skills and of the facilities available to meet those 
requirements in order to facilitate the provision of 
appropriate training within regions. 

Recommendation 9 
It is recommended that the World Health Organization 

increase its efforts to support Governments in planning 
for improving water supply and sewerage services through 
its community water supply programme, taking account, 
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as far as possible, of the framework of total environment 
programmes for communities. 

Recommendation 10 
It is recommended that development assistance agencies 

should give higher priority, where justified in the light of 
the social benefits, to supporting Governments in finan
cing and setting up services for water supply, disposal 
of water from all sources, and liquid-waste and solid
waste disposal and treatment as part of the objectives 
of the Second United Nations Development Decade. 

Recommendation 11 
It is recommended that the Secretary-General ensure 

that, during the preparations for the 1974 World Popu
lation Conference, special attention shall be given to 
popUlation concerns as they relate to the environment 
and, more particularly, to the environment of human 
settlements. 

Recommendation 12 
1. It is recommended that the World Health Organiza~ 

tion and other United Nations agencies should provide 
increased assistance to Governments which so request in 
the field offamily planning programmes without delay. 

2. It is further recommended that the World Health 
Organization should promote and intensify research 
endeavour in the field of human reproduction, so that 
the serious consequences of population explosion on 
human environment can be prevented. 

Recommendation 13 
It is recommended that the United Nations agencies 

should focus special attention on the provision of assist
ance for combating the menace of human malnutrition 
rampant in many parts of the world. Such assistance will 
cover training, research and development endeavours on 
such matters as causes of malnutrition, mass production 
of high-protein and multipurpose foods, qualitative and 
quantitative characteristics of routine foods, and the 
launching of applied nutrition programmes. 

Recommendation 14 
It is recommended that the intergovernmental body for 

environmental affairs to be established within the United 
Nations should ensure that the required surveys shall be 
made concerning the need and the technical possibilities 
for developing internationally agreed standards for 
measuring and limiting noise emissions and that, if it is 
deemed advisable, such standards shall be applied in 
the production of means of transportation and certain 
kinds of working equipment, without a ,large price 
increase or reduction in the aid given to developing 
countries. 

Recommendation 15 
It is recommended that the Secretary-General, in con

sultation with the appropriate United Nations bodies, 
formulate programmes on a world-wide basis to assist 
countries to meet effectively the requirements of growth 
of human settlements and to improve the quality of life 
in existing settlements, in particular, in squatter areas. 



Recommendation 16 
The programmes referred to in recommendation 15 

should include the establishment of subregional centres 
to undertake; inter alia, the following functions: 

(a) Training; 
(b) Research; 
(c) Exchange of information; 
(d) Financial, technical and material assistance. 

Recommendation 17 
It is recommended that Governments and the Secretary

General take immediate steps towards the establishment 
of an international fund or a financial institution whose 
primary operative objectives will be to assist in strength~ 
ening national programmes relating to human settlements 
through the provision of seed capital and the extension 
ofthe necessary technical assistance to permit an effective 
mobilization of domestic resources for housing and the 
environmental improvement of human settlements. 

Recommendation 18 
It is recommended that the following recommendations 

be referred to the Disaster Relief Co-ordinator for his 
consideration, more particularly in the context of the 
preparation of a report to the Ec~nomic and Social 
Council: 

1. It is recommended that the Secretary-General, with 
the assistance of the Disaster Relief Co-ordinator and in 
consultation with the appropriate bodies of the United 
Nations system and non-governmental bodies: 

(a) Assess the over-all requirements for the timely and 
widespread distribution of warnings which the obser
vational and communications networks must satisfy; 

(b) Assess the needs for additional observational net
works and other observational systems for natural 
disaster detection and warnings for tropical cyclones 
(typhoons, hurricanes, cyclones etc.) and their associated 
storm surges; torrential rains, floods, tsunamis, earth
quakes etc.; 

(c) Evaluate the existing systems for the international 
communication of disaster warnings, in order to deter
mine the extent to which these require improvement; 

(d) On the basis of these assessments, promote, 
through existing national and international organizations,. 
the establishment of an effective world-wide natural 
disaster warning system, with special emphasis on tropical 
cyclones and earthquakes, taking full advantage on 
existing systems and plans, such as the World Weather 
Watch, the World Meteorological Organization's Tropi
cal Cyclone Project, the International Tsunami Warning 
System, the World-Wide Standardized Seismic Network, 
and the Desert Locust Control Organization; 

(e) Invite the World Meteorological Organization to 
promote research on the periodicity and intensity of the 
occurrence of droughts, with a view to developing 
improved forecasting techniques. 

2. It is further recommended that the United Nations 
Development Programme and other appropriate inter
national assistance agencies give priority in responding 
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to requests from Governments for the establishment and 
improvement of natural disaster research programmes 
and warning systems. 

3. It is recommended that the Secretary-General ensure 
that the United Nations system shall provide to Govern
ments a comprehensive programme of advice and support 
in disaster prevention. More specifically, the question 
of disaster prevention should be seen as an integral part 
of the country programme as submitted to, and reviewed 
by, the United Nations Development Programme. 

4. It is recommended that the Secretary-General take 
the necessary steps to ensure that the United Nations 
system shall assist countries with their planning for pre
disaster preparedness. To this end: 

(a) An international programme of technical co~ 

operation should be developed, designed to strengthen 
the capabilities of Governments in the field of pre
disaster planning, drawing upon the services of the 
resident representatives of the United Nations Develop
ment Programme; 

(b) The United Nations Disaster Relief Office, with 
the assistance of relevant agencies of the United Nations, 
should organize plans and programmes for international 
co-operation in cases of natural disasters; 

(c) As appropriate, non-governmental international 
agencies and individual Governments should be invited 
to participate in the preparation of such plans and 
programmes. 

ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS OF NATURAL 
RESOURCES MANAGEMENT 

Recommendation 19 
It is re~t!)mmended that the Food and Agriculture 

Organization of the United Nations, in co-operation 
with other relevant international organizations, should 
include in its programme questions relating to rural plan
ning in relation to environmental policy, since environ
mental policy is formulated in close association with 
physical planning and with medium-term and long-term 
economic and social planning. Even in highly indus
trialized countries, rural areas still cover more than 
90 per cent of the territory and consequently should not 
be regarded as a residual sector and a mere reserve of 
land and manpower. The programme shOUld therefore 
include, in particular: 

(a) Arrangements for exchanges of such data as are 
available; 

(b) Assistance in training and informing specialists 
and the public, especially young people, from primary 
school age onwards; 

(c) The formulation of principles for the development 
of rural areas, which should be understood to comprise 
not only agricultural areas as such but also small- and 
medium-sized settlements and their hinterland. 

Recommendation 20 
It is recommended that the Food and Agriculture 

Organization of the United Nations, in co-operation 



with other international agencies concerned, strengthen 
the necessary machinery for the international acquisition 
of knowledge and transfer of experience on soil capa
bilities, degradation, conservation and restoration, and 
to this end: 

(a) Co-operative information exchange should be 
facilitated among those nations sharing similar soils, 
climate and agricultural conditions; 

(i) The Soil Map of the World being prepared by the 
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United 
Nations, the United Nations Educational, Scien
tific and Cultural Organization and the Inter
national Society of Soil Science should serve to 
indicate those areas among which transfer of 
knowledge on soil potentialities and soil degra
dation and restoration would be most valuable; 

Oi) This map should be supplemented through the 
establish ment of international criteria and methods 
for the assessment of soil capabilities and degra
dations and the collection of additional data 
based upon these methods and criteria. This 
should permit the preparation of a World Map 
of Soil Degradation Hazards as a framework for 
information exchange in this area; 

(iii) Information exchange on soil use should account 
for similarities in vegetation and other environ
mental conditions as well as those of soil, climate, 
and agricultural practices; 

(iv) The FAO Soil Data.Processing System should be 
developed beyond soil productivity considerations, 
to include the above-mentioned data and relevant 
environmental parameters, and to facilitate infor
mation exchange between national soil institu
tions, and eventually soil-monitoring stations; 

(b) International co-operative research on soil capa
bilities and conservation should be strengthened and 
broadened to include: 

(i) Basic research on soil degradation processes in 
selected ecosystems under the auspices of the Man 
and the Biosphere Programme. This research 
should be directed as a matter of priority to those 
arid areas that are most threatened; 

(ii) Applied research on soil and water conservation 
practices under specific land-use conditions with 
the assistance of the Food and Agriculture Organ
ization of the United Nations and, where appro
priate, other agencies (United Nations Educa
tional, Scientific and Cultural Organization, 
World Health Organization and International 
Atomic Energy Agency); 

(iii) Strengthening of existing research centres and. 
where necessary, establishment of new centres 
with the object of increasing the production from 
dry farming areas without any undue impairment 
of the environment; 

(iv) Research on the use of suitable soils for waste 
disposal and recycling; the United Nations Indus
trial Development Organization, the Food and 
Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, 
and the World Health Organization should enter 
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into joint consultations regarding the feasibility 
of an international programme in this area; 

(c) These efforts for international co.operation in 
research and information exchange on soils should be 
closely associated with those of the UNDP/WMO/FAO/ 
UNESCO programme of agricultural biometeorology, 
in order to facilitate integration of data and practical 
findings and to support the national programmes of 
conservation of soil resources recommended above; 

(d) It should moreover be noted that in addition to 
the various physical and climatic phenomena which 
contribute to soil degradation, economic and social 
factors contribute to it as well; among the economic 
contributory factors, one which should be particularly 
emphaSized is the payment of inadequate prices for the 
agricultural produce of developing countries, which 
prevents farmers in those countries from setting aside 
sufficient savings for necessary investments in soil 
regeneration and conservation. Consequently, urgent 
remedial action should be taken by the organizations 
concerned to give new value and stability to the prices 
of raw materials of the developing countries. 

Recommendation 21 

It is recommended that Governments, the Food and 
Agriculture Organization of the United Nations and the 
World Health Organization, in co-operation with the 
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural 
Organization and the International Atomic Energy 
Agency, strengthen and co-ordinate international pro
grammes for integrated pest control and reduction of the 
harmful effects of agro-chemicals: 

(a) Existing international activities for the exchange 
of information and co-operative research and technical 
assistance to developing countries should be strengthened 
to. support the national programmes described above, 
with particular reference to: 

(i) Basic research on ecological effects of pesticides 
and fertilizers (MAB); 

(ii) Use of radio-isotope and radiation techniques in 
studying the fate of pesticides in the environment 
Goint IAEA/FAO Division); 

(iii) Evaluation of the possibility of using pesticides 
of biological origin in substitution for certain 
chemical insecticides which cause serious disturb
ances in the environment; 

(iv) Dose and timing of fertilizers' applicatjon and 
their effects on soil productivity and the environ
ment (Food and Agriculture Organization of the 
United Nations); 

(v) Management practices and techniques for inte
grated pest control, including biological control 
(Food and Agriculture Organization of the United 
Nations and World Health Organization); 

(vi) Establishment and/or strengthening of national 
and regional centres for integrated pest control, 
particularly in developing countries (Food and 
Agriculture Organization of the United Nations 
and World Health Organization); 



(b) Existing expert committees of the Food and Agri
culture Organization of the United Nations and the 
World Health Organization on various aspects of pest 
control should be convened periodically: 

(i) To assess recent advances in the relevant fields of 
research mentioned above; 

(ii) To review and further develop international guide
lines and standards with special reference to 
national and ecological conditions in relation to 
the use of chlorinated hydrocarbons, pesticides 
containing heavy metals, and the use and experi
mentation of biological controls; 

(c) In addition, ad hoc panels of experts should be 
convened, by the Food and Agriculture Organization of 
the United Nations, the World Health Organization and, 
where appropriate, the International Atomic Energy 
Agency, in order to study specific problems, and facilitate 
the work of the above-mentioned committees. 

Recommendation 22 
It is recommended that the Food and Agriculture 

Organization of the United Nations, under its "War on 
Waste" programme, place increased emphasis on control 
and recycling of wastes in agriculture: 

(a) This programme should assist the national activi
ties relating to: 

(i) Control and recycling of crop residues and animal 
wastes; 

(ii) Control and recycling of agro-industrial waste; 
(iii) Use of municipal wastes as fertilizers; 
(b) The programme should also include measures to 

avoid wasteful use of natural resources through the 
destruction of unmarketable agricultural products or 
their use for improper purposes. 

Recommendation 23 
It is recommended that Governments, in co-operation 

with the Food and Agriculture Organization of the 
United Nations and other agencies and bodies, establish 
and strength~n regional and international machinery for 
the rapid development and management of domesticated 
livestock of economic importance and their related 
environmental aspects as part of the ecosystems, particu
larly in areas of low annual productivity, and thus 
encourage the establishment of regional1ivestock research 
facilities, councils and commissions, as appropriate. 

Recommendation 24 
It is recommended that the Secretary-General take steps 

to ensure that the United Nations bodies concerned co
operate to meet the needs for new knowledge on the 
environmental aspects of forests and forest management: 

(a) Where appropriate, research should be promoted, 
assisted, co-ordinated, or undertaken by the Man and 
the Biosphere Programme (UNESCO), in close co
operation with the Food and Agriculture Organization 
of the United Nations and the World Meteorological 
Organization, and with the collaboration of the Inter
national Council of Scientific Unions and the Inter
national Union of Forestry Research Organizations; 
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(b) Research on comparative legislation, land tenure, 
institutions, tropical forest management, the effects of 
the international trade in forest products on national 
forest environments, and public administration, should 
be sponsored or co-ordinated by FAO, in co-operation 
with other appropriate international and regional 
organizations; 

(c) The Food and Agriculture Organization of the 
United Nations, in conjunction with the United Nations 
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization and 
other appropriate international organizations, should 
give positive advice to member countries on the impor
tant role of forests with reference to, and in conjunction 
with, the conservation of soil, watersheds, the protection 
of tourist sites and wildlife, and recreation, within the 
over-all framework of the interests of the biosphere. 

Recommendation 25 
It is recommended that the Secretary-General take steps 

to ensure that continuing surveillance, with the co
operation of Member States, of the world's forest cover 
shall be provided for through the programmes of the 
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations 
and the United Nations Educational, Scientific and 
Cultural Organization. 

(a) Such a World Forest Appraisal Programme would 
provide basic data, including data on the balance between 
the world's forest biomass and the prevailing environ
ment, and changes in the forest biomass, considered to 
have a significant impact on the environment; 

(b) The information could be collected from existing 
inventories and on-going activities and through remote
sensing techniques; 

(c) The forest protection programme described above 
might be incorporated within this effort, through the 
use of advanced technology, such as satellites which use 
different types of imagery and which could constantly 
survey all forests. 

Recommendation 26 
It is recommended that the Food and Agriculture 

Organization of the United Nations co-ordinate an 
international programme for research and exchange of 
information on forest fires, pests and diseases: 

(a) The programme should include data collection 
and dissemination, identification of potentially suscep
tible areas and of means of suppression; exchange of 
information on technologies, eqUipment and techniques; 
research, including integrated pest control and the 
inlluence of fires on forest ecosystems, to be undertaken 
by the International Union of Forestry Research Organ
izations; establishment of a forecasting system in co
operation with the World Meteorological Organization; 
organization of seminars and study tours; the facilitation 
of bilateral agreements for forest protection between 
neighbouring countries, and the development of effective 
international quarantines; 

(b) Forest fires, pests and diseases will frequently each 
require separate individual treatment. 



Recommendation 27 

It is recommended that the Food and Agriculture 
Organization of the United Nations facilitate the transfer 
of information on forests and forest management: 

(a) The amount of knowledge that can usefully be 
exchanged is limited by the differences of climatic zones 
and forest types; 

(b) The exchange of information should, however, be 
encouraged among nations sharing similarities; consider
able knowledge is already exchanged among the indus
trialized nations of tbe temperate zone; 

(c) Opportunities exist, despite differences, for the 
useful transfer of information to developing countries on 
the environmental aspects of such items as: (i) the 
harvesting and industrialization of some tropical hard
woods; (ii) pine cultures; (iii) the principles of forest 
management systems and management science; (iv) soils 
and soil interpretations relating to forest management; 
(v) water regimes and watershed management; (vi) forest 
industries pollution controls, including both technical 
and economic data; (vii) methods for the evaluation of 
forest resources through sampling techniques, remote 
sensing, and data-processing; (viii) control of destructive 
fires and pest outbreaks; and Ox) co-ordination in the 
area of the definition and standardization of criteria and 
methods for the economic appraisal of forest environ
mental influences and for the comparison of alternative 
uses. 

Recommendation 28 

It is recommended that the Food and Agriculture 
Organization of the United Nations strengthen its efforts 
in support of forestry projects and research projects, 
possibly for production, in finding species which are 
adaptable even in areas where this is exceptionally 
difficult because of ecological conditions. 

Recommendation 29 

It is recommended that the Secretary-General ensure 
that the effect of pollutants upon wildlife shall be con
sidered, where appropriate, within environmental moni
toring systems. Particular attention should be paid to 
those species of wildlife that may serve as indicators for 
future wide environmental disturbances, and an ultimate 
impact upon human populations. 

Recommendation 30 

It is recommended that the Secretary-General ensure 
the establishment of a programme to expand present 
data-gathering processes so as to assess the total economic 
value of wildlife resources. 

(a) Such data would facilitate the task of monitoring 
the current situation of animals endangered by their 
trade value, and demonstrate to questioning nations the 
value of their resources; 

(b) Such a programme should elaborate upon current 
efforts of the Food and Agriculture Organization of the 
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United Nations and might well produce a yearbook of 
wildlife 2 statistics. 

Recommendation 31 
It is recommended that the Secretary-General ensure 

that the appropriate United Nations agencies co-operate 
with the Governments of the developing countries to 
develop special short-term training courses on wildlife \I 

management: 
(a) Priority should be given to conversion courses for 

personnel trained in related disciplines such as forestry or 
animal husbandry; 

(b) Special attention should be given to the establish
ment and support of regional training schools for 
technicians. 

Recommendation 32 
It is recommended that Governments give attention to 

the need to enact international conventions and treaties 
to protect species inhabiting international waters or those 
which migrate from one country to another: 

(a) A broadly-based convention should be considered 
which would provide a framework by which criteria for 
game regulations could be agreed upon and the over
exploitation of resources curtailed by signatory countries; 

(b) A working group should be set up as soon as 
possible by the appropriate authorities to consider these 
problems and to advise on the need for, and possible 
scope of, such conventions or treaties. 

Recommendation 33 
It is recommended that Governments agree to strengthen 

the International Whaling Commission, to increase inter
national research efforts, and as a matter of urgency to 
call for an international agreement, under the auspices 
of the International Whaling Commission and involving 
all Governments concerned, for a lo-year moratorium 
on commercial whaling. 

Recommendation 34 
It is recommended that Governments and the Secretary

General give special attention to training requirements in 
the management of parks and protected areas: 

(a) High-level training should be provided and 
supported: 

(i) In addition to integrating aspects of national 
parks planning and management into courses on 
forestry and other subjects, special degrees should 
be offered in park management; the traditional 
forestry, soil and geology background of the park 
manager must be broadened into an integrated 
approach; 

(ii) Graduate courses in natural resources administra
tion should be made available in at least one major 
university in every continent; 

2 Whereas elsewhere in this report the expression "wildlife" is 
meant to include both animals and plants, it should be understood 
here to be restricted to the most important animals. 



(b) Schools offering courses in national park manage
ment at a medium-grade level should be assisted by the 
establishment or expansion of facilities, particularly in 
Latin America and Asia. 

Recommendation 35 
It is recommended that the Secretary-General take steps 

to ensure that an appropriate mechanism shall exist for 
the exchange of information on national parks legislation 
and planning and management techniques developed in 
some countries which could serve as guidelines to be 
made available to any interested country. 

Recommendation 36 
It is recommended that the Secretary-General take steps 

to ensure that the appropriate United Nations agencies 
shall assist the developing countries to plan for the inflow 
of visitors into their protected areas in such a way as to 
reconcile revenue and environmental considerations 
within the context of the recommendations approved by 
the Conference. The other international organizations 
concerned may likewise make their contribution. 

Recommendation 37 
It is recommended that Governments take steps to co

ordinate, and co-operate in the management of, neigh
bouring or contiguous protected areas. Agreement should 
be reached on such aspects as mutual legislation, patrol
ling systems, exchange of information, research projects, 
collaboration on measures of burning, plant and animal 
control, fishery regulations, censuses, tourist circuits and 
frontier formalities. 

Recommendation 38 
It is recommended that Governments take steps to set 

aside areas representing ecosystems of international 
significance for protection under international agreement. 

Recommendation 39 
.It is recommended that Governments, in co-operation 

With the Secretary-General of the United Nations and 
the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United 
Nations where indicated, agree to an international pro
gramme to preserve the world's genetic resources: 

(a) Active participation at the national and inter
national level~ is involved. It must be recognized, how
ever, that whIle survey, collection, and dissemination of 
the~e genet~c resour~es are .best carried out on a regional 
or mternattonal baSIS, theIr actual evaluation and utili
zation are matters for specific institutions and individual 
workers; international participation in the latter should 
concern exchange of techniques and findings; 

~b) An international network is required with appro
pnate machinery to facilitate the interchange of infor
mation and genetic material among countries; 

(c) ~oth static (seed banks, culture collection etc.) and 
dyn~mIc (conservation of populations in evolving natural 
envIronments) ways are needed. 

(d) Action is necessary in six interrelated areas: 
(i) Survey of genetic resources; 

(ii) Inventory of collections; 
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(iii) Exploration and collecting; 
(iv) Documentation; 
(v) Evaluation and utilization; 

(vi) Conservation, which represents the crucial element 
to which all other programmes relate: 

(e) Although the international programme relates to 
all types of genetic resources, the action required for 
each resource will vary according to existing needs and 
activities. 

Recommendation 40 
It is recommended that Governments, in co-operation 

with the Secretary-General of the United Nations and 
the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United 
Nations where indicated, make inventories of the genetic 
resources most endangered by depletion or extinction: 

(a) All species threatened by man's development 
should be included in such inventories; 

(b) Special attention should be given to locating in this 
field those areas of natural genetic diversity that are 
disappearing; 

(c) These inventories should be reviewed periodically 
and brought up to date by appropriate monitoring; 

Cd) The survey conducted by FAO in collaboration 
with the International Biological Programme is designed 
to provide information on endangered crop genetic 
resources by 1972, but will require extension and 
follow~up. 

Recommendation 41 
It is recommended that Governments, in co-operation 

with the Secretary-General of the United Nations and the 
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations 
where indicated, compile or extend, as necessary, regis
ters qf existing collections of genetic resources: 

(a) Such registers should identify which breeding and 
experiment stations, research institutions and Universities 
maintain which collections; 

(b) Major gaps in existing collections should be 
identified where material is in danger of being lost; 

(c) These inventories of collections should be trans
formed for computer handling and made available to all 
potential users; 

(d) In respect of plants: 
(i) It would be expected that the "advanced varieties" 

would be well represented, but that primitive 
materials would be found to be scarce and require 
subsequent action; 

(U) The action already initiated by FAO, several 
national institutions, and international founda~ 
tions should be supported and expanded. 

(e) In respect of micro-organisms, it is recommended 
that each nation develop comprehensive inventories of 
culture collections: 

(i) A cataloguing of the large and small collections 
and the value of their holdings is required, rather 
than a listing of individual strains; 

(ii) Many very small but unique collections, some
times the works of a single specialist, are lost; 



(iii) Governments should make sure that valuable gene 
. pools held by individuals or small institutes are 

also held in national or regional collections. 

(1) In respect of animal germ plasm, it is recom
mended that FAO establish a continuing mechanism to 
assess and maintain catalogues of the characteristics of 
domestic animal breeds, types and varieties in all nations 
of the world. Likewise, FAO should establish such lists 
where required. 

(g) In respect of aquatic organisms, it is recommended 
that F AO compile a catalogue of genetic resources of 
cultivated species and promote intensive studies on the 
methods of preservation and storage of genetic material. 

Recommendation 42 

It is recommended that Governments, in co-operation 
with the Secretary-General of the United Nations and 
the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United 
Nations where indicated, initiate immediately, in .co
operation with all interested parties, programmes· of 
exploration and collection wherever endangered species 
have been identified which are not included in existing 
collections: 

(0) An emergency programme, with the co-operation 
of the Man and the Biosphere Programme, of plant 
exploration and collection should be launched on the 
basis of the F AO List of Emergency Situations for a 
nve-year period; 

(b) With regard to forestry species, in addition to the 
efforts of the Danish/FAO Forest Tree Seed Centre, the 
International Union of Forestry Research Organizations, 
and the FAO Panel of Experts on Forest Gene Resources, 
support is needed for missions planned for Latin America, 
West Africa, the East Indies and India. 

Recommendation 43 

It is recommended that Governments, in co-operation 
with the Secretary-General of the United Nations and 
the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United 
Nations where indicated: 

1. Recognize that conservation is a most crucial part 
of any genetic resources programme. Moreover, major 
types of genetic resources must be treated separately 
because: 

(a) They are each subject to different programmes and 
priorities; 

(b) They serve different uses and purposes; 
(c) They require different expertise, techniques and 

facilities; 

2. In respect of plant germ plasms (agriculture and 
forestry), organize and equip national or regional genetic 
resources conservation centres: 

(a) Such centres as the National Seed Storage Labora
tory in the United States of America and the Vavilov 
Institute of Plant Industry in the Union of Soviet 
Socialist Republics already provide good examples; 

(b) Working collections should be established sepa
rately from the basic collections; these will usually be 
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located at plant and breeding stations and will be widely. 
distributed; 

(c) Three classes of genetic crop resources must be 
conserved: 

(i) High-producing varieties in current use and those 
they have superseded; 

(ii) Primitive varieties of traditional pre-scientific agri
culture (recognized as genetic treasuries for plant 
improvement); 

(iii) Mutations induced by radiation or chemical 
means; 

(d) Species contributing to environmental improve~ 
ment, such as sedge used to stabilize sand-dunes, should 
be conserved; 

(e) Wild or weed relatives of crop species and those 
wild species of actual or potential use in rangelands, 
industry, new crops etc. should be included; 

3. In respect of plant germ plasms (agriculture and 
forestry), maintain gene pools of wild plant species 
within their natural communities. Therefore: 

(0) It is essential that primeval forests, bushlands and 
grasslands which contain important forest genetic 
resources be identified and protected by appropriate 
technical and legal means; systems of reserves exist in 
most countries, but a strengthening of international 
understanding on methods of protection and on availa
bility of material may be desired; 

(b) Conservation of species of medical, aesthetic or 
research value should be assured; 

(c) The network of biological reserves proposed by 
UNESCO (Man and the Biosphere Programme) should 
be designed, where feasible, to protect these natural 
communities; 

(d) Where protection in nature becomes uncertain or 
impossible, then means such as seed storage or living 
collections in provenance trials or botanic gardens must 
be adopted; 

4. FulIy implement the programmes initiated by the 
FAO Panels of Experts on forest gene resources in 1968 
and on plant exploration and introduction in 1970; 

5. In respect of animal germ plasms, consider the 
desirability and feasibility of international action to 
preserve breeds or varieties of animals: 

(a) Because such an endeavour would constitute a 
major effort beyond the scope of anyone nation, F AO 
would be the logical executor of such a project. Close 
co-operation with Governments would be necessary, 
however. The International Union for Conservation of 
Nature and Natural Resources might, logically, be given 
responsibility for wild species, in co-operation with FAO, 
the Man and the Biosphere Programme (UNESCO), and 
Governments; 

(b) Any such effort should also include research on 
methods of preserving, storing, and transporting germ 
plasm; 

(c) Specific methods for the maintenance of gene 
pools of aquatic species should be developed; 



Cd} The recommendations of the FAO Working Party 
Meeting on Genetic Selection and Conservation of 
Genetic Resources of Fish, held in 1971, should be 
implemented; 

6. In respect of micro-organism germ plasms, co
operatively establish and properly fund a few large 
regional collections: 

(a) Full use should be made of major collections now 
in existence; 

(b) In order to provide geographical distribution and 
access to the developing nations, regional centres should 
be established in Africa, Asia and Latin America and 
the existing centres in the developed world should be 
strengthened; 

7. Establish conservation centres of insect germ plasm. 
The very difficult and long process of selecting or breeding 
insects conducive to biological control programmes can 
begin only in this manner. 

Recommendation 44 
It is recommended that Governments, in co-operation 

with the Secretary-General of the United Nations and 
the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United 
Nations where indicated, recognize that evaluation and 
utilization are critical corollaries to the conservation of 
genetic resources. In respect of crop-breeding pro
grammes, it is recommended that Governments give 
special emphasis to: 

(a) The quality of varieties and breeds and the potential 
for increased yields; 

(b) The ecological conditions to which the species are 
adapted; 

(c) The resistance to diseases, pests and other adverse 
factors; 

(d) The need for a multiplicity of efforts so as to 
increase the chances of success. 

Recommendation 45 
It is recommended that Governments, in co-operation 

with the Secretary-General of the United Nations and 
the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United 
Nations where indicated: 

1. Collaborate to establish a global network of 
national and regional institutes relating to genetic 
resource conservation based on agreements on the 
availability of material and information, on methods, 
on technical standards, and on the need for technical 
and financial assistance wherever required: 

(a) Facilities should be designed to assure the use of 
the materials and information: (i) by breeders, to develop 
varieties and breeds both giving higher yields and having 
higher resistance to local pests and diseases and other 
adverse factors; and (ii) by users providing facilities and 
advice for the safest and most profitable utilization of 
varieties and breeds most adapted to local conditions; 

(b) Such co-operation would apply to all genetic 
resource conservation centres and to all types mentioned 
in the foregoing recommendations; 
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(c) Standardized storage and retrieval facilities for the 
exchange of information and genetic material should be 
developed: 

(i) Information should be made generally available 
and its exchange facilitated through agreement on 
methods and technical standards; 

(U) International standards and regulations for the 
shipment of materials should be agreed upon; 

(iii) Basic collections and data banks should be repli
cated in at least two distinct sites, and should 
remain a national responsibility; 

(iv) A standardized and computerized system of docu
mentation is required; 

(d) Technical and financial assistance should be pro
vided where required; areas of genetic diversity are most 
frequently located in those countries most poorly equipped 
to institute the necessary programmes; 

2. Recognize that the need for liaison among the 
parties participating in the global system of genetic 
resources conservation requires certain institutional inno
vations. To this end: 

(a) It is recommended that 'the appropriate United 
Nations agency establish an international liaison unit 
for plant genetic resources in order: 

(i) To improve liaison between governmental and 
non-governmental efforts; 

(ii) To assist in the liaison and co-operation between 
national and regional centres, with special em
phasis on international agreements on method
ology and standards of conservation of genetic 
material, standardization and co-ordination of 
computerized record systems, and the exchange 
of information and material between such 
centres; 

(iii) To assist in implementing training courses in 
exploration, conservation and breeding methods 
and techniques; 

(iv) To act as a central repository for copies of 
computerized information on gene pools (discs 
and tapes); 

(v) To provide the secretariat for periodic meetings 
of international panels and seminars on the 
subject; a conference on germ plasm conservation 
might be convened to follow up the successful 
conference of 1967; 

(vi) To plan and co-ordinate the five~year emergency 
programme on the conservation of endangered 
species; 

(vii) To assist Governments further, wherever re
quired, in implementing their national pro
grammes; 

(viii) To promote the evaluation al'Ki utilization of 
genetic resources at the national and inter
national levels; 

(b) It is recommended that the appropriate United 
Nations agency initiate the required programme on 
micro-organism germ plasm: 

(i) Periodic international conferences involving those 
concerned with the maintenance of and research 



on gene pools of micro-organisms should be 
supported; 

(ii) Such a programme might interact with the pro
posed regional culture centres by assuring that 
each centre places high priority on the training 
of scientists and technicians from the developing 
nations; acting as a necessary liaison; and lending 
financial assistance to those countries established 
outside the developed countries; 

(iii) The international exchange of pure collections 
of micro-organisms between the major collec
tions of the world has operated for many years 
and requires little re-enforcement; 

(iv) Study should be conducted particularly on waste 
disposal and recycling, controlling diseases and 
pests, and food technology and nutrition; 

(c) It is recommended that the Food and Agriculture 
Organization of the United Nations institute a pro
gramme in respect of animal germ plasm to assess and 
maintain catalogues of the economic characteristics of 
domestic animal breeds and types and of wild species and 
to establish gene pools of potentially useful types; 

Cd) It is recommended that the Man and the Biosphere 
project on the conservation of natural areas and the 
genetic material contained therein should be adequately 
supported. 

Recommendation 46 
It is recommended that Governments, and the Secretary

General in co~operation with the Food and Agriculture 
Organization of the United Nations and other United 
Nations organizations concerned, as well as development 
assistance agencies, take steps to support recent guide. 
lines, recommendations and programmes of the various 
international fishing organizations. A large part of the 
needed international action has been identified with 
action programmes initiated by FAO and its Inter
governmental Committee on Fisheries and approxi~ 

mately 24 other bilateral and multilateral international 
commissions, councils and committees. In particular 
these organizations are planning and undertaking: 

(a) Co-operative programmes such as that of LEPOR 
(Long-Term and Expanded Programme of Oceanic 
Resear,-:b), aIPME (Global Investigation of Pollution in 
the Marine Environment) and IBP (International Bio
logical Programme); 

(b) Exchange of data, supplementing and expanding 
the services maintained by F AO and bodies within its 
framework in compiling, disseminating and co-ordinating 
information on living aquatic resources and their environ
ment and fisheries activi ties; 

(c) Evaluation and monitoring of world fishery re
sources, environmental conditions, stock assessment, 
including statistics on catch and effort, and the economics 
of fisheries; 

(d) Assistance to Governments in interpreting the 
implications of such assessments, identifying alternative 
management measures, and formulating required actions; 

(e) Special programmes and recommendations for 
management of stocks of fish and other aquatic animals 
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proposed by the existing international fishery bodies. 
Damage to fish stocks has often occurred because regu
latory action is taken too slowly. In the past, the need 
for management action to be nearly unanimous has 
reduced action to the minimum acceptable level. 

Recommendation 47 
It is recommended that Governments, and the Secretary

General of the United Nations in co-operation with the 
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations 
and other United Nations organizations concerned, as 
well as development assistance agencies, take steps to 
ensure close participation of fishery agencies and interests 
in the preparations for the United Nations Conference 
on the Law of the Sea. In order to safeguard the marine 
environment and its resources through the development 
of effective and workable principles and laws, the infor
mation and insight of international and regional fishery 
bodies, as well as the national fishery agencies are 
essential. 

Recommendation 48 
It is recommended that Governments, and the Secretary

General in co-operation with the Food and Agriculture 
Organization of the United Nations and other United 
Nations organizations concerned, as well as develop'ment 
assistance agencies, take steps to ensure international 
co-operation in the research, control and regulation of 
the side effects of national activities in resource utilization 
where these affect the aquatic resources of other nations: 

(a) Estuaries, intertidal marshes, and other near-shore 
and in-shore environments play a crucial role in the 
maintenance of several marine fish stocks. Similar prob. 
lems exist in those fresh-water fisheries that occur in 
shared waters; 

(b) Discharge of toxic chemicals, heavy metals, and 
other wastes may affect even high-seas resources; 

(c) Certain exotic species, notably the carp, lamprey 
and alewife, have invaded international waters with 
deleterious effects as a result of unregulated unilateral 
action. 

Recommendation 49 
It is recommended that Governments, and the Secretary

General of the United Nations in co-operation with the 
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations 
and other United Nations organizations concerned, as 
well as development assistance agencies, take steps to 
develop further and strengthen facilities for collecting, 
analysing and disseminating data on living aquatic 
resources and the environment in which they live: 

(a) Data already exist concerning the total harvest 
from the oceans and from certain regions in respect of 
individual fish stocks, their quantity, and the fishing 
efforts expended on them, and in respect of their popu
lation structure, distribution and changes. This coverage 
needs to be improved and extended; 

(b) It is clear that a much greater range of biological 
parameters must be monitored and analysed in order to 
provide an adequate basis for evaluating the interaction 
of stocks and managing the combined resources of many 
stocks. There is no institutional constraint on this 



expansion but a substantial increase in funding is needed 
by F AO and other international organizations concerned 
to meet this expanding need for data; 

(c) Full utilization of present and expanded data 
facilities is dependent on the co-operation of Govern
ments in developing local and regional data networks, 
making existing data available to F AO and to the inter
national bodies, and formalizing the links between 
national and international agencies responsible for moni
toring and evaluating fishery resources. 

Recommendation 50 
It is recommended that Governments, and the Secretary

General of the United Nations in co-operation with the 
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations 
and other United Nations organizations concerned, as 
well as development assistance agencies, take steps to 
ensure full co-operation among Governments by strength. 
ening the existing international and regional machinery 
for development and management of fisheries and their 
related environmental aspects and, in those regions where 
these do not exist, to encourage the establishment of 
fishery councils and commissions as appropriate. 

(a) The operational efficiency of these bodies will 
depend largely on the ability of the participating countries 
to carry out their share of the activities and programmes; 

(b) Technical support and servicing from the special
ized agencies, in particular from FAO, is also required; 

(c) The assistance of bilateral and international fund. 
ing agencies will be needed to ensure the full participation 
of the developing countries in these activities. 

Recommendation 51 
It is recommended that Governments concerned con

sider the creation of river-basin commissions or other 
appropriate machinery for co-operation between in
terested States for water resources common to more than 
one jurisdiction. 

(a) In accordance with the Charter of the United 
Nations and the principles of international law, full 
consideration must be given to the right of permanent 
sovereignty of each country concerned to develop its 
own resources; 

(b) The following principles should be considered by 
the States concerned when appropriate: 

(i) Nations agree that when major water resource 
activities are contemplated that may have a 
significant environmental effect on another coun
try, the other country should be notified well in 
advance of the activity envisaged; 

(ii) The basic objective of all water resource use and 
development activities from the environmental 
point of view is to ensure the best use of water 
and to avoid its pollution in each country; 

(iii) The net benefits of hydrologic regions common 
to more than one national jurisdiction are to be 
shared equitably by the nations affected; 

(c) Such arrangements, when deemed appropriate by the 
Sta~es concerned, will permit undertaking on a regional 
baSIS: 
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(i) Collection, analysis, and exchanges of hydrologic 
data through some international mechanism 
agreed upon by the States concerned; 

(ii) Joint data-collection programmes to serve plan
ning needs; 

(iii) Assessment of environmental effects of existing 
water uses; 

(iv) Joint study of the causes and symptoms of 
problems related to water resources, taking into 
account the technical, economic, and social con
siderations of water quality control; 

(v) Rational use, including a programme of quality 
control, of the water resource as an environ
mental asset; 

(vi) Provision for the judicial and administrative pro
tection of water rights and claims; 

(vii) Prevention and settlement of disputes with refer
ence to the management and conservation of 
water resources; 

(viii) Financial and technical co-operation of a shared 
resource; 

(d) Regional conferences should be organized to 
promote the above considerations. 

Recommendation 52 
It is recommended that the Secretary-General take steps 

to ensure that appropriate United Nations bodies support 
government action with regard to water resources where 
required: 

1. Reference is made to the Food and Agriculture 
Organization of the United Nations, the World Health 
Organization, the World Meteorological Organization, 
the Department of Economic and Social Affairs of the 
UnitecJ, \ Nations Secretariat (Resources and Transport 
Division), the United Nations Educational, Scientific and 
Cultural Organization/International Hydrological Dec~ 
ade, the regional economic commissions and the United 
Nations Economic and Social Office in Beirut. For 
example: 

(a) The Food and Agriculture Organization of the 
United Nations has established a Commission on Land 
and Water Use for the Middle East which promotes 
regional co-operation in research, training and informa
tion, inter alia on water management problems; 

(b) The World Health Organization has available the 
International Reference Centre for Waste Disposal 
located at Dubendorf, Switzerland, and International 
Reference Centre on Community Water Supply in the 
Netherlands; 

(c) The World Meteorological Organization has a 
Commission on Hydrology which provides guidance on 
data collection and on the establishment of hydrological 
networks; . 

Cd) The Resources and Transport Division of the 
Department of Economic and Social Affairs, United 
Nations Secretariat, has the United Nations Water 
Resources Development Centre; 

(e) The United Nations Educational, Scientific and 
Cultural Organization is sponsoring the International 



Hydrological Decade programme of co-ordinated re
search on the quality and quantity of world water 
resources. 

2. Similar specialized centres should be established at 
the regional level in developing countries for training 
research and information exchange on: 

(a) Inland water pollution and waste disposal in co
operation with the World Health Organization, the Food 
and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, 
the United Nations regional economic commissions and 
the United Nations Economic and Social Office in 
Beirut; 

(b) Water management for rain-fed and irrigated agri
culture, by the Food and Agriculture Organization of the 
United Nations in co-operation with the regional eco
nomic commissions and the United Nations Economic 
and Social Office in Beirut; 

(c) Integrated water resources planning and manage
ment in co-operation with the Department of Economic 
and Social Affairs of the United Nations Secretariat 
(Resources and Transport Division), the regional eco
nomic commissions, and the United Nations Economic 
and Social Office in Beirut. 

Recommendation 53 

It is recommended that the Secretary-General take steps 
to ensure that the United Nations system is prepared to 
provide technical and financial assistance to Govern
ments when requested in the different functions of water 
resources management: 

(a) Surveys and inventories; 

(b) Water resources administration and policies, in
cluding: 

(i) The establishment of institutional frameworks; 
(ii) Economic structures of water resources manage

ment and development; 
(iii) Water resources law and legislation; 
(c) Planning and management techniques, including: 
(i) The assignment of water quality standards; 

eii) The implementation of appropriate technology; 
(iii) More efficient use and re-use of limited water 

supplies; 
(d) Basic and applied studies and research; 
(e) Transfer of existing knowledge; 

Cf) Continuing support of the programme of the 
International Hydrological Decade. 

Recommendation 54 

It is recommended that the Secretary-General take steps 
to establish a roster of experts who would be available 
to assist Governments, upon request, to anticipate and 
evaluate the environmental effects of major water devel
opment projects. Governments would have the oppor
tunity of consulting teams of experts drawn from this 
roster, in the first stages of project planning. Guidelines 
could be prepared to assist in the review and choices of 
alternatives. 
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Recommendation 55 
It is recommended that the Secretary-General take steps 

to conduct an exploratory programme to assess the 
actual and potential environmental effects of water man
agement upon the oceans, define terms and estimate the 
costs for a comprehensive programme of action, and 
establish and maintain as far as possible: 

(a) A world registry of major or otherwise important 
rivers arranged regionally and classified according to 
their discharge of water and pollutants; 

(b) A world registry of clean rivers which would be 
defined in accordance with internationally agreed quality 
criteria and to which nations would contribute on a 
voluntary basis: 

(i) The oceans are the ultimate recipient for the 
natural and man-made wastes discharged into the 
river systems of the continents; 

(ii) Changes in the amount of river-flow into the 
oceans, as well as in its distribution in space and 
time, may considerably affect the physical, chemi
cal and biological regime of the estuary regions 
and influence the oceanic water systems; 

(iii) It would be desirable for nations to declare their 
intention to have admitted to the world registry 
of clean rivers those rivers within their jurisdiction 
that meet the quality criteria as defined and to 
declare their further intention to ensure that 
certain other rivers shall meet those quality 
criteria by some target date. 

Recommendation 56 

It is recommended that the Secretary-General provide 
the appropriate vehicle for the exchange of information 
on mining and mineral processing. 

(a) Improved accessibility and dissemination of exist
ing information is required; the body of literature and 
experience is already larger than one would think. 

(b) Possibilities include the accumulation of infor
mation on: (i) the environmental conditions of mine sites; 
(ii) the action taken in respect of the environment; and 
(iii) the positive and negative environmental repercussions. 

(c) Such a body of information could be used for 
prediction. Criteria for the planning and management 
of mineral production would emerge and would indicate 
where certain kinds of mining should be limited, where 
reclamation costs would be particularly high, or where 
other problems would arise. 

(d) The appropriate United Nations bodies should 
make efforts to assist the developing countries by, inter 
alia, providing adequate information for each country 
on the technology for preventing present or future 
environmentally adverse effects of mining and the ad
verse health and safety effects associated with the mineral 
industry and by accepting technical trainees and sending 
experts. 

Recommendation 57 

It is recommended that the Secretary-General take steps 
to ensure proper collection, measurement and analysis 



of data relating to the environmental effects of energy 
use and production within appropriate monitoring 
systems. 

(a) The design and operation of such networks should 
include, in particular, monitoring the environmental 
levels resulting from emission of carbon dioxide, sulphur 
dioxide, oxidants, nitrogen oxides (NOJ, heat and 
particulates, as well as those from releases of oil and 
radioactivity; 

(b) In each case the objective is to learn more about 
the relationships between such levels and the effects on 
weather, human health, plant and animal life, and 
amenity values. 

Recommendation 58 
It is recommended that the Secretary-General take steps 

to give special attention to providing a mechanism for the 
exchange of information on energy: 

(a) The rationalization and integration of resource 
management for energy will clearly require a solid under~ 
standing of the complexity of the problem and of the 
multiplicity of alternative solutions; 

(b) Access to the large body of existing information 
should be facilitated: 

(i) Data on the environmental consequences of dif~ 
ferent energy systems should be provided through 
an exchange of national experiences, studies, semi
nars, and other appropriate meetings; 

(ii) A continually updated register of research involv
ing both entire systems and each of its stages 
should be maintained. 

Recommendation 59 
It is recommended that the Secretary-General take steps 

to ensure that a comprehensive study be promptly under
taken with the aim of submitting a first report, at the 
latest in 1975, on available energy sources, new tech
nology, and consumption trends, in order to assist in 
providing a basis for the most effective development of 
the world's energy resources, with due regard to the 
environmental effects of energy production and use: 
such a study to be carried out in collaboration with 
appropriate international bodies such as the Inter
national Atomic Energy Agency and the Organisation 
for Economic Co-operation and Development. 

Recommendation 60 
It is recommended that the Secretary~General, in co

operation with Governments concerned and the appro
priate international agencies, arrange for systematic 
audits of natural resource development projects in repre
sentative ecosystems of international significance to be 
undertaken jointly with the Governments concerned 
after, and where feasible before, the implementation of 
such projects.3 

3 Projects might include new agricultural settlement of sub
tropical and tropical zones, irrigation and drainage in arid zones, 
tropical forestry development, major hydroelectric developments. 
land reclamation works in tropical lowland coastal areas, and 
settlement of nomads in semi-arid zones. The cost of audits in 
developing countries should not be imputed to the costs of the 
resource development projects but financed from separate inter
national sources. 
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Recommendation 61 
It is recommended that the Secretary-General, in co

operation with Governments concerned and the appro
priate international agencies, provide that pilot studies 
be conducted in representative ecosystems of inter
national significance to assess the environmental impact 
of alternative approaches to the survey, planning and 
development of resource projects. 

Recommendation 62 
It is recommended that the Secretary-General, in co

operation with Governments concerned and the appro~ 
priate international agencies, provide that studies be 
conducted to find out the connexion between the distri
bution of natural resources and people's welfare and the 
reasons for possible discrepancies. 

Recommendation 63 
It is recommended that the Secretary-General take steps 

to ensure that international development assistance 
agencies, in co-operation with recipient Governments, 
intensify efforts to revise and broaden the criteria of 
development project analysis to incorporate environ~ 

mental impact considerations. 

Recommendation 64 
It is recommended that the Secretary-General take steps 

to ensure that the United Nations agencies concerned 
undertake studies on the relative costs and benefits of 
synthetic versus natural products serving identical uses. 

Recommendation 65 
It is recommended that the Man and the Biosphere 

Programme be vigorously pursued by the United Nations 
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization in co
operation with other United Nations organizations and 
other international scientific organizations. 

Recommendation 66 
It is recommended that the World Meteorological 

Organization initiate or intensify studies on the inter
relationships of resource development and meteorology. 

Recommendation 67 
It is recommended that the Secretary-General, in co

operation with interested Governments and United 
Nations specialized agencies, take the necessary steps to 
encourage the further development of remote~sensing 
techniques for resources surveys and the utilization of 
these techniques on the basis of proper international 
arrangements. 

Recommendation 68 
It is recommended that the Secretary-General, in co

operation with the appropriate agencies of the United 
Nations and other international organizations, promote 
jointly with interested Governments the development of 
methods for the integrated planning and management 
of natural resources, and provide, when requested, 
advice to Governments on such methods, in accordance 
with the particular environmental circumstances of each 
country. 



Recommendation 69 
It is recommended that the Food and Agriculture 

Organization of the United Nations expand its present 
programme on the stabilization of marginal lands. 

IDENTIFICATION AND CONTROL OF POLLU~ 
TANTS OF BROAD INTERNATIONAL SIGNI
FICANCE 

A. POLLUTION GENERALLY 

Recommendation 70 
It is recommended that Governments be mindful of 

activities in which there is an appreciable risk of effects 
on climate, and to this end: 

(a) Carefully evaluate the likelihood and magnitude 
of climatic effects and disseminate their findings to the 
maximum extent feasible before embarking on such 
activities; 

(b) Consult fully other interested States when activities 
carrying a risk of such effects are being contemplated or 
implemented. 

Recommendation 71 
It is recommended that Governments use the best 

practicable means available to minimize the release to 
the environment of toxic or dangerous substances, 
especially if they are persistent substances such as heavy 
metals and organochlorine compounds, until it has been 
demonstrated that their release will not give rise to 
unacceptable risks or unless their use is essential to 
human health or food production, in which case appro
priate control measures should be applied. 

Recommendation 72 
It is recommended that in establishing standards for 

pollutants of international significance, Governments 
take into account the relevant standards proposed by 
competent international organizations, and concert with 
other concerned' Governments and the competent inter
national organizations in planning and carrying out 
control programmes for pollutants distributed beyond 
the national jurisdiction from which they are released. 

Recommendation 73 
It is recommended that Governments actively support, 

and contribute to, international programmes to acquire 
knowledge for the assessment of pollutant sources, path
ways, exposures and risks and that those Governments 
in a position to do so provide educational, technical and 
other forms of assistance to facilitate broad participation 
by countries regardless of their economic or technical 
advancement. ' 

Recommendation 74 
It is recommended that the Secretary-General, drawing 

on the resources of the entire United Nations system, 
and with the active support of Governments and appro
priate scientific and other international bodies: 

(a) Increase the capability of the United Nations 
system to provide awareness and advance warning of 
deleterious effects to human health and well-being from 
man-made pollutants; 
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(b) Provide this information in a form which is useful 
to policy-makers at the national level; 

(c) Assist those Governments which desire to incor
porate these and other environmental factors into national 
planning processes; 

(d) Improve the international acceptability of pro
cedures for testing pollutants and contaminants by: 

(i) International division of labour in carrying out 
the large-scale testing programmes needed; 

(ii) Development of international schedules of tests 
for evaluation of the environmental impact poten
tial of specific contaminants or products. Such a 
schedule of tests should include consideration of 
both short-term and long-term effects of all kinds, 
and should be reviewed and brought up to date 
from time to time to take into account new 
knowledge and techniques; 

(iii) Development and implementation of an inter
national intercalibration programme for sampling 
and analytical techniques' to permit more meaning
ful comparisons of national data; 

(e) Develop plans for an International Registry of 
Data on Chemicals in the Environment based on a col
lection of available scientific data on the environmental 
behaviour of the most important man-made chemicals 
and containing production figures of the potentially 
most harmful chemicals, together with their pathways 
from factory via utilization to ultimate disposal or 
recirculation. 

Recommendation 75 
It is recommended that, without reducing in any way 

their attention to non-radioactive pollutants, Govern
ments should: 

(a) Explore with the International Atomic Energy 
Agency and the World Health Organization the feasibility 
of developing a registry of releases to the biosphere of 
significant quantities of radioactive materials; 

(b) Support and expand, under the International 
Atomic Energy Agency and appropriate international 
organizations, international co-operation on radioactive 
waste problems, including problems of mining and tai17 
ings and also including co-ordination of plans for the 
siting of fuel-reprocessing plants in relation to the siting 
of the ultimate storage areas, considering also the trans
portation problems. 

Recommendation 76 
It is recommended: 
(a) That a major effort be undertaken to develop 

monitoring and both epidemiological and experimental 
research programmes providing data for early warning 
and prevention of the deleterious effects of the various 
environmental agents, acting singly or in combination, 
to which man is increasingly exposed, directly or in
directly, and for the assessment of their potential risks 
to human health, with particular regard to the risks of 
mutagenicity, teratogenicity and carcinogenicity. Such 
programmes should be guided and co-ordinated by the 
World Health Organization; 



(b) That the World Health Organization co-ordinate 
the development and implementation of an appropriate 
international, collection and dissemination system to 
correlate medical, environmental and family-history data; 

(c) That Governments actively support and contribute 
to international programmes for research and develop
ment of guidelines concerning environmental factors in 
the work environment. 

Recommendation 77 
It is recommended that the World Health Organization, 

in collaboration with the relevant agencies, in the context 
of an approved programme, and with a view to suggesting 
necessary action, assist Governments, particularly those 
of developing countries, in undertaking co-ordinated 
programmes of monitoring of air and water and in estab
lishing monitoring systems in areas where there may be 
a risk to health from pollution. 

Recommendation 78 
It is recommended that internationally co-ordinated 

programmes of research and monitoring of food con
tamination by chemical and biological agent be estab
lished and developed jointly by the Food and Agriculture 
Organization of the United Nations and the World 
Health Organization, taking into account national pro
grammes, and that the results of monitoring be expe
ditiously assembled, evaluated and made available so as 
to provide early information on rising trends of contami
nation and on levels that may be considered undesirable 
or may lead to unsafe human intakes. 

Recommendation 79 
It is recommended.: 
(a) That approximately 10 baseline stations be set up, 

with the consent of the States involved, in areas remote 
from all sources of pollution in order to monitor long
term global trends in atmospheric constituents and 
properties which may cause changes in meteorological 
properties, including climatic Changes; 

(b) That a much larger network of not less than 100 
stations be set up, with the consent of the States involved, 
for monitOring properties and constituents of the atmo
sphere on a regional basis and especially changes in the 
distribution and concentration of contaminants; 

(c) That these programmes be guided and co-ordinated 
by the World Meteorological Organization; 

(d) That the World Meteorological Organization, in 
co-operation with the International Council of Scientific 
Unions (ICSU), continue to carry out the Global Atmo
spheric Research Programme (GARP), and if necessary 
establish new programmes to understand better the 
general circulation of the atmosphere and the causes of 
climatic changes whether these causes are natural or the 
result of man's activities. 

Recommendation 80 
It is recommended that the Secretary-General ensure: 
(a) That research activities in terrestrial ecology be 

encouIaged, supported and co-ordinated through the 
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appropriate agencies, so as to provide adequate knowl
edge of the inputs, movements, residence times and 
ecological effects of pollutants identified as critical; 

(b) That regional and global networks of existing and, 
where necessary, new research stations, research centres, 
and biological reserves be designated or established 
within the framework of the Man and the Biosphere 
Programme (MAB) in all major ecological regions, to 
facilitate intensive analysis of the structure and function
ing of ecosystems under natural or managed conditions; 

(c) That the feasibility of using'stations participating 
in this programme for surveillance of the effects of pollu
tants on ecosystems be investigated; 

(d) That programmes such as the Man and the Bio
sphere Programme be used to the extent possible to 
monitor: (i) the accumulation of hazardous compounds 
in biological and abiotic material at representative sites; 
(ii) the effect of such accumulation on the reproductive 
success and population size of selected species. 

Recommendation 81 

It is recommended that the World Health Organization, 
together with the international organizations concerned, 
continue to study, and establish, primary standards for 
the protection of the human organism, especially from 
pollutants that are common to air, water and food, as a 
basis for the establishment of derived working limits. 

Recommendation 82 

It is recommended that increased support be given to 
the Codex Alimentarius Commission to develop inter
national standards for pollutants in food and a code of 
ethics for international food trade, and that the capa
bilities of the Food and Agriculture Organization of the 
United\ Nations and the World Health Organization to 
assist materially and to guide developing countries in the 
field of food control be increased. 

Recommendation 83 

It is recommended that the appropriate United Nations 
agencies develop agreed procedures for setting derived 
working limits for common air and water contaminants. 

Recommendation 84 

It is recommended that Governments make available, 
through the International Referral System established in 
pursuance of recommendation 101 of this Conference, 
such information as may be requested on their pollution 
research and pollution control activities, including legis
lative and administrative arrangements, research on more 
efficient pollution control technology, and cost-benefit 
methodology . 

Recommendation 85 

It is recommended that any mechanism for co-ordinati ng 
and stimulating the actions of the different United 
Nations organs in connexion with environmental prob
lems include among its functions: 

(a) Development of an internationally accepted pro
cedure for the identification of pollutants of international 



significance and for the definition of the degree and scope 
of international concern; 

(b) Consideration of the appointment of appropriate 
intergovernmental, expert bodies to assess quantitatively 
the exposures, risks, pathways and sources of pollutants 
of international significance; 

(c) Review and co-ordination of international co
operation for pollution control, ensuring in particular 
that needed measures shall be taken and that measures 
taken in regard to various media and sources shall be 
consistent with one another; 

(d) Examination of the needs for technical assistance 
to Governments in the study of pollution problems, in 
particular those involving international distribution of 
pollutants; 

(e) Encouragement of the establishment of consulta
tion mechanisms for speedy implementation of concerted 
abatement programmes with particular emphasis on 
regional activities. 

B. MARINE POLLUTION 

Recommendation 86 
It is recommended that Governments, with the assis~ 

tance and guidance of appropriate United Nations 
bodies, in particular the Joint Group of Experts on the 
Scientific Aspects of Marine Pollution (GESAMP): 

(a) Accept and implement available instruments on 
the control of the maritime sources of marine pollution; 

(b) Ensure that the provisions of such instruments are 
compiled with by ships flying their flags and by ships 
operating in areas under their jurisdiction and that 
adequate provisions are made for reviewing the effective
ness of, and revising, existing and proposed international 
measures for control of marine pollution; 

(c) Ensure that ocean dumping by their nationals any
where, or by any person in areas under their jurisdiction, 
is controlled and that Governments shall continue to 
work towards the completion of, and bringing into force 
as soon as possible of, an over-all instrument for the 
control of ocean dumping as well as needed regional 
agreements within the framework of this instrument, in 
particular for enclosed and semi-enclosed seas, which are 
more at risk from pollution; 

(d) Refer the draft articles and annexes contained in 
the report of the intergovernmental meetings at Reyk
javik, Iceland, in April 1972 and in London in May 1972 
to the United Nations Committee on the Peaceful Uses 
of the Seabed and the Ocean Floor beyond the Limits 
of National Jurisdiction at its session in July/August 
1972 for information and comments and to a conference 
of Governments to be convened by the Government of 
the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern 
Ireland in consultation with the Secretary-General of the 
United Nations before November 1972 for further 
consideration, with a view to opening the proposed 
convention for signature at a place to be decided by that 
Conference, preferably before the end of 1972; 

(e) Participate fully in the 1973 Intergovernmental 
Maritime Consultative Organization (IMCO) Conference 
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on Maritime Pollution and the Conference on the Law 
of the Sea scheduled to begin in 1973, as well as in 
regional efforts, with a view to bringing all significant 
sources of pollution within the marine environment, 
including radioactive pollution from nuclear surface 
ships and submarines, and in particular in enclosed and 
semi-enclosed seas, under appropriate controls and par
ticularly to complete elimination of deliberate pollution 
by oil from ships, with the goal of achieving this by the 
middle of the present decade; 

(f) Strengthen national controls over land-based 
sources of marine pollution, in particular in enclosed 
and semi-enclosed seas, and recognize that, in some 
circumstances, the discharge of residual heat from nuclear 
and other power-stations may constitute a potential 
hazard to marine ecosystems. 

Recommendation 87 
It is recommended that Governments: 
(a) Support national research and monitoring efforts 

that contribute to agreed international programmes for 
research and monitoring in the marine environment, in 
particular the Global Investigation of Pollution in the 
Marine Environment (GIPME) and the Integrated Global 
Ocean Station System (IGOSS); 

(b) Provide to the United Nations, the Food and 
Agriculture Organization of the United Nations and the 
United Nations Conference on Trade and Development, 
as appropriate to the data-gathering activities of each, 
statistics on the production and use of toxic or dangerous 
substances that are potential marine pollutants, especially 
if they are persistent; 

(c) Expand their support to components of the United 
Nations system concerned with research and monitoring 
in the marine environment and adopt the measures 
required to improve the constitutional, financial and 
operational basis under which the Intergovernmental 
Oceanographic Commission is at present operating so as 
to make it an effective joint mechanism for the Govern
ments and United Nations organizations concerned 
(United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural 
Organization, Food and Agriculture Organization of the 
United Nations, World Meteorological Organization, 
Inter-Governmental Maritime Consultative Organization, 
United Nations) and in order that it may be able to take 
on additional responsibilities for the promotion and 
co-ordination of scientific programmes and services. 

Recommendation 88 
It is recommended that the Secretary-General, together 

with the sponsoring agencies, make it possible for the 
Joint Group of Experts on the Scientific Aspects of 
Marine Pollution (GESAMP): 

(a) To re-examine annually, and revise as required, 
its "Review of Harmful Chemical Substances", with a 
view to elaborating further its assessment of sources, 
pathways and resulting risks of marine pollutants; 

(b) To assemble, having regard to other work in 
progress, scientific data and to provide advice on scientific 
aspects of marine pollution, especially those of an inter
disciplinary nature. 



Recommendation 89 

It is recommended that the Secretary-General, ensure: 
(a) That mechanisms for combining world statistics 

on mining, production, processing, transport and use of 
potential marine pollutants shall be developed along with 
methods for identifying high-priority marine pollutants 
based in part on such data; 

(b) That the Joint Group of Experts on the Scientific 
Aspects of Marine Pollution (GESAMP), in consultation 
with other expert groups, propose guidelines for test 
programmes to evaluate toxicity of potential marine 
pollutants; 

(c) That the Food and Agriculture Organization of the 
United Nations, the World Health Organization, the 
Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission and the 
International Atomic Energy Agency encourage studies 
of the effects of high-priority marine pollutants on man 
and other organisms, with appropriate emphasis on 
chronic, low-level exposures; 

(d) That the Intergovernmental Oceanographic Com
mission, with the Food and Agriculture Organization of 
the U~ited Nations and the World Health Organization, 
explore the possibility of establishing an international 
institute for tropical marine studies, which would under
take training as well as research. 

Recommendation 90 

It is recommended that the Intergovernmental Oceano
graphic Commission, jointly with the World Meteoro
logical Organization and, as appropriate, in co-operation 
with other interested intergovernmental bodies, promote 
the monitoring of marine pollution, preferably within 
the framework of the Integrated Global Ocean Station 
System (IGOSS), as well as the development of methods 
for monitoring high-priority marine pollutants in the 
water, sediments and organisms, with advice from the 
Joint Group of Experts on the Scientific Aspects of 
Marine Pollution (GESAMP) on intercomparability of 
methodologies. 

Recommendation 91 

It is recommended that the Intergovernmental Oceano
graphic Commission: 

(a) Ensure that provision shall be made in international 
marine research, monitoring and related activities for the 
exchange, dissemination, and referral to sources of data 
and information on baselines and on marine pollution 
and that attention shall be paid to the special needs of 
developing countries; 

(b) Give full consideration, with the Food and Agri
culture Organization of the United Nations, the World 
Meteorological Organization, the Inter-Governmental 
Maritime Consultative Organization, the World Health 
Organization, the International Atomic Energy Agency, 
the International Hydrographic Organization and the 
International Council for the Exploration of the Sea and 
other interested and relevant organizations, to the 
strengthening of on~going marine and related data and 
information exchange and dissemination activities; 
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(c) Support the concept of development of an inter
disciplinary and interorganizational system primarily 
involving centres already in existence; 

(d) Initiate an interdisciplinary marine pollution data 
and scientific information referral capability. 

Recommendation 92 

It is recommended: 
(a) That Governments collectively endorse the prin

ciples set forth in paragraph 197 of Conference document 
A/CONF.48/8 4 as guiding concepts for the Conference 
On the Law of the Sea and the Inter-Governmental 
Maritime Consultative Organization (I MCO) Marine 
Pollution Conference scheduled to be held in 1973 and 
also the statement of objectives agreed on at the second 
session of the Intergovernmental Working Group on 
Marine Pollution, which reads as follows: 

"The marine environment and all the living organ
isms which it supports are of vital importance to 
humanity, and all people have an interest in assuring 
that this environment is so managed that its quality 
and resources are not impaired. This applies especially 
to coastal nations, which have a particular interest in 
the management of coastal area resources. The capacity 
of the sea to assimilate wastes and render them harm
less and its ability to regenerate natural resources are 
not unlimited. Proper management is required and 
measures to prevent and control marine pollution 
must be regarded as an essential element in this 
management of the oceans and seas and their natural 
resources"; 

and that, in respect of the particular interest of coastal 
States in the marine environment and recognizing that 
the resolution of this question is a matter for considera
tion at the Conference on the Law of the Sea, they take 
note of the principles on the rights of coastal States 
discussed but neither endorsed nor rejected at the second 
session of the Intergovernmental Working Group on 
Marine Pollution and refer those principles to the 1973 
Inter-Governmental Maritime Consultative Organization 
Conference for information and to the 1973 Conference 
on the Law of the Sea for such action as may be appro
priate; 

(b) That Governments take early action to adopt 
effective national measures for the control of all signifi
cant sources of marine pollution, including land-based 
sources, and concert and co-ordinate their actions 
regionally and where appropriate on a wider international 
basis; 

(c) That the Secretary-General, in co-operation with 
appropriate international organizations, endeavour to 
provide gUidelines which Governments might wish to 
take into account when developing such measures. 

Recommendation 93 

It is recommended that any mechanism for co-ordinating 
and stimulating the actions ofthe different United Nations 

4 See annex Ill. 



organs in connexion with environmental problems in
clude among its functions over-all responsibility for 
ensuring that needed advice on marine pollution problems 
shall be provided to Governments. 

Recommendation 94 
It is recommended that the Secretary-General, with the 

co-operation of United Nations bodies, take steps to 
secure additional financial support to those training and 
other programmes of assistance that contribute to in~ 
creasing the capacity of developing countries to partici
pate in international research, monitoring and pollution
control programmes. 

EDUCATIONAL, INFORMATIONAL, SOCIAL AND 
CULTURAL ASPECTS OF ENVIRONMENTAL 
ISSUES 

Recommendation 95 
It is recommended that the Secretary-General make 

arrangements for the United Nations system: 
(a) To provide countries on request with the necessary 

technical and financial assistance in preparing national 
reports on the environment, in setting up machinery for 
monitoring environmental developments from the social 
and cultural standpoint and, in particular, in drawing up 
national social, educational and cultural programmes; 

(b) To support and encourage projects for continuing 
co-operation among national social, educational and 
cultural programmes, including their economic aspects, 
in an international network. The organizations of the 
United Nations system, including the regional economic 
commissions and the United Nations Economic Social 
Office in Beirut, will be called upon to participate in this 
activity, as will other international governmental and 
non-governmental agencies; 

(0) To organize the exchange of information on 
experience, methods and work in progress in connexion 
with continuous social diagnosis, particularly at the 
regional level and between regions with common 
problems; 

(d) To facilitate the development of social and cultural 
indicators for the environment, in order to establish a 
common methodology for assessing environmental devel
opments and preparing reports on the subject; 

(e) To prepare, on the basis of the national reports 
on the state of, and outlook for, the environment, 
periodic reports on regional or subregional situations 
and on the international situation in this matter. 

The activities described above could be co-ordinated 
by the new bodies for environmental co-ordination, 
taking into account the priorities agreed upon according 
to the resources available. International bodies respon
sible for technical and financial co-operation and assisM 

tance could also help in carrying out these tasks. 

Recommendation 96 
1. It is recommended that the Secretary-General, the 

organizations of the United Nations system, especially 
the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural 
Organization, and the other international agencies con-
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cerned, should, after consultation and agreement, take 
the necessary steps to establish an international pro
gramme in environmental education, interdisciplinary in 
approach, in school and out of school, encompassing 
all levels of education and directed towards the general 
public, in particular the ordinary citizen living in rural 
and urban areas, youth and adult alike, with a view to 
educating him as to the simple steps he might take. 
within his means, to manage and control his environment. 
A programme of technical and financial co-operation 
and assistance will be needed to support this programme, 
taking into account the priorities agreed upon according 
to the resources available. This programme should 
include, among other things: 

(a) The preparation of an inventory of existing sys
tems of education which include environmental education; 

(b) The exchange of information on such systems and, 
in particular, dissemination of the results of experiments 
in teaching; 

(c) The training and retraining of professional workers 
in various disciplines at various levels (including teacher 
training); 

(d) Consideration of the formation of groups of 
experts in environmental disciplines and activities, in
cluding those concerning the economic, sociological, 
tourist and other sectors, in order to facilitate the ex
change of experience between countries which have 
similar environmental conditions and comparable levels 
of development; 

(e) The development and testing of new materials and 
methods for all types and levels of environmental 
education. 

2. It is further recommended that United Nations 
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization, under 
the Man and the Biosphere Programme, the World 
Health Organization, the Food and Agriculture Organ
ization of the United Nations, the United· Nations 
Industrial Development Organization, the World Mete
orological Organization and all the organizations con
cerned, including the scientific unions co-ordinated by 
the International Council of Scientific Unions, should 
develop their activities in studying desirable innovations 
in the training of specialists and technicians and, in 
collaboration with the United Nations Development 
Programme, should encourage the institution, at the 
regional and the international level, of courses and 
training periods devoted to the environment. 

3. It is further recommended that international organ
izations for voluntary service, and, in particular, the 
International Secretariat for Volunteer Service, should 
include environmental skills in the services they provide, 
in consultation with the United Nations Development 
Programme through the United Nations Volunteer 
Programme. 

Recommendation 97 
1. It is recommended that the Secretary-General make 

arrangements: 
(a) To establish an information programme designed 

to create the awareness which individuals should have 



of environmental issues and to associate the public with 
environmental management and control. This programme 
will use traditional and contemporary mass media of 
communication, taking distinctive national conditions 
into account. In addition, the programme must provide 
means of stimulating active participation by the citizens, 
and of eliciting interest and contributions from non~ 

governmental organizations for the preservation and 
development of the environment; 

(b) To institute the observance of a World Environ~ 
ment Day; 

(c) For the preparatory documents and official docu
ments of the Conference to be translated into the widest 
possible range of languages and circulated as widely as 
possible; 

(d) To integrate relevant information on the environ
ment in all its various aspects into the activities of the 
information organs of the United Nations system; 

(e) To develop technical co-operation, particularly 
through and between the United Nations regional eco
nomic commissions and the United Nations Economic 
and Social Office in Beirut. 

2. It is also recommended that the Secretary-General 
and the development agencies make arrangements to use 
and adapt certain international development pro
grammes-provided that this can be done without 
delaying their execution-so as to improve the dissemi
nation of .information and to strengthen community 
action on environment problems, especially among the 
oppressed and underprivileged peoples of the earth. 

Recommendation 98 
It is recommended that Governments~ with the assis

tance of the Secretary-General, the Food and Agricul
ture Organization of the United Nations, the United 
Nations Educational Scientific and Cultural Organization 
and the other international and regional intergovern
mental and non~governmental agencies concerned, should 
continue the preparation of the present and future con
ventions required for the conservation of the world's 
natural resources and cultural heritage. In the course of 
this preparatory work, Governments should consider 
the possibility of putting into operation systems of 
protection for elements of the world heritage, under 
which those Governments that wish to save elements of 
their national heritage of universal value would be able 
to obtain from the international community, on request, 
the technical and financial assistance required to bring 
their efforts to fruition. 

Recommendation 99 
1. It is recommended that Governments should: 

(a) Noting that the draft convention prepared by 
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural 
Organization concerning the protection of the world 
natural and cultural heritage marks a significant step 
towards the protection, on an international scale, of the 
environment, examine this draft convention with a view 
to its adoption at the next General Conference of 
UNESCO; 
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(b) Whenever appropriate, sign the Convention on 
Conservation of Wetlands of International Importance; 

2. It is recommended that the Secretary~Gel1eral, in 
consultation with the competent agencies of the United 
Nations system and the non-governmental organizations 
concerned, make arrangements for a detailed study of 
all possible procedures for protecting certain islands for 
science; 

3. It is recommended that a plenipotentiary conference 
be convened as soon as possible, under appropriate 
governmental or intergovernmental auspices, to prepare 
and adopt a convention on export, import and transit 
of certain species of wild animals and plants. 

Recommendation 100 
It is recommended that the Secretary-General make 

arrangements: 
(a) To be kept informed of national pilot schemes for 

new forms of environmental management; 
(b) To assist countries, on request, with their research 

and experi ments; 
(c) To organize the international exchange of inform~ 

ation collected on this subject. 

Recommendation 101 
It is recommended that the Secretary-General take the 

appropriate steps, including the convening of an expert 
meeting, to organize an International Referral Service 
for sources of environmental information, taking into 
account the model described in paragraphs 129 to 136 
of the report on educational, informational, social and 
cultural aspects of environmental issues (A/CONF.48/9), 
in order to assist in the successful implementation of all 
the recommendations made in respect of those aspects of 
environmental issues and of most of the recommendations 
envisaged in the other substantive subject areas covered 
in the Conference agenda. 

DEVELOPMENT AND ENVIRONMENT 

Recommendation 102 
It is recommended that the appropriate regional organ

izations give full consideration to the following steps: 
(a) Preparing short-term and long-term plans at 

regional, subregional and sectoral levels for the study 
and identification of the major environmental problems 
faced by the countries of the region concerned as well as 
the special problems 'of the least developed countries of 
the region and of countries with coastlines and inland 
lakes and rivers exposed to the risk of marine and other 
forms of pollution; 

(b) Evaluating the administrative, technical and legal 
solutions to various environmental problems in terms of 
both preventive and remedial measures, otaking into 
account possible alternative and/or multidiSCiplinary 
approaches to development; 

(c) Preparation, within the framework of international 
agreements, of legislative measures designed to protect 
marine (and fresh~water) fisheries resources within the 
limits of their national jurisdiction; 



Cd) Increasing and facilitating, in the context of 
development and as proposed in the World Plan of 
Action for the Application of Science and Technology to 
Development, the acquisition and distribution of infor
mation and experience to member countries through 
global and regional co~operation, with particular em
phasis on an international information referral networks 
approach and on a regular exchange of information and 
observation among the regional organizations; 

(e) Establishing facilities for the exchange of infor
mation and experience between less industrialized coun
tries which, although situated in different regions, share 
similar problems as a result of common physical, cli
matic and other factors; 

(f) Encouraging the training of personnel in the 
techniques of incorporating environmental considera
tions into developmental planning, and of identifying and 
analysing the economic and social cost-benefit relation
ships of alternative approaches; 

(g) Establishing criteria, concepts and a terminology 
of the human environment through interdisciplinary 
efforts; , 

(h) Establishing and disseminating information on the 
significant environmental problems of each region and 
the nature and result of steps taken to cope with them; 

(i) Providing and co~ordinating technical assistance 
activities directed towards establishing systems of en
vironmental research, information and analysis at the 
national level; 

(j) Assisting developing countries, in co-operation 
with appropriate international agencies, in promoting 
elementary education, with emphasis on hygiene, and in 
developing and applying suitable methods for improving 
health, housing, sanitation and water supply, and con
trolling soil erosion. Emphasis should be placed on 
techniques promoting the use of local labour and utilizing 
local materials and local expertise in environmental 
management; 

(k) Encouraging the appropriate agencies and bodies 
within the United Nations to assist the developing 
countries, at their request, in establishing national 
science, technology and research policies to enable the 
developing countries to acquire the capacity to identify 
and combat environmental problems in the early plan
ning and development stages. In this respect, special 
priority should be accorded to the type of research, 
technology and science which would help developing 
countries speed up, without adverse environment effects, 
the exploration, exploitation, processing and marketing 
of their natural resources. 

Recommendation 103 
It is recommended that Governments take the necessary 

steps to ensure: 
(a) That all States participating in the Conference 

agree not to invoke environmental concerns as a pretext 
for discriminatory ,trade policies or for reduced access 
to markets and recognize further that the burdens of the 
environmental policies of the industrialized countries 
should not be transferred, either directly or indirectly, 
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to the developing countries. As a general rule, no country 
should solve or disregard its environmental problems at 
the expense of other countries; 

(b) That where environmental concerns lead to restric
tions on trade, or to stricter environmental standards 
with negative effects on exports, particularly from devel
oping countries, appropriate measures for compensation 
should be worked out within the framework of existing 
contractual and institutional arrangements and any new 
such arrangements that can be worked out in the future; 

(c) That the General Agreement of Tariffs and Trade, 
among other international organizations, could be used 
for the examination of the problems, specifically through 
the recently established Group on Environmental 
Measures and International Trade and through its 
general procedures for bilateral and multilateral adjust
ment of differences; 

(d) That whenever possible (that is, in cases which do 
not require immediate discontinuation of imports), 
countries should inform their trading partners in advance 
about the intended action in order that there might be 
an opportunity to consult within the GAIT Group on 
Environment Measures and International Trade, among 
other international organizations. Assistance in meeting 
the consequences of stricter environmental standards 
ought to be given in the form of financial or technical 
assistance for research with a view to removing the 
obstacles that the products of developing countries have 
encountered; 

(e) \ That all countries agree that uniform environ
me'ntal standards should not be expected to be applied 
universally by all countries with respect to given indus
trial processes or products except in those cases where 
environmental disruption may constitute a concern to 
other countries. In addition, in order to avoid an im
pairment of the access of the developing countries to the 
markets of the industrialized countries because of differ
ential product standards, Governments should aim at 
world-wide harmonization of such standards. Environ
mental standards should be established, at whatever 
levels are necessary, to safeguard the environment, and 
should not be directed towards gaining trade advantages; 

(f) That the Governments and the competent inter
national organizations keep a close watch on medium
and long-term trends in international trade and take 
measures with a view to promoting: 

(i) The exchange of environmental protection tech
nologies; 

(Ii) International trade in natural products and com
modities which compete with synthetic products 
that have a greater capacity for pollution. 

Recommendation 104 
It is recommended that the Secretary-General ensure: 
(a) That appropriate steps shall be taken by the existing 

United Nations organizations to identify the major 
threats to exports, particularly those of developing coun
tries, that arise from environmental concerns, their 
character and severity, and the remedial action that may 
be envisaged; 



(b) That the United Nations system, in co-operation 
with other governmental and non-governmental agencies 
working in this field, should assist Governments to 
develop mutually acceptable common international en
vironmental standards on products which are considered 
by Governments to be of significance in foreign trade. 
Testing and certification procedures designed to ensure 
that the products conform to these standards should be 
such as to avoid arbitrary and discriminatory actions 
that might affect the trade of developing countries. 

Recommendation 105 

It is recommended that the General Agreement of 
Tariffs and Trade, the United Nations Conference on 
Trade and Development and other international bodies, 
as appropriate, should, within their respective fields of 
competence, consider undertaking to monitor, assess, 
and regularly report the emergence of tariff and non
tariff barriers to trade as a result of environmental 
policies. 

Recommendation ]06 

It is recommended: 
(a) That the Secretary-General, in co-operation with 

other international bodies as appropriate, should examine 
the extent to which the problems of pollution could be 
ameliorated by a reduction in the current levels of 
production and in the future rate of growth of the pro
duction of synthetic products and substitutes which, in 
their natural form, could be produced by developing 
countries; and make recommendations for national and 
international action; 

(b) That Governments of the developing countries 
consider fully the new opportunities that may be offered 
to them to establish industries and/or expand existing 
industries in which they may have comparative advan
tages because of environmental considerations, and that 
special care be taken to apply the appropriate inter
national standards on environment in order to avoid the 
creation of pollution problems in developing countries; 

(c) That the Secretary-General, in consultation with 
appropriate international agencies, undertake a full 
review of the practical implications of environmental 
concerns in relation to distribution of future industrial 
capacity and, in particular, to ways in which the develop
ing countries may be assisted to take advantage of 
opportunities and to minimize risks in this area. 

Recommendation 107 
It is recommended that the Secretary-General, in col

laboration with appropriate international agencies, ensure 
that a study be conducted of appropriate mechanisms 
for financing international environmental action, taking 
into account General Assembly resolution 2849 (XXVI). 

Recommendation 108 
It is being recognized that it is in the interest of man

kind that the technologies for protecting and improving 
the environment be employed universally, it is recom
mended that the Secretary-General be asked to undertake 
studies, in consultation with Governments and appro
priate international agencies, to find means by which 
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environmental technologies may be made available for 
adoption by developing countries under terms and 
conditions that encourage their wide distribution without 
constituting an unacceptable burden to developing 
countries. 

Recommendation J09 
It is recommended that the Secretary-General, in col

laboration with appropriate international agencies, take 
steps to ensure that the environmental considerations of 
an international nature related to the foregoing recom
mendations be integrated into the review and appraisal 
of the International Development Strategy for the Second 
Development Decade in such a way that the flow of 
international aid to developing countries is not ham
pered. Recommendations for national action, proposed 
by the Secretary-General of the Conference, shall be 
referred to Governments for their consideration and, 
when deemed appropriate, should be taken into account 
in the review and appraisal process during the considera
tion of matters for national action as included in the 
rnternational Development Strategy. It should further be 
ensured that the preoccupation of developed countries 
with their own environmental problems should not affect 
the flow of assistance to developing countries, and that 
this flow should be adequate to meet the additional 
environmental requirements of such countries. 

C. The Action Plan 

All of the recommendations approved by the Con
ference for action at the international level (see section B 
above) are rearranged in the following Action Plan for 
the Human Environment within the approved framework 
(see section A above). The recommendations which, 
before and during the Conference, had been dealt with 
sectorally, by subject area, are redistributed below, 
according to function, into the three components of the 
Action Plan: the global environmental assessment pro
gramme (Earthwatch), the environmental management 
activities, and the supporting measures. 

ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT (EARTHWATCH) 

This category includes the functions listed below: 
Evaluation and review: to provide the basis for identifi

cation of the knowledge needed and to determine that 
the necessary steps be taken: 

Recommendations: 4, 1[, 14, 18, 21, 30, 41, 44, 
46 (c, d), 48, 49,54,55,60,61, 63, 70, 74, 75, 81, 85, 
88,91 (a), 92 (c), 93, 94,95 (d, e), 106, 109. 

Research: to create new knowledge of the kinds 
specifically needed to provide guidance in the making 
of decisions: 

Recommendations: 4, 12, 13, 16 (b), 18 (c), 20 (b, c), 
21,23, 24 (a, b), 26, 28, 41, 42, 43(5.b,c), 45(2. b), 
48, 49, 51 (c), 52, 53 Cd), 59, 62, 64, 65, 66, 68, 73, 
74 (d), 76, 78, 79 (d), 80 (a-c), 84, 85, 87, 88, 89, 94, 
95 (d), 102 (a. i), 106 (c), 108. 

Monitoring: to gather certain data on specific environ
mental variables and to evaluate such data in order to 



determine and predict important environmental condi~ 
tions and trends: 

Recommendations: 18 (1. a-e), 20 (a. iv), 25, 29, 30, 
40,45, 46 (a~c), 49, 51 (c. i, ii), 52 (1. c), 55, 57, 67, 73, 
74, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 87, 90, 91, 94, 95, 102, 104, 
105, lOS. 

Information exchange: to disseminate knowledge within 
the scientific and technological communities and to 
ensure that decision~makers at all levels shall have the 
benefit of the best knowledge that can be made available 
in the forms and at the times in which it can be useful: 

Recommendations: 2, 4, 5, 16 (c), 19 (a), 20 (a, c), 
21 (a), 26, 27, 35, 37, 39, 41, 45, 46 (b), 49, 51 (c), 52, 
53 (c), 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, S9, 73, 74 (b), 84, 91, 95 (c), 
96 (b), 97, 100 (c), 101, 102 (d, e, h, i), 108. 

ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT 

This category covers functions designed to facilitate 
comprehensive planning that takes into account the side 
effects of man's activities and thereby to protect and 
enhance the hUman environment for present and future 
generations. 

Recommendations: I, 2, 3, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 
18(3,4),19, 20 (d), 21, 22, 23,27,32,33,36,37,38, 
39,42,43, 44,45, 46,47,48,50, 51,52, 53, 54, 55, 61, 
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63,68,69, 70, 71, 72, 75 (b), 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86,88, 
92, 93, 94, 96 (b), 9S, 99, 100 (a), 102, 103, 104, lOS, 
106, 107, 108, 109. 

SUPPORTING MEASURES 

This category relates to measures required for the 
activities in the other two categories (environmental 
assessment and environmental management), 

Education, training and public information: to supply 
needed specialists, multidisciplinary professionals and 
technical personnel and to facilitate the use of knowledge 
in decision-making at every level. 

Recommendations: 6, 7, 8, 13, 16, 18 (4), 19 (b), 31, 
34, 73, 89 (d), 93, 94, 95 (e), 96, 97, 102 (f). 

Organizational arrangements: 
Recommendations: 4 (1), 7 (b), 16, 18, 20 (b. iii). 

21 (a. vi), 23, 26, 31 (b), 33, 34 (b), 41, 43 (2, 6,7), 45, 
49,50,51,52(2),79,85,87 (0),89 (d), 91,93,94,101, 
102 (e). 

Financial and other forms of assistance: 
Recommendations: 1, 2 (1. c), 10, 12, 13, 15, 16 (d), 

18 (2, 4), 19 (b), 21 (a), 34 (b), 36,43 (b), 45, 46 (d), 49, 
50, 51 (c. viii), 53, 73, 74, 77, 85 (d), 93, 94, 95, 96, 
97 (1. e, 2), 98, 100 (b), 102 (i, j, k), 107, lOS. 



Chapter III 

RESOLUTION ON INSTITUTIONAL AND FINANCIAL ARRANGEMENTS 

1 (I). Institutional and financial arrangements 

The United Nations Conference on the Human Environ
ment, 

Convinced of the need for prompt and effective imple
mentation by Governments and the international com
munity of measures designed to safeguard and enhance 
the human environment for the benefit Qf present and 
future generations of Man, 

Recognizing that responsibility for action to protect 
and enhance the human environment rests primarily with 
Governments and, in the first instance, can be exercised 
more effectively at the national and regional levels, 

Recognizing that environmental problems of broad 
international significance fall within the competence of 
the United Nations system, 

Bearing in mind that international co-operative pro
grammes in the environment field must be undertaken 
with due respect to the sovereign rights of States and in 
conformity with the Charter of the United Nations and 
principles of international law , 

Mindful of the sectoral responsibilities of the organ
izations of the United Nations system, 

Conscious of the significance of regional and sub
regional co-operation in the field of the human environ
ment and of the important role of the regional economic 
commissions and other regional intergovernmental organ
izations, 

Emphasizing that problems of the human environment 
constitute a new and important area for international 
co-operation and that the complexity and interdepen
dence of such problems requires new approaches, 

Recognizing that the relevant international scientific 
and other professional communities can make an impor
tant contribution to international co-operation in the 
field of the human environment, 

Conscious of the need for processes within the United 
Nations system which would effectively assist developing 
countries to implement environmental policies and pro
grammes compatible with their development plans, and 
to participate meaningfully in international environmental 
programmes, 

Convinced that, in order to be effective, international 
co-operation in the field of the human environment 
requires additional financial and technical resources, 

Aware of the urgent need for a permanent institutional 
arrangement within the United Nations for the protection 
and improvement of the human environment, 
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I 

GOVERNING COUNCIL FOR ENVIRONMENTAL 
PROGRAMMES 

1. Recommends that the General Assembly establish 
the Governing Council for Environmental Programmes 
composed of 54 members. elected for three-year terms 
on the basis of equitable geographical distribution; 

2. Recommends further that the Governing Council 
have the following main functions and responsibilities: 

(a) To promote international co-operation in the 
environment field and to recommend, as appropriate. 
policies to this end; 

(b) To provide general policy guidance for the direc
tion and co-ordination of environmental programmes 
within the United Nations system; 

(c) To receive and review the periodic reports of the 
Executive Director on the implementation of environ
mental programmes within the United Nations system; 

(d) To keep under review the world environmental 
situation in order to ensure that emerging environmental 
problems of wide international significance should receive 
approI1riate and adequate consideration by Governments; 

v 
(e) To promote the contribution of the relevant inter-

national scientific and other professional communities to 
the acquisition, assessment and exchange of environ
mental knowledge and information and, as appropriate, 
to the technical aspects of the formulation and imple
mentation of environmental programmes within the 
United Nations system; 

<f) To maintain under continuing review the impact 
of national and international environmental policies and 
measures on developing countries, as well as the problem 
of additional costs that might be incurred by developing 
countries in the implementation of environmental pro
grammes and projects, to ensure that such programmes 
and projects shall be compatible with the development 
plans and priorities of those countries; 

(g) To review and approve annually the programme 
of utilization of resources of the Environment Fund 
referred to in section III below; 

3. Recommends further that the Governing Council 
report annually to the General Assembly through the 
Economic and Social Council, which would transmit to 
the General Assembly such comments on the report as 
it may deem necessary, particularly with regard to 
questions of co-ordination and to the relationship of 
environment policies and programmes within the United 



Nations system to over·all economio and social policies 
. and priorities; 

II 

ENVIRONMENT SECRETARIAT 

4. Recommends that a small secretariat be established 
in the United Nations to serve as a focal point for environ
mental action and co-ordination within the United 
Nations system in such a way as to ensure a high degree 
of effective management; 

5. Recommends further that the environment secre· 
tariat be headed by the Executive Director, who shall be 
elected by the General Assembly on the nomination of 
the Secretary-General, and who shall be entrusted, inter 
alia, with the following responsibilities: 

(a) To provide substantive support to the Governing 
Council; 

(b) Under the guidance of the Governing Council, to 
co-ordinate environmental programmes within the United 
Nations system, to keep under review their implementa
tion and assess their effectiveness; 

(c) To advise, as appropriate and under the guidance 
of the Governing Council, intergovernmental bodies of 
the United Nations system on the formulation and 
implementation of environmental programmes; 

(d) To secure the effective co-operation of, and con
tribution from, the relevant scientific and other pro
fessional communities from all parts of the world; 

(e) To provide, at the request of all parties concerned, 
advisory services for the promotion of international 
co-operation in the field of the environment; 

(f) To submit to the Governing Council, on his own 
initiative or upon request, proposals embodying medium
and long-range planning for United Nations programmes 
in the environment field; 

(g) To bring to the attention of the Governing Council 
any matter which he deems to require consideration by it; 

(h) To administer, under the authority and policy 
guidance of the Governing Council, the Environment 
Fund; 

(i) To report on environment matters to the Governing 
Council; 

(j) To perform such other functions as may be 
entrusted to him by the Governing Council; 

III 

ENVIRONMENT FUND 

6. Recommends that, in order to provide for additional 
financing for environmental programmes, a voluntary 
fund be established in accordance with existing United 
Nations financial procedures; 

7. Recommends further that, in order to enable the 
Governing Council to fulfil its policy guidance role for 
the direction and co-ordination of environmental activi
ties, the Environment Fund finance wholly or partly the 
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costs of the new environmental initiatives undertaken 
within the United Nations system. These will include the 
initiatives envisaged in the Action Plan 1 adopted by the 
United Nations Conference on the Human Environment, 
with particular attention to integrated projects, and such 
other environmental activities as may be decided upon 
by the Governing Council. The Governing Council shall 
review these initiatives with a view to taking appropriate 
decisions as to their continued financing; 

8. Recommends that the Fund be used for financing 
such programmes of general interest as regional and 
global monitoring, assessment and data-collecting sys
tems, including, as appropriate, costs for national coun
terparts; improvement of environmental quality manage
ment; environmental research; information exchange and 
dissemination; public education and training; assistance 
for national, regional and global environmental institu
tions; promotion of environmental research and studies 
for the development of industrial and other technologies 
best suited to a policy of economic growth compatible 
with adequate environmental safeguards; and such other 
programmes as the Governing Council may decide upon. 
In the implementation of such programmes due account 
should be taken of the special needs of the developing 
countries; 

9. Recommends that the costs of servicing the Govern
ing Council and providing the small core secretariat be 
borne by the regular budget of the United Nations. 
Operational programme costs, programme support and 
administrative costs of the Fund shall be borne by the 
Fund; 

10. Recommends that, in order to ensure that the 
development priorities of developing countries shall not 
be adversely affected, adequate measures should be taken 
to provide additional financial resources on terms com
patible with the economic situation of the recipient 
developing country. To this end, the Executive Director, 
in co-operation with competent organizations, will keep 
this problem under continuing review; 

11. Recommends that the Fund, in pursuance of the 
objectives stated in paragraphs 7 and 8 above, be directed 
to the need for effective co-ordination in the implemen
tation of international environmental programmes of the 
organizations of the United Nations system and other 
international organizations; 

12. Recommends that, in the implementation of pro
grammes to be financed by the Fund, organizations 
outside the United Nations system, particularly those in 
the countries and regions concerned, also be utilized as 
appropriate, in accordance with the procedures estab
lished by the Governing CounCil; such organizations are 
invited to support the United Nations environmental 
programmes, by complementary initiatives and contri
butions; 

13. Recommends that the Governing Council formulate 
such general procedures as are necessary to govern the 
operations of the Fund; 

1 See chapter II above. 



IV 

CO-ORDINATION 

14. Recommends that in order to provide for the 
maximum efficient co-ordination of United Nations 
environmental programmes, an Environmental Co
ordinating Board, chaired by the Executive Director, be 
established under the auspices and within the framework 
of the Administrative Committee on Co-ordination; 

15. Recommends further that the Environmental Co
ordinating Board meet periodically for the purpose of 
ensuring co-operation and co-ordination among all 
bodies concerned in the implementation of environmental 
programmes and that it report annually to the Governing 
Council; 

16. Invites the organizations of the United Nations 
system to adopt the measures that may be required to 
undertake concerted and co-ordinated programmes with 
regard to international environmental problems, taking 
into account existing procedures for prior consultation, 
particularly on programme and budgetary matters; 

17. Invites the regional economic commissions and the 
Economic and Social Office in Beirut, in co-operation 
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where necessary with other appropriate regional bodies, 
to intensify further their efforts directed towards con
tributing to the implementation of environmental pro
grammes in view of the particular need for rapid develop
ment of regional co-operation in this field; 

18. Invites also other intergovernmental and those 
non-governmental organizations which have an interest 
in the field of the environment to lend their full support 
and collaboration to the United Nations with a view to 
achieving the largest possible degree of co-operation and 
co-ordination; 

19. Calls upon Governments to ensure that appropriate 
national institutions shall be entrusted with the task of 
co-ordination of environmental action, both national and 
international; 

20. Recommends that the General Assembly review, 
as appropriate, at its thirty-first session, the institutional 
arrangements which it may decide upon in pursuance of 
this recommendation, bearing in mind, inter alia, the 
responsibilities of the Economic and Social Council under 
the Charter of the United Nations. 

17th plenary meeting 
15 June 1972 



Chapter IV 

OTHER RESOLUTIONS ADOPTED BY THE CONFERENCE 1 

2 (I). World Environment Day 

The United Nations Conference on the Human Environ
ment, 

Recognizing that all States participating in the Con
ference have determined to work together for the preser
vation and enhancement of the human environment, 

Further recognizing that the Governments and peoples 
of the world have the responsibility to safeguard the 
human environment for future generations, 

Convinced that the Conference should serve to recall 
the renewal of the determination of the Governments and 
peoples of the world to recognize their responsibility for 
the human environment and to undertake continuing 
efforts to preserve and enhance it, 

Taking note of recommendation 97 adopted by the 
Conference, 

Recommends that the General Assembly of the United 
Nations designate 5 June as World Environment Day and 
decide that on that day every year the United Nations 
system and the Governments of the world undertake 
world-wide activities reaffirming their concern for the 
preservation and enhancement of the human environ
ment, with a view to deepening environmental awareness 
and to pursuing the determination expressed at the 
Conference. 

14th plenary meeting 
13 June 1972 

3 (I). Nuclear weapons tests 

The United Nations Conference on the Human Environ
ment, 

Considering that there is radioactive contamination of 
the environment from nuclear weapons tests, 

Taking into account the reports of the United Nations 
Scientific Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation, 

Believing that all exposures of mankind to radiation 
should be kept to the minimum possible and should be 
justified by benefits that would otherwise not be obtained, 

Considering that the United Nations has endorsed 
world treaties such as the Partial Test Ban Treaty and the 
Sea-Bed Denuclearization Treaty and regional treaties 
such as the Tlatelo1co Treaty for the Denuclearization of 
Latin America, and has repeatedly called for the cessation 
of nuclear weapons tests, 

1 See also part three, chapter X, sections D and E. 
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Resolves: 

(a) To condemn nuclear weapons tests, especially 
those carried out in the atmosphere; 

(b) To call upon those States intending to carry out 
nuclear weapons tests to abandon their plans to carry 
out such tests since they may lead to further contamina
tion of the environment. 

16th plenary meeting 
14 June 1972 

4 (I). Convening of a second United Nations Conference 
on the Human Environment 

The United Nations Conference on the Human Environ
ment, 

Noting with satisfaction the truly global nature of the 
preparatory process for the first United Nations Con
ference on the Human Environment held at Stockholm 
from 5 to 16 June 1972, 

Noting further that the preparatory process comprised 
world-wide activities that initiated interest in the assess
ment of environmental problems at the national and 
regional levels, 

Realizing the need for maintaining these world-wide 
activities with a view to discovering further areas of 
common interest, and means of international co-opera
tion, in environmental studies, 

Convinced that the first United Nations Conference on 
the Human Environment held at Stockholm and the 
activities associated with it provided an excellent plat
form for intensive international consultations and the 
exchange of views regarding steps to be taken for estab
lishing between the maintenance of environmental 
quality and the needs of present and future generations, 

1. Recommends that the General Assembly of the 
United Nations decide to convene a second United 
Nations Conference on the Human Environment; 

2. Recommends further that the new environmental 
machinery referred to in the recommendations of the 
first United Nations Conference on the Human Environ
ment be entrusted with the preparation for the second 
United Nations Conference on the Human Environment. 

17th plenary meeting 
15 June 1972 



5 (I). Expression of thanks 2 

The United Nations Conference on the Human Environ
ment, 

Expresses its deep appreciation to the Royal Govern-

2 Resolution adopted by acclamation at the closing meeting of 
the Conference. 
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ment and people of Sweden for making possible t~e 
holding of the Conference at Stockholm and for their 
generous hospitality and great contribution to the success
ful completion of the work of the Conference. 

21st plenary meeting 
16 June 1972 



Chapter V 

REFERRAL TO GOVERNMENTS OF RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 
ACTION AT THE NATIONAL LEVEL 

The Conference at its 20th plenary meeting, held on 16 June 1972, formally adopted 
the provisional decision it had taken at its 1st plenary meeting on 6 June 1972 that it 
should directly commend the recommendations for action at the national level contained 
in the Conference documents to the attention of Governments for their consideration and 
for such action as they might deem appropriate, 
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Part two 

BACKGROUND 



Chapter VI 

CONSTITUTION OF THE CONFERENCE 

1. The question of convening an international con
ference on the environment was raised by the Economic 
and Social Council at its forty-fifth session. In a resolu
tion on the subject (1346 (XLV)), the Council under
lined, inter alia, the urgent need for intensified action at 
the national and the international level, to limit and, 
where possible, to eliminate the impairment of the 
human environment. It emphasized that due attention 
to problems of the human environment was essential for 
sound economic and social development; and recom
mended that the General Assembly, at its twenty-third 
session, consider the desirability of convening a United 
Nations conference on problems of the human environ
ment. 

2. Endorsing the Council's recommendations, the 
General Assembly at its twenty-third session decided 
(resolution 2398 (XXIII)) to convene a United Nations 
conference on the human environment in 1972. It 
requested the Secretary-General, in consultation with 
the Advisory Committee on the Application of Science 
and Technology to Development, to submit to the 
Assembly at its twenty-fourth session, through the 
Economic and Social Council at its forty-seventh session, 
a report covering the main problems which the Con
ference should consider and the preparatory process 
which should be engaged. It further recommended that 
the Secretary-General, in preparing the report, consult 
with States Members of the United Nations and members 
of the specialized agencies and of the International 
Atomic Energy Agency and appropriate organizations 
of the United Nations system, and draw on contributions 
from appropriate intergovernmental and non-govern
mental organizations. 

3. In his report to the Economic and Social Council 
at its forty-seventh session (E/4667), the Secretary
General recommended that the Conference be conceived 
as an important means of stimulating and providing 
guidelines for action by national Governments and inter
national organizations in their attempts to achieve con
crete and valid solutions to the problems of the human 
environment. He further recommended that the Con
ference should not be involved in narrow technical 
discussions, but should address itself to broad topics of 
general human concern. He also emphasized the great 
importance which he placed on the need to establish a 
conference organization at as early a stage as possible. 

4. The Economic and Social Council, in its resolution 
1448 (XLVII), recommended to the General Assembly 
the adoption of a resolution by which it would endorse 
in general the proposals contained in the Secretary-
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General's report (E/4667) and take the necessary steps 
to prepare a conference on the human environment. 

5. The General Assembly at its twenty-fourth session 
affirmed, in resolution 2581 (XXIV) that "it should be 
the main purpose of the Conference to Serve as a practical 
means to encourage, and to provide guidelines for, 
action by Governments and international organizations 
designed to protect and improve the human environment 
and to remedy and prevent its impairment, by means 
of international co-operation, bearing in mind the par
ticular importance of enabling the developing countries 
to forestall the occurrence of such problems". The 
Assembly endorsed in general the proposals contained 
in the report of the Secretary-General regarding the 
purposes and objectives of the Conference. It further 
entrusted the Secretary-General with over-all responsi
bility for organizing and preparing for the Conference 
and requested him to set up immediately a small con
ference secretariat and to appoint, at the appropriate 
time, a Secretary-General of the Conference. It accepted 
the invitation of the Government of Sweden to hold the 
Conference in Sweden in June 1972. The General 
Assembly also established a Preparatory Committee
consisting of representatives nominated by the Govern
ments of Argentina, Brazil, Canada, Costa Rica, Cyprus, 
Czechoslovakia, France, Ghana, Guinea, India, Iran, 
Italy, Jamaica, Japan, Mauritius, Mexico, the N,ether
lands, Nigeria, Singapore, Sweden, Togo, the UnIOn. of 
Soviet Socialist Republics, the United Arab Repubhc,l 
the United Kingdom of Great Br!tain and NO.rthern 
Ireland, the United States of Amenca, YugoslaVia and 
Zambia-to advise the Secretary-General. 

6. The Preparatory Committee held four sessions.2 

During its first session, held in New York from 10 to 
20 March 1970, the Committee defined the programme 
content and selection of topics of the Conference and 
established recommendations for action. It also con
sidered the organizational str~cture of. the Conferen~e 
and reviewed the documentatlOn requIrements. At Its 
second session held at Geneva from 8 to 19 February 
1971, the CoO-:mittee prepared a provisional agenda for 
the Conference, discussed the possible form and content 
of a declaration on the hUman environment, and recom
mended the establishment of an intergovernmental 
working group on the declaration. It also carried out a 

1 Now designated Egypt. 
2 For the reports of the sessions, see A/CONF.48/pC.6, AI 

CONF.48/pC.9 and Corr.1, A/CONF.48/PC.13 and Corr.t, and 
A[CONF.48/PC.17. 



preliminary examination of the question of marine pollu
tion, monitoring or surveillance, pollutant release limits, 
conservation, soils, training, information exchange and 
gene pools, and recommended the establishment of inter
governmental working groups to deal respectively with 
marine pollution, monitoring, conservation and soils. 
It considered further the organization and structure of 
the Conference. At its third session, held in New York 
from 13 to 24 September 1971, the Preparatory Com
mittee reviewed the progress of the substantive work of 
the Conference and discussed the draft declaration. The 
Committee held a fourth session in New York from 6 to 
17 March 1972, at which it dealt primarily with the inter
national organizational implications of recommenda
tions for action, including the financial implications, and 
with the draft Declaration on the Human Environment. 

7. The documentation for the Conference was based 
on a great volume of contributions from Governments, 
the United Nations system, intergovernmental organiza
tions, non-governmental organizations and individual 
experts. A total of 86 Governments submitted national 
reports outlining their environmental experience and 
concerns. The specialized agencies and other United 
Nations bodies submitted basic papers drawing on their 
knowledge and experience in their various areas of 
responsibility. A wide variety of other governmental and 
non-governmental sources-organizations and individ
uals-provided still more basic material on subjects 
relevant to their fields of competence and interest. All 
of this material was reviewed by the Conference secre
tariat with the assistance of United Nations agencies, 
consultants and experts from Governments, under the 
general guidance of the Preparatory Committee. 

8. In complying with the intent of Economic and 
Social Council resolution 1536 (XLIX) and of General 
Assembly resolution 2657 (XXV), which reaffirmed, in 
particular, that environmental policies should be con
sidered in the context of economic and social develop
ments, taking into account the special needs of the 
developing countries, particular stress was laid on the 
needs and on the active participation of those countries 
in the preparatory process for the Conference. Thus, with 
the major exception of the Symposium on Problems of 
Environment held by the Economic Commission for 
Europe at Prague from 2 to 15 May 1971, nearly all the 
regional seminars and special meetings convened prior to 
the Conference were focused on the interrelationship 
between development and the environment. 

9 .. The Panel of Experts on Development and Environ
ment, which met at Founex; Switzerland, from 4 to 
12 June 1971, provided an opportunity to consider the 
protection and improvement of the environment in the 
context of the urgent need of the developing countries 
for development. The report of the Panel made it clear 
that environmental considerations should be an integral 
part of the development process. The report of the 
Founex meeting became the focus of discussion at a 
series of regional seminars on development and environ
ment convened by the Economic Commission for Africa 
(Addis Ababa, 23 to 28 August 1971); the Economic 
Commission for Asia and the Far East (Bangkok, 17 to 
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22 August 1971); the Economic Commission for Latin 
America (Mexico City, 6 to 11 September 1971); and the 
Economic and Social Office in Beirtlt (Beirut, 27 Sep
tember to 2 October 1971). Other meetings of special 
interest to developing countries included a meeting of 
world scientists organized at Canberra from 24 August 
to 3 September 1971, at the request, and with the co
operation, of the Conference secretariat, to bring together 
members of the Special Committee on Environmental 
Problems of the International Council of Scientific 
Unions, members of the United Nations Advisory Com
mittee on the Application of Science and Technology to 
Development and a number of specially invited scientists 
from the developing countries. 

to. At its twenty-sixth session, the General Assembly 
adopted a resolution (2849 (XXVI») in which it affirmed 
that development plans should be compatible with a 
sound ecology and that adequate environmental con
ditions could best be ensured by the promotion of 
development, at both the national and the international 
level. The General Assembly also stressed, inter alia, 
that the action plan and action proposals to be submitted 
to the Conference should respect fully the sovereign 
rights of each country; recognize that environmental 
policies should avoid adverse effects on the development 
possibilities of developing countries, including the inter
national trade position of those countries, international 
development assistance and the transfer of technology; 
and promote programmes designed to assist the develop
ing' countries, including the provision of additional 
technical assistance and financial resources. The General 
Assembly further urged States possessing nuclear weapons 
to put an end to the testing of those weapons in all 
spheres and stressed the necessity of prohibiting the 
production and use of nuclear, chemical and biological 
weapons and of ensuring the early destruction of such 
weapons. The General Assembly also called for increases 
in the volume and softening of the terms of the economic 
assistance provided by international financial institutions 
to enable developing countries to plan and implement 
projects which might be justifiable on environmental 
terms. It further requested the Secretary-General to 
submit a report to the Conference on a scheme of volun
tary contributions which would provide additional finan
cing by the developed to the developing countries for 
environmental purposes, beyond the resources already 
contemplated in the International Development Strategy. 

11. In another resolution adopted at its twenty-sixth 
session (2850 (XXVI»), the General Assembly approved 
the provisional agenda and the draft rules of procedure 
for the Conference and recommended the rules for 
adoption by the Conference. It requested the Secretary
General to invite the States Members of the United 
Nations or members of specialized agencies or of the 
International Atomic Energy Agency to participate in 
the Conference. It further requested the Secretary
General to circulate in advance of the Conference a draft 
declaration on the human environment; a draft action 
plan constituting a blueprint for international co-opera
tion to protect and enhance the present and future quality 
of the environment for human life and well-being; such 



other draft proposals as might be ready for consideration 
by the Conference; and draft proposals for organizational 
and financing arrangements needed to pursue effectively 
the work of the United Nations system of organizations 
in the environmental field. It also requested the Con
ference to consider the drafts submitted to it and to take 
such appropriate action as it desired, and requested the 
Secretary-General of the United Nations to report on 

the results of the Conference to the General Assembly at 
its twenty-seventh session and to transmit his report to 
the Economic and Social Council. The General Assembly 
further requested the Secretary-General to make the 
necessary arrangements for the work that would have to 
be undertaken after the Conference pending consideration 
of the recommendations of the Conference by the General 
Assembly at its twenty-seventh session. 
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Part three 

PROCEEDINGS OF THE CONFERENCE 



Chapter VD 

ATTENDANCE AND ORGANIZATION OF WORK 

12. The United Nations Conference on the Human 
Environment was held at Stockholm from 5 to 16 June 
1972. 

A. Participants 

13. Representati ves of the following 113 States invited 
in accordance with General Assembly resolution 2850 
(XXVI) took part in the Conference: Afghanistan, 
Algeria, Argentina, Australia, Austria, Bahrein, Bangla
desh, Belgium, Bolivia, Botswana, Brazil, Burundi, 
Cameroon, Canada, Central African Republic, Ceylon, 
Chad, Chile, China, Colombia, Congo, Costa Rica, 
Cyprus, Dahomey, Denmark, Dominican Republic, Ecua
dor, Egypt, EI Salvador, Ethiopia, Federal Republic of 
Germany, Fiji, Finland, France, Gabon, Ghana, Greece, 
Guatemala, Guinea, Guyana, Haiti, Holy See, Honduras, 
Iceland, India, Indonesia, Iran, Traq, Ireland, Israel, 
Italy, Ivory Coast, Jamaica, Japan, Jordan, Kenya, 
Kuwait, Lebanon, Lesotho, Liberia, Libyan Arab 
Republic, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, Madagascar, 
Malawi, Malaysia, Malta, Mauritania, Mauritius, Mexico, 
Monaco, Morocco, Nepal, Netherlands, New Zealand, 
Nicaragua, Niger, Nigeria, Norway, Pakistan, Panama, 
Peru, Philippines, Portugal, Republic of Korea, Republic 
ofViet-Nam, Romania, San Marino, Senegal, Singapore, 
South Africa, Spain, Sudan, Swazilal').d, Sweden, Switzer~ 
land, Syrian Arab Republic, Thailand, Togo, Trinidad 
and Tobago, Tunisia, Turkey, Uganda, United Arab 
Emirates, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern 
Ireland, United Republic of Tanzania, United States of 
America, Uruguay, Venezuela, Yemen, Yugoslavia, 
Zaire, Zambia. 

14. The Secretary-General of the United Nations was 
present at the Conference. The Conference was attended 
also by representatives of the Secretary-General from the 
Department of Economic and Social Affairs, the regional 
economic commissions, the United Nations Economic 
and Social Office in Beirut, the United Nations Con
ference on Trade and Development, the United Nations 
Industrial Development Organization and the United 
Nations Development Programme. A representative of 
the United Nations Institute for Training and Research 
was also present. 

15. The following specialized agencies were repre
sented: International Labour Organisation, Food and 
Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, United 
Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organiza
tion, International Civil Aviation Organization, World 
Health Organization, International Bank for Reconstruc
tion and Development, International Monetary Fund, 
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Universal Postal Union, International Telecommunica
tion Union, World Meteorological Organization, and 
Inter-Governmental Maritime Consultative Organization. 
The International Atomic Energy Agency and the General 
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade were also represented. 

16. Observers from a number of intergovernmental 
organizations participated in the Conference. 

17. Representatives of numerous international non
governmental organizations invited to the Conference 
also participated. 

B. Opening of the Conference 

18. The Conference was opened by the Secretary
General of the United Nations. 

19. At its 1st plenary meeting it also heard an address 
by the Secretary-General of the Conference (see chapter 
VIII below) and a report by the Chairman of the Prepara
tory Committee on pre-Conference consultations. 

C. Election of the President 

20. At its 1 st plenary meeting, on 5 June 1972, the 
Conference elected lngemund Bengtsson (Sweden) as 
President of the Conference. The President then addressed 
the Conference. 

D. Rilles of procedure 

21. At its 1st plenary meeting, on 5 June 1972, the 
Conference adopted with two amendments the draft 
rules of procedure approved by the General Assembly 
(AfCONF.48f3): in ru1e 6 it increased the number of 
Vice-Presidents from:: to 27 and it changed the title of 
the Rapporteur of the Conference to "Rapporteur 
General" . 

E. Election of officers other than the President 

22. At its 1st plenary meeting, the Conference elected 
the following 26 Vice-Presidents: 1 Mohamed Khaled 
Kheladi (Algeria), Eduardo Bradley (Argentina), Peter 
Howson (Australia), Ingrid Leodolter (Austria), Jack 
Davis (Canada), Tang Ke (China), Mostafa Tolba 

1 At its 18th plenary meeting, on 15 June 1972, the Conference 
decided that the two posts of Vice-President of the Conference and 
Vice-Chairman of the First Committee that had been left vacant 
when the Conference elected its officers at its 1st plenary meeting 
should not be filled. 



(Egypt), Robert Poujade (France), Alfredo Obiols G6mez 
(Guatemala), C. Subramanian (India), Eskandar Firouz 
(Iran), Motoo Ogiso (Japan), A. AI-Adwani (Kuwait), 
Francisco Vizcaino Murray (Mexico), Adebayo Adedeji 
(Nigeria), S. G. Bakhash Raisani (Pakistan), J. Llosa 
Pautrat (Peru), Florin Iorgulescu (Romania), Habib 
Thiam (Senegal), A. B. Gamedze (Swaziland), Peter 
Walker (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern 
Ireland), Russell E. Train (United States of America), 
S. Garcia Pintos (Uruguay), Z. Petrinovic (Yugoslavia), 
B. EnguIu (Zaire), S. Kalulu (Zambia). 

23. It elected Keith Johnson (Jamaica) as Rapporteur 
General. 

24. It elected the chairmen and rapporteurs of the 
three main committees, and the vice-chairmen of the 
Second and Third Committees. The officers elected were 
as follows: 

First Committee: 1 Helena Benitez (Philippines), Chair
man; S. Bedaya-Ngaro (Central African Republic), 
Rapporteur 

Second Committee: J. Odero Jowi (Kenya), Chairman; 
Ahmed AI-Chelebi (Iraq), Vice-Chairman; L. J. Moster
man (Netherlands), Rapporteur 

Third Committee: Carlos Calero Rodrigues (Brazil), 
Chairman; Yilmaz Gurer (Turkey), Vice-Chairman; 
A. M. Ali-Hassan (Sudan), Rapporteur 

F. Adoption of the agenda 

25. The Conference, at its 1st plenary meeting, adopted 
the following agenda (A/CONF.48/1): 

1. Opening of the Conference 
2. Election of the President 
3. Adoption of the rules of procedure 
4. Constitution of committees 
5. Election of the officers other than the President 
6. Credentials of representatives to the Conference: 

(a) Appointment of the Credentials Committee 
(b) Report of the Credentials Committee 

7. Adoption of the agenda 
8. General debate 
9. Declaration on the Human Environment 

10. Planning and management of human settmements for envi
ronmental quality (subject area 1) 

11. Environmental aspects of natural resources management 
(subject area II) 

12. Identification and control of pollutants of broad international 
significance (subject area III) 

13. Educational, informational, social and cultural aspects of 
environmental issues (subject area IV) 

14. Development and environment (subject area V) 
15. International organizational implications of action proposals 

(subject area VI) 

16. Adoption of plan of action 
17. Adoption of the report of the Conference 

G. Constitution of subsidiary bodies 

26. In accordance with rule 4 of the rules of procedure, 
the Conference, at its 1st plenary meeting, established a 
Credentials Committee, composed, in accordance with 
rule 5, of the following States: Australia, Colombia, 
France, Ireland, Liberia, Sudan, Syrian Arab Republic, 
United States of America and Yugoslavia ,2 

27. In accordance with rule 44 of the rules of procedure, 
the Conference at its 1st plenary meeting established 
three main committees to study the substantive items of 
its agenda. 

28. It allocated to the First Committee the following 
agenda items: 

Planning and management of human settlements for environ
mental quality (agenda item 10) 

Educational, informational, social and cultural aspects of 
environmental quality (agenda item 13) 

Draft recommendations 85,98 (b) and 99 contained in document 
A/CONF.48/1 

29. It allocated to the Second Committee the following 
agenda items: 

Environmental aspects of natural resources management (agenda 
item 11) 

Development and environment (agenda item 14) 

30. It allocated to the Third Committee the following 
agenda items: 

Identification and control of pollutants of broad international 
significance (agenda item 12) 

International organizational implications of action proposals 
(agenda item 15) 
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31. The report of the Credentials Committee is given 
in annex I. 

32. At its 7th plenary meeting, on 8 June 1972, the 
Conference decided to set up a Working Group on the 
Declaration on the Human Environment. 3: The report 
of the Working Group is given in annex II. 

2 Rule 5 of the rules of procedure of the Conference provided 
that the composition should be the same as that of the Credentials 
Committee of the General Assembly at its twenty-sixth session. 
As Mongolia, Somalia and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, 
members of the General Assembly's Credentials Committee, were 
not represented at the Conference, it was agreed that their places 
should be taken by the Sudan, the Syrian Arab Republic and Yugo
slavia. 

3 See chapter IX. 



Chapter VIII 

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE GENERAL DEBATE 

33. In a statement to the Conference at its 1st plenary 
meeting, on 5 June 1972, the Secretary-General of the 
Conference, Maurice F. Strong, stated that the high 
level of participation in the Conference was most en· 
couraging; it was greatly to be hoped that the reasons 
for the absence from the Conference of some countries 
which had played such an important role in the prepara~ 
tory process-reasons which were not related to environ
mental issueS-WOUld soon be resolved, and that those 
countries would be actIvely involved in dealing with the 
tasks presented by the problems of the human environ
ment. 

34. The Conference was launching a new liberation 
movement to free men from the threat of their thraldom 
to environmental perils of their own making. The move
ment could succeed only if there was a new commitment 
to liberation from the destructive forces of mass poverty, 
racial prejudice, economic injustice, and the technologies 
of modern warfare. Mankind's whole work and dedica
tion must be towards the ideal of a peaceful, habitable 
and just planet. 

35. The Conference could not deal with all the ills of 
the world, but if it successfully accomplished the impor
tant work before it, it would establish a new and more 
hopeful basis for resolving the seemingly intractable 
problems that divided mankind. It had to be recognized 
that the physical interdependence of all people required 
new dimensions of economic, social and political inter
dependence. Better means would have to be devised for 
making knowledge available to decision-makers and to 
those who would be affected by decisions. 

36. Developing countries could iII-afford to put un
certain future needs ahead of their immediate needs for 
food, shelter, work, education and health care. The 
problem was how to reconcile those legitimate immediate 
requirements with the interests of generations yet unborn. 
Environmental factors must be an integral part of 
development strategy; one of the most encouraging out
comes of the preparatory process had been the emergence 
of a new synthesis between development and environment. 

37. The concept of "no growth" could not be a viable 
policy for any society, but it was necessary to rethink 
the traditional concepts of the basic purposes of growth. 

38. The vast benefits which the new technological order 
had produced were undeniable, but man's activities had 
created serious imbalances. Not only each society but 
the world as a whole must achieve a better balance 
among the major elements that determined the level and 
quality of life it could provide for its members-popula-
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tion and its distribution, available resources and their 
exploitation, and pressures placed on the life systems 
that sustained it. 

39. Conference action was required on the proposed 
Declaration on the Human Environment; on the proposed 
Action Plan for the Human Environment; on the pro
posed Environment Fund-which would be additional to 
moneys which Governments made available for develop~ 
ment programmes; and on the vitally needed organiza~ 
tional and financial machinery by which it would be 
possible to continue the work begun with the calling of 
the Conference. 

40. Certain priorities that required urgent and large
scale action had emerged from the preparatory process; 
these included water supplies, ocean and sea pollution, 
and the urban crisis. In addition, there were other areas 
for priority action: the need for understanding and con
trolling the changes man produced in the major ecological 
systems; the need for accelerating the dissemination of 
environmentally sound technologies and for developing 
alternatives to existing harmful technologies; the need to 
avoid commitment to new technologies before adequately 
assessing their environmental consequences; the need to 
encourage broader international distribution of industrial 
capacity; and the need to assist developing countries to 
minimize environmental risks in their development 
strategies. 

41. Looking beyond the Conference, he stressed the 
need for: 

(a) New concepts of sovereignty, based not on the 
surrender of national sovereignties but on better means 
of exercising them collectively, and with a greater sense 
of responsibility for the common good; 

(b) New codes of international law which the era of 
environmental concern required, and new means of 
dealing with environmental conflicts; 

(c) New international means for better management 
of the world's common property resources; 

(d) New approaches to more automatic means of 
financing programmes of international co-operation, 
which could include levies and tolls on certain forms of 
international transport or on the consumption of certain 
non-renewable resources. 

42. The general debate covered a vast range of environ
mental problems confronting nations and individuals, 
organizations and institutions. In the course of 11 plenary 
meetings held from 6 to 12 June 1972, the Conference 
was addressed by representatives of Member States, 



United Nations bodies, intergovernmental organizations 
and non~governmental organizations. 

~3. Thr~)Ughout the general debate, speakers expressed 
theIr gratItude to the Government of Sweden for its 
initiative and hospitality, to the President for his dis
tinguished conduct of the Conference, and to the Chair
man and members of the Preparatory Committee and 
the Secretary-General of the Conference and his staff for 
their invaluable work in the preparatory process. Several 
speakers said that, as the problems the world was facing 
were universal, those problems could only be resolved by 
universal action. They regretted the fact that certain 
nations were not present at the Conference. Other dele
gations underlined the fact that in the convening of the 
Conference the fundamental principle of universality 
enshrined in the Charter of the United Nations had not 
been respected. The following brief summary of a lengthy 
and deeply informed debate attempts to emphasize the 
dominant themes. 

Development and environment 

44. Considerable emphasis was placed by speakers 
from developing countries upon the fact that for two~ 
thirds of the world's population the human environment 
was dominated by poverty, malnutrition, illiteracy and 
misery, and that the urgent task facing mankind was to 
solve those immediate and formidable problems. The 
priority of developing countries was development. Until 
the gap between the poor and the rich countries was 
substantially narrowed, little if any progress could be 
made in improving the human environment. Many 
speakers from developing countries agreed, however, 
that environmental considerations would have to be 
incorporated into national development strategies in order 
to avoid the mistakes made by developed countries in 
their development, to utilize human and natural resources 
more efficiently, and to enhance the quality ofHfe of their 
peoples. Many speakers endorsed the statement of the 
Secretary-General of the Conference that there need be 
no clash between the concern for development and the 
concern for the environment, that support for environ
mental action must not be an excuse for reducing develop
ment, and that there must be a substantial increase in 
development assistance with due consideration for en
vironmental factors. There was also general agreement 
that a philosophy of "no growth" was absolutely un
acceptable. 

45. Many speakers from developing countries stated 
that there was exploitation of their natural resources by 
developed countries for their own purposes; some pro
tested against the activities of certain multinational cor
porations. Many representatives also stressed that there 
was exploitation of international marine resources by 
developed countries, which had a direct effect upon 
developing countries. 

46. The need for more effective and less wasteful 
utilization of natural resources was underlined by several 
speakers. 

47. In the opinion of many speakers, the only criterion 
of the success of environmental programmes was the 
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substantial improvement of the conditions of life of the 
vast majority of mankind. To achieve this, there must be 
an entirely new attitude on the part of the .developed 
countries towards their responsibilities. Many speakers 
from developing countries urged the relaxation of pro
tectionist trade barriers against their products. and 
several warned against the danger that developed coun
tries might raise the prices of their goods to meet costs 
incurred in environmental reforms; it would be intoler
able if the nations which had created the world's environ
mental problems should expect others to meet the cost. 

48. Many speakers, from both developing and devel
oped countries, agreed that the ruthless pursuit of gross 
national product, without consideration for other factors, 
produced conditions of life that were an affront to the 
dignity of man. The requirements of clean air, water, 
shelter and health were undeniable needs and rights 
of man. 

49. The need for regional co-operation among devel
oping countries was mentioned by many speakers. Some 
said that it was only through national initiatives and work 
that the problems of developing countries could be 
solved; others added that such initiatives and work 
should be undertaken with regional and global co
operation. The need for technical and scientific assistance 
for the developing countries was emphasized by many 
speakers, as was the importance of effective international 
dissemination of information. 

50. Several speakers expressed concern at the inade
quacy of existing knowledge concerning environmental 
problems, and stressed the urgent need to initiate inter
national research programmes the results of which would 
be freely available to all. Some speakers considered that 
the establishment of such programmes would be the 
most important single contribution that the proposed 
body, which would be charged with the work that the 
Conference had initiated, could make in its formative 
stage. Several speakers considered, however, that that 
would not be sufficient, and that the basic need was for 
a major programme of education in the poorer countries, 
as it was only through the eradication of illiteracy and 
ignorance in all sectors of society that mankind could 
hope to improve its opportunities and conditions of life. 

Draft Declaration on the Hnman Environment 
51. Many speakers stressed the importance which they 

attached to the proposed Declaration on the Human 
Environment. Several expressed the hope that the draft 
Declaration set out in document A/CONF.48/4 would 
not be amended, and that the carefully constructed 
consensus achieved in pre-Conference consu,ltations would 
not be imperilled. Others, while expressing dissatisfaction 
with parts of the Declaration-particularly in regard to 
what they considered to be its inadequate appreciation 
of the needs of developing countries-accepted the 
Declaration. Others, however, took the view that the 
Declaration was of such importance that those countries 
which had not had the opportunity of expressing their 
opinio~s in the course of the preparatory process should 
be entItled to express them during the Conference and 
propose alterations. 



Action Plan 

52. The Action Plan outlined in document A/CONF. 
48/5 was in general well received; many speakers em
phasized that the value of the preparatory process and 
of the Conference would be completely negated unless 
they resulted in positive action by individual nations, 
regional organizations, intergovernmental organizations, 
non-governmental organizations, and the United Nations. 
Many speakers pointed out that different problems 
required different solutions, and that any realistic plan 
must take fuIJ note of that fact. The iIl)portance of the 
active involvement of the scientific community was 
stressed by many speakers, and the value to all mankind 
of the Earthwatch programme was emphasized. Many 
speakers referred to the necessity for public involvement, 
particularly that of youth, and the support of public 
interest, in environmental matters; action would not be 
taken unless there was public demand for it, and it would 
not be effective unless it had public support. 

Institutional arrangements 

53. The proposal for the establishment of an inter
governmental body on the human·· environment was 
generally welcomed. Some speakers considered that it 
should be a body of the General Assembly, while others 
argued that it should be a commission of the Economic 
and Social Council. Some speakers were in favour of a 
body composed of 27 members; others considered that 
number too small. Emphasis was placed by many speakers 
on the need for effective regional co-operation, since 
many environmental problems were capable of solution 
only by regional collaborative action. Several speakers 
pointed to the danger of duplication of effort inherent in 
the creation of too many organizations. Representatives 
of the specialized agencies drew attention to their existing 
programmes. 

54. The proposal for a small permanent secretariat 
unit for the new intergovernmental body was also gener
ally supported. In the debate, some speakers mentioned 
United Nations locations in New York and Geneva; 
speakers from Austria, India, Kenya, Malta, Mexico, 
Spain and the United Kingdom of Great Britain and 
Northern Ireland invited such a secretariat to establish 
itself in their countries. 

Environment Fund 

55. The proposed Environment Fund was supported 
by many speakers. Several delegations announced their 
intention of making contributions to the Fund. Concern 
was expressed by some representatives of developing 
countries that the Fund might be regarded by some 
developed countries as an alternative to development 
assistance. Some speakers emphasized the need to use 
the Fund to help developing countries meet the additional 
environmental costs incurred in their development pro
grammes. Several speakers endorsed the argument that 
"the polluter must pay". 

56. In addition to discussing the Fund, several speakers 
agreed with the proposal of the Secretary-General of the 
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United Nations for the provision of levies as a source of 
finance for the Fund. It was also proposed that a world 
housing programme should be established to extend 
technical assistance to developing countries in the many
faceted aspects of human settlements. 

Population 

57. Several speakers expressed regret that population 
problems took so minor a place in the agenda of the 
Conference. They argued that all strategies for develop-
ment and environment would be fatally damaged unless 
the rate of population increase was reduced. Other 
speakers said that the population increase was not the 
problem; the real challenge was the fact that so large a 
number of the people of the world had such a small 
expectation for a fruitful, happy and long life. In the 
opinion of certain delegations there was no incompati
bility between population growth and preservation of the 
environment. 

Conservation 

58. It was emphasized by several speakers that conser
vation of natural resources must be an integral part of 
sound development and environmental programmes, and 
that this was not a luxury but an absolute necessity. 
Many speakers described actions taken in their countries 
to protect areas of land and its wildlife. The preservation 
of all forms of life on the planet was described by many 
speakers as being a crucial part of the strategy to enhance 
and protect the human environment now and in the 
future. 

Marine pollution 

59. The problem of marine pollution was stressed by 
many speakers. Contamination of the oceans had global 
consequences, affecting peoples many thousands of miles 
away from the source of pollution. Mention was made 
of natural disasters at sea, oil discharges, excessive use 
of pesticides, and atmospheric pollution, which eventually 
contaminated the sea. Several speakers welcomed recent 
international action to curtail ocean-dumping. Particular 
reference was also made to the problems of certain seas, 
which could be solved only by regional co-operation and 
action. 

Other issues 

60. A considerable number ofimportant matters affect· 
ing the human environment-both immediately and in 
the future-were raised in the general debate. Many 
speakers described actions which their countries or 
organizations had taken or proposed to take in order to 
solve particular national, regional and international en
vironmental problems. The environmental effects of pesti
cides and fertilizers were mentioned by several speakers, 
some of whom urged the development of safe and cheap 
alternatives to those pesticides and fertilizers that had 
been found to be harmful. Some speakers were highly 
critical of the development of supersonic aircraft, which, 
they claimed, could have harmful global effects. Others 
pointed to the ever-present problem of natural disasters, 



and put forward suggestions for improved advance 
warning and for steps to limit damage. The difficulties 
of agricultural countries were described and analysed, 
as were those of nations with substantial urban problems. 
Many speakers stressed the importance of preventive 
action and the necessity of taking early steps to discover 
and prevent serious environmental hazards. To that end, 
the importance of the exchange of scientific and techno
logical information and experience, through the proposed 
referral system, was mentioned by several representatives. 
There were also suggestions for annual reminders to the 
public, by means of named dates or a week, of the impor
tance of preventing environmental hazards. 

61. The representative of Iran announced that his 
country had selected an area of 130,000 hectares consti
tuting an ecosystem of global importance, which it was 
prepared to place in joint trust with an appropriate inter
national agency to conserve and administer for the 
benefit of all mankind. He further announced the estab
lishment by Iran of an annual prize of $20,000, for the 
most outstanding contribution in the field of the human 
environment, to be awarded through the good offices of 
the Secretary-General of the Conference. 

62. Some delegations emphasized that any discussion 
of the problems of the human environment could not 
exclude international conflicts, the suppression of human 
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rights. apartheid, nuclear testing. the offensive presence 
of foreign naval forces in seas near their countries, and 
the proliferation of armaments. References were made to 
the situations in Indo~China, the Middle East, and in 
southern Africa. Other representatives argued that such 
matters, although of substantial importance, should be 
discussed in other organs of the United Nations and were 
not appropriate to the Conference. Several representa
tives expressed strong criticism of the decision of certain 
nations participating in the Conference which proposed 
to continue nuclear testing. Others said that the arma
ments race and stockpiling of arms of mass destruction
nuclear, chemical, bacteriological and conventional 
weapons-should be condemned since they represented 
a menace to the environment and to humanity itself. 

63. With reference to the proposal for the convening 
of a second United Nations Conference on the Human 
Environment, Canada and Mexico offered to act as host. 

64. The view was often expressed that man possessed 
the skills to foresee and avert ecological misfortunes a:p.d 
to create a much happier and richer world, but that no 
positive advances could be made without the political 
will. It was repeatedly emphasized that it was only by 
means of global co-operation, understanding. sympathy 
and assistance that mankind could achieve the results 
that his talents could provide. 



Chapter IX 

ESTABLISHMENT OF THE WORKING GROUP ON THE DECLARATION 
ON THE HUMAN ENVIRONMENT 

65. The Working Group on the Declaration on the 
Human Environment was established by the Conference 
at its 7th plenary meeting, following a debate on a draft 
resolution submitted by China, which read as follows: 

The Conference on the Human Environment, 

Considering that the Declaration on the Human 
Environment is an important statement of guiding 
principles and the main document of this Conference, 

Considering that the Declaration affects the interests 
of the peoples of various countries and the future re
sponsibilities of, and guidelines for action by, Govern
ments, and should therefore give full expression to the 
views of various countries, 

Resolves to devote more time, as appropriate, to the 
discussion of the draft Declaration, and for this purpose 
to set up an ad hoc committee. 

66. The representative of China explained that in 
submitting its draft resolution, China had been motivated 
by the following considerations: 

(a) The preservation and improvement of the human 
environment was an important matter affecting the 
development of the peoples of the world; 

(b) The Declaration, the main document for discussion 
at the Conference, was an important document of guiding 
principles which would have to be dealt with seriously, 
discussed thoroughly, and rally the support of the 
majority if it were to have any moral effect; 

(c) The existing draft Declaration did not reflect the 
views of all the States members of the Conference; even 
the preliminary work of the Preparatory Committee 
had not resulted in complete agreement; 

(d) Since the Declaration should play the leading role, 
the discussion on that subject was more important than 
the work of the three committees; . 
. (e) The issue would have to be settled on the basis of 
equality among all countries and it was in that spirit that 
China had submitted its draft resolution. 

67. The representative of Iran said that although the 
existing draft represented a careful balance resulting 
from discussions by representatives of various groups 
with different ideas, the points made by the representative 
of China were valid. He proposed an amendment to the 
Chinese draft resolution, which he understood to be 
acceptable to China, namely replacement of the words 
"ad hoc committee" at the end of the operative paragraph 
b.y t~e w?rds "a working group open to all States parti~ 
clpatmg in the Conference". 
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68. The representative of the United States of America 
expressed concern lest the work of the Conference be 
overburdened with discussions on the draft Declaration, 
which had been negotiated over eight months. His dele~ 
gation would not, however, oppose the Chinese draft 
resolution. He recalled the warning of the Secretary
General of the Conference with respect to the fragility of 
the compromise already reached. 

69. The representative of Tunisia stated that the 
African group would support the Chinese draft resolution 
but proposed an amendment defining the composition 
of the committee, as follows: the four permanent members 
of the Security Council present at the Conference, eight 
representatives from Asia, eight from Latin America, 
nine from Africa, six from Western Europe and one 
from Eastern Europe. Such a committee would also 
be open to any delegation which wished to make a state
ment or propose an amendment. In a spirit of conciliation, 
the representative of Tunisia subsequently withdrew his 
amendment. 

70. The representative of Italy recalled that the draft 
Declaration was the result of nearly one year's negotiation 
and compromise; any changes introduced in one part 
of the document risked compromising the rest of the 
document. Italy would, however, support the establish
ment of a committee open to all. 

71. The representative of Argentina supported the 
Chinese draft resolution as amended by Iran on the 
grounds that the draft Declaration had not been approved, 
but merely transmitted, by the Preparatory Committee. 

72. The representative of Sudan, speaking on behalf 
of the African group, supported the establishment of an 
ad hoc body; said he thought that the practice of discussing 
important matters in groups before they reached the 
plenary meeting should be followed; expressed the belief 
that Africa was entitled to provide the chairman of 
the proposed committee; said he thought that the compo
sition of the committee should be the subject of intergroup 
consultations; and appealed to China to keep the compo
sition of the committee flexible. 

73. The representative of the Philippines, speaking for 
the Asian group, supported the establishment of a 
special working group with membership open to all 
countries wishing to air views or submit amendments and 
suggested that the group should report to the Conference 
at its plenary meeting on 13 June 1972. 

74. The representative of Canada stated that tbe 
Declaration was mote than an inspirational message 



or an educational tool: it represented the first essential 
step in developing international environmental law. He 
felt that any delegation that disturbed the delicate balance 
of the existing draft would carry a heavy responsibility. 
However, he could not deny delegations which had not 
participated in the elaboration of the draft Declaration the 
opportunity to express their views. Canada therefore 
supported in principle the draft resolution submitted by 
China. He drew attention to the fact that, to protect 
national positions, certain choices other· than amend~ 
ments were open to delegations, for example, reservations 
on principles could be satisfied by statements of inter~ 
pretation. 

75. The representative of Norway, speaking also on 
behalf of Denmark, appealed to the Conference to take 
a unanimous decision on the matter and avoid a vote. 

76. The representative of Yugoslavia expressed con~ 
cern about re-opening the discussion on the draft DecJara~ 
tion. He favoured an open-ended working group. He 
also favoured having all interpretations included in an 
annex to the Declaration. 
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77. The representative of Singapore said that although 
ha appreciated the spirit of the draft resolution, he would 
abstain because the terms of reference of the proposed 
working group were unclear. The Declaration was not 
a perfect document but it represented a delicate balance 
between the interests of the developing and the developed 

. countries. He would have liked to have seen the amend
ments to the draft Declaration before deciding on the 
establishment of a working group. 

78. The representative of Switzerland stated that 
he was prepared to accept the existing draft Declaration 
but would, none the less, agree to the draft resolution 
submitted by China. 

79. The President of the Conference, in the absence 
of any objections, declared that the draft resolution, 
as amended by Iran, was approved and that the Working 
Group on the Declaration on the Human Environment 
would begin its deliberations on 9 June 1972. 



Chapter X 

ACfION ON REPORTS OF COMMITTEES AND OF THE WORKING GROUP 

80. The recommendations set forth in the base Con
ference documents 1 were considered, together with 
amendments and new proposals, by the three committees 
and the Working Group on the Declaration established 
by the Conference (see chapters VII and IX above). The 
reports of the committees and of the Working Group 
were considered by the Conference in plenary. An 
account of the action taken in plenary is given below. 

A. First Committee 

81. The report of the Fjrst Com,mittee on subject 
areas I and IV was considered by the Conference at its 
14th and 15th plenary meetings, on 13 and 14 June 1972. 
The report was introduced by the Rapporteur of the 
First Committee, Simon Bedaya-Ngaro (Central African 
Republic). 

PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT OF HUMAN SETTLEMENTS FOR 
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY (SUBJECT AREA I) 

82. The report indicated that the Committee had 
considered the draft recommendations for international 
action contained in the report on planning and manage
ment of human settlements for environmental quality 
(A/CONF,48/6) and had taken the following action 
with regard to them. 

83. It had approved without objection the following 
draft recommendations as amended in the Committee: 
136, 137, 138, 140, 141, 144, 148, ISO. 

84. The voting on other recommendations had been 
as follows: 
Recommendation 149 had been approved by 35 votes to I. 

with 13 abstentions. 
Recommendation 152, as amended, had been approved 

by 41 votes to 2, with 3 abstentions. 
Recommendation 153, as amended, had been approved 

by 47 votes to I, with 1 abstention. 
Recommendation 154 had been approved by 55 votes 

to none, with 1 abstention. 
New recommendation ISS, as amended, had been ap

proved by 23 votes to 17, with 12 abstentions. 

1 r n the debate in committee and in plenary, the draft recom. 
mendations were identified by the numbers of the paragraphs in 
which they appeared in the basic Conference document for the 
subject area Concerned. New draft recommendations were identified 
by additional numbers in the same series or by letters added to the 
numbers of the original draft recommendations contained in the 
Conference document. For the correspondence between the num
bers of the recommendations as adopted by the Conference and the 
numbers as they appear in the tinal version given in this reporl, 
see annex V. 
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New recommendation 156, as amended, had been ap
proved by 34 votes to none, with 9 abstentions. 

New recommendation 157, as amended, and been ap
proved by 45 votes to none, with 4 abstentions. 

New recommendation 158 had been approved by 27 votes 
to 12, with 16 abstentions. 

New recommendation 159 had been approved by 24 votes 
to 19 with 9 abstentions. 

85. The Committee had also decided by consensus 
to refer to the plenary Conference the following text 
submitted by India and the Libyan Arab Republic: 

"It isfurther recommended that the Governments and 
the Secretary-General take immediate steps towards 
the establishment of an international fund or a financial 
institution whose primary operative Objectives will be 
to assist in strengthening of national programmes in 
this field through the provision of seed capital and the 
extension of the necessary technical assistance to 
enable an effective mobilization of domestic resources 
for housing and the environmental improvement of 
human settlements." 

86. The Conference in plenary considered together 
all of the texts of the draft recommendations approved 
by the First Committee. 

Recommendations 136,137,138,140,141,144,146,148, 
149, 152, 153, 154, 155 

87. Switzerland stated that development projects 
should include an economic and social cost-benefit 
analysis. That was particularly relevant to recommenda
tion 155. 

88. The United Statts of America supported all of the 
original recommendations contained in A/CONF,48/6 
as well as the new recommendations 154, 155, 156, 157 
and 158. Concerning recommendation 159, the United 
States of America opposed the establishment of sub
regional centres, on the grounds that stich action was 
premature. It attached importance to the amendment by 
India and the Libyan Arab Republic but opposed it 
because he thought that more preparation was necessary 
and that there would be a risk of confusion with the 
establishment of the proposed Environment Fund. 

89. The Conference adopted the following recom
mendations without objection: 136, 137, 138, 140, 141, 
144, 146, 148, 149, 152, 153 and 154. 

90. With reference to recommendation 155, the 
Central African Republic considered that family planning 
and the demographic explosion were concepts on which 



the Conference should not take a position. It was in 
favour of retaining the recommendation with the follow
ing amendments: the replacement of the words "family 
planning" by the words "family health" in the first 
sentence and the deletion of the last phrase of the second 
sentence. after the words "human reproduction". 

91. France was of the opinion that a distinction should 
be made between the conditions in over-populated coun
tries and those in under-populated countries. It proposed 
that the words "population explosion" in the second 
sentence be replaced by the words "over-population and 
under-population" . 

92. Ecuador considered that the 1974 Population 
Confer~nce was the proper forum for discussion of those 
problems. Ecuador supported the first part of the amend
ment proposed by the Central African Republic. 

93. Argentina considered the recommendation pre
mature. It proposed the deletion of the recommendation 
and requested a roll-call vote on it. 

94. In the opinion of Dahomey, the population 
explosion was not a universal problem; in Africa, popula
tion density was still weak. Dahomey supported the 
amendment proposed by the Central African Republic. 

95. Uganda considered recommendation 155 to be 
among the most important recommendations of the 
Conference. As population was the essential resource, 
population increase should be planned accordingly. 
Uganda supported the recommendation as it stood. 

96. Romania supported the first sentence of the 
recommendation, but urged the deletion of the second 
sentence. 

. 97. Ethiopia was opposed to the recommendation. 
It considered that recommendation 154 contained all 
appropriate action concerning population. It supported 
Argentina in requesting the deletion of the recommenda
tion. 

9~. In the opinion of Pakistan, human reproduction 
meant physio-pathological phenomena which, in fact, 
increased population. The amendment proposed by the 
Central African Republic was 'not acceptable, as the 
sentence would then mean that an increase in the popula
tion was wanted. The recommendation was one of the 
most important of the Conference, and should be 
retained. 

99. India supported retention of the recommendation 
as population increase was a major source of economic 
problems. Research on the popUlation explosion was 
important for all countries. Under-populated countries 
might have to face those problems in the future, and 
could profit -from that research. ' 

100. Belgium supported the first sentence of the 
recommendation. Concerning the second sentence, it 
supported the French amendment but also suggested 
the. deletion of the words "in the field of human repro
duction" . 

101. The representative of the Holy See stated that the 
relationship between excess of population and environ-
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mental deterioration had not yet been clearly elucidated. 
For instance, the first countries to suffer from environ
mental degradation had problems of over-population. 
He supported the Argentine amendment and expressed 
interest in the Belgian amendment. 

102. The United Kingdom of Great Britain and 
Northern Ireland stated that the 1974 Population Con
ference would deal with the problem. In the recommenda
tion. the World Health Organization was requested to 
give advice on family planning on request and to undertake 
more research. The United Kingdom wished to retain 
the first sentence; concerning the second sentence, it 
agreed with the amendment proposed by the Central 
African Republic. 

103. Norway stated that the text was in conformity 
with scientific evidence. 

104. Nigeria expressed strong support for the recom
mendation. 

105. The Argentine amendment calling for deletion 
of recommendation 155 was put to the vote by roll-call. 

106. The amendment was rejected by 45 votes to 12, 
with 20 abstentions. The voting was as follows: 

In favour: Argentina, Brazil, Burundi, Ecuador, Ethiopia, 
Holy See, Ireland, Portugal, Romania, Spain, Venezuela and 
Zaire., 

Agaillst .. Australia, Bahrein, Belgium, Canada, Ceylon, Den
mark, Dominican Republic, Federal Republic of Germany, Fiji. 
Finland. Ghana, Iceland, India, Indonesia, Iran. Israel, Jamaica, 
Japan, Kenya, Liberia, Luxembourg, Madagascar, Malaysia, 
Mauritius, Morocco, Netherlands, New Zealand, Nigeria, Norway, 
Pakistan, Republic of Korea, Republic of Viet·Nam, San Marino, 
Senegal, Singapore, South Africa, Swaziland, Sweden, Switzerland, 
Thailand, Uganda, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern 
Ireland, United States of America, Yugoslavia, Zambia. 

Abstentions; Algeria, Austria, Central African Republic, Chile, 
Dahomey, France, Greece, Iraq, Italy, Ivory Coast, Libyan Arab 
RepUblic, Liechtenstein, Mexico, Monaco, Philippines, Sudan, 
Syrian Arab Republic, Togo, Trinidad and Tobago and Turkey. 

107. The amendment proposed by the Central African 
Republic calling for the replacement of the words "family 
planning" by the words "family health" was rejected by 
41 votes to 28, with 7 abstentions. 

108. The amendment proposed by Romania calling 
for deletion of the second sentence of the recommendation 
was rejected by 50 votes to 16, with 9 abstentions. 

109. The amendment proposed by Belgium calling for 
replacement of the words after "reproduction". in the 
second sentence, by the words "so as to avoid serious 
repercussions on human environment of over-population 
and under-population" was rejected by 34 votes to 32, 
with 11 abstentions. 

110. The amendment proposed by the Central African 
Republic calling for deletion of the words after "human 
repmduction" was rejected by 40 votes to 23, with 8 abs
tentions. 

111. The amendment proposed by FranCe, by which 
the words "population explosion" would be replaced 
by the words "over-population", was rejected by 
28 votes to 22, With 24 abstentions. 



112. The Conference adopted recommendation 155 
by 55 votes to 18, with 4 abstentions. 

113. The Holy See explained that it had abstained on 
the Belgian amendment because the World Health 
Organization was already intensifying its genetic research. 

Recommendation J 50 

114. Kenya proposed the addition of the words 
"periodicity and intensity of the" in the last item of the 
first paragraph of recommendation 150, after the words 
"research on the". 

115. The Conference adopted, by 32 votes to 3, with 
4 abstentions, an amendment by Kenya calling for the 
insertion of the word "over-all" after the words "assess 
the" in the first item of the first paragraph. 

Il6. The Conference adopted, by 62 votes to none, 
with 18 abstentions, the Kenya amendment calling for 
the addition of the words "periodicity and intensity 
of the". 

117. The Conference adopted recommendation 150, 
as amended, by 84 votes to none, with 1 abstention. 

Recommendation J 56 

118.· The recommendation was adopted without dis
sent. 

Recommendation J 57 

119. Uganda proposed the following amendments to 
recommendation 157: (1) replacement of the word 
"limitations" by the word "standards"; (2) deletion of 
the word "large" in the last phrase; (3) replacement of the 
word "applied" by the words "recommended for applica
tion" . 

120. The Netherlands proposed that the words 
"large price increase or" be deleted. 

121. The Conference adopted by 47 votes to 7, with 
26 abstentions, the amendment proposed by Uganda 
replacing the word "limitations" by "standards". 

122. The Conference rejected, by 22 votes to 21, with 
26 abstentions, the amendment proposed by Uganda 
replacing the word "applied" by the words "recommended 
for application". 

123. The amendment proposed by the Netherlands, 
to delete the words "large price increase or", received 32 
votes in favour and 24 against, with 17 abstentions, and 
was thus rejected as it did not obtain the required two
thirds' majority. 

124. The Conference rejected, by 38 votes to 14, with 
25 abstentions, the amendment proposed by Uganda 
deleting the word "large". 

125. The Conference adopted recommendation 157, 
as amended, by 73 votes to none, with 11 abstentions. 

Recommendation 158 

126. The Conference adopted recommendation 158 
without dissent. 
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Recommendation J 59 

127. The Conference adopted recommendation 159 
by 70 votes to 10, with 6 abstentions. 

New recommendation proposed by 1ndia and the Libyan 
Arab Republic 

128. With reference to the text submitted by Tndia and 
the Libyan Arab Republic, India stated that the proposal 
for an international fund to improve the quality of human 
settlements reflected the fact that the basic environmental 
problem in developing countries was poverty. The most 
important objective of the Conference was to give 
hope to two thirds of humanity through environmental 
programmes. The need of developing countries was not 
expertise but resources, and the Conference should offer 
solutions, not diagnoses. Three weeks before the Con
ference, the Economic and Social Council had referred 
the question of the creation of a human settlements fund 
to the Conference. The terms of reference of the environ
mental fund did not even mention encouragement of 
national programmes. A multicurrency fund for human 
settlements would open a new era of international 
co-operation. 

129. Canada reminded the Conference that it had 
voted in the Committee for recommendations 157 and 
158, and that it had supported and amended recom
mendation 137. [t could not support the amendment by 
India and the Libyan Arab Republic as it had no mandate 
to support a separate fund in addition to the environ
mental fund. Canada, was, however, always ready to 
consider new forms of aid for progress oriented towards 
action. 

130. The Philippines supported the joint amendment. 
The urgent need was for seed capital. The International 
Bank for Reconstruction and Development extended 
long-term loans only to "sites and services" projects. 
The proposal for a new internatiorial fund had two 
aspects: the provision of long-term loans . to developing 
countries as seed capital; and the provision of technical 
assistance in funding so that the developing countries 
could efficiently use those loans for housing. The fund 
should be in addition to the environmental fund. 

131. The United Kingdom of Great Britain and 
Northern Ireland endorsed the principles of the Con
ference document on human settlements (A/CONF.48/6) 
but said that it would vote against the amendment. 
Housing problems could be solved only through genuine 
economic development, and international aid should be 
directed towards the promotion of such development. 
The United Kingdom rejected that sectoral approach, 
especially at a time when the United Nations Develop
ment Programme, through its country programming 
procedure, could now give high priority to the requests of 
individual countries. 

133. Italy said that it would not support a new fund. 
It proposed the following as an amendment to the text: 

"It is further recommended that the Secretary
General undertake, in consultation with the United 
Nations specialized agencies, international financial 
institutions and the Committee on Housing, Building 



and Planning of the United Nations Economic and 
Social Council, an exhaustive review of international 
financing arrangements with, as its primary objective, 
the strengthening of national programmes in this field 
through the provision of seed capital and the extension 
of the necessary technical assistance to permit effective 
mobilization of domestic resources for housing and the 
environmental improvement of human settlements, 
taking account of development priorities of the devel
oping countries." 

133. Sweden stressed that it was much in sympathy 
with the objectives behind the amendment submitted by 
India and the Libyan Arab Republic but that it would 
vote against the text proposed. The existing organs 
should be used. The creation of a new fund for human 
settlements might have negative consequences. 

134. The Central African Republic said that recom
mendations 158 and 159 cO,ntained a description of a 
programme but that no means were given. The text given 
in the joint amendment provided the means. A special 
programme on human settlements had to have high 
priority. 

135. Kenya strongly supported the joint amendment. 
The developed countries must listen to the arguments 
of the developing countries. Developing countries must 
not follow the priorities of developed countries. The gap 
in understanding between developed and developing 
countries must be filled. 

136. Jamaica strongly supported the text set forth in the 
joint amendment. 

137: Uganda stated that the problem of human settle
ments had not received sufficient priority at the Con
ference. In Uganda the need to organize human settle
ments was paramount, while the available resources were 
wholly inadequate. It strongly supported the proposed 
fund. 

138. Senegal supported the proposal made by India 
and the Libyan Arab Republic. If the proposal was 
rejected, some funds within the environmental fund 
should be earmarked for human settlements. 

139. The text proposed by India and the Libyan Arab 
Republic was adopted by a roll-call vote of 50 to 15, 
with 13 abstentions. The voting was as follows: 

In favour: Afghanistan, Algeria, Bahrein, Botswana, Brazil, 
Burundi, Central African Republic, Ceylon, Chile, Dahomey, 
Ecuador. Egypt, Ethiopia, Fiji, Finland, Gabon, Ghana, Guyana, 
Iceland, India, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Israel, Jamaica, Kenya, 
Kuwait, Lebanon, Liberia, Libya, Arab Republic, Madagascar. 
Malaysia, Mauritius, Mexico, Morocco, Nigeria, Peru, Philippines, 
Republic of Viet·Nam, Romania, San Marino, Senegal, Singapore, 
Sudan, Swaziland, Syrian Arab Republic, Thailand, Togo, Trinidad 
and Tobago, Tunisia, Turkey, Uganda, United Arab Emirates, 
United Republic of Tanzania, Venezuela, Yugoslavia, Zaire, 
Zambia. 

Against: Australia, Canada, Denmark, Federal Republic of 
Germany, France, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Liechtenstein, Luxem
bourg, Monaco, Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom of Great 
Britain and Northern Ireland, United States of America. 

Ahstentlons .' Argentina, Austria, Belgium. Dominican Republic, 
Greece, Holy See, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Portugal, 
Republic of Korea, South Africa, Spain. 
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140. Australia stressed that although it had voted 
against the proposal. because it was not, convinced of the 
need for a new fund, it fully supported the principle of the 
need to plan human settlements. It drew attention to its 
own work in that field, and referred to the positive spirit 
with which the Conference had approached the subject. 

141. Kenya emphasized that the text adopted would. 
put to the test the pril1ciple of international co-operation 
and show whether there were two earths, the developing 
and the developed, or only one. 

142. In view of the decision of the plenary Conference, 
the alternative text proposed by Italy was 110t put to the 
vote. 

EDUCATIONAL, INFORMATIONAL, SOCIAL AND CULTURAL 

ASPECTS OF ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES (SUBJECT AREA IV) 

143. The report stated that the First Committee had 
considered .the recommendations for international action 
contained in the report on educational, informational, 
social and cultural aspects of environmental issues 
(A/CONF.48/9), as well as a large number of amend
ments and proposals for new recommendations sub
mitted in committee. 

144. It had approved the following recommendations, 
as amended, without objection and had recommended 
them to the Conference for adoption: 111,114,115,116, 
119, 120, 124, 125, 126, 137. 

145. The first Committee had also referred to the 
plenary Conference the text of a draft resolution sub
mitted by Japan and Senegal proposing a world environ
ment day, which the Committee had approved by accla
mation. 

Action on draft recommendations 

146. The United Kingdom of Great Britain and 
Northern Ireland stressed in the plenary meeting, as it 
had done in the Committee, its particular interest in the 
proposed international referral service for environment 
information and offered London as a place for the expert 
meeting referred to in draft recommendation 137. India 
stated that the existence of surplus computer facilities 
in a country should not be the basis for locating the 
referral service there. A developing country with the 
necessary infrastructure should be seriously considered. 

147. The Federal Republic of Germany· suggested 
that the Convention on the Conservation of Wetlands 
of International Importance, referred to in draft recom
mendation 125, should be studied further. The represent
ative of Iran explained that UNESCO had accepted to 
serve as depositary and that the Convention would soon 
be opened for signature in Iran. 

Recommendation 111 
148. Recommendation III was adopted without 

objection. 

Recommendation 114 
149. Concerning recommendation 114, Italy intro

duced an amendment calling for the insertion of the 
words: "and activities including those concerning the 



economic, sociological and tourism sectors" after the 
word "disciplines" in the fourth item of the second 
paragraph. 

150. The Conference adopted the amendment by 30 
votes to 12, with 29 abstentions. It then adopted recom
mendation 114, as amended, by 76 votes to none, with 
2 abstentions. 

Recommendations 115, 116, 119 and 120 
151. The Conference adopted recommendations 115, 

1l6, 119 and 120 without amendments. 

Recommendation 124 
152. With reference to recommendation 124, Ecuador 

stated that it was opposed to mentioning "present" 
conventions in the text. It wished to deal only with 
"future" conventions. 

153. The Conference adopted recommendation 124 
by 74 votes to 1, with 2 abstentions. 

Recommendations 125 and 126 

154. The Conference adopted recommendations 125 
and 126 without amendments. 

Recommendation 137 
155. In recommendation 137 the representative of 

Romania proposed the insertion of the word "also" 
after the words "taking into account". The amendment 
received 18 votes in favour and 16 against, with 41 absten~ 
tions, and was thus rejected as it did not obtain the 
required two-thirds' majority. 

156. The Conference adopted recommendation 137 
by 78 votes to none, with 1 abstention. 

Action on the draft resolution 
157. The Conference considered the draft resolution 

on International Environment Day submitted by the 
Committee. As one of the sponsors of the draft resolu~ 
tion in the Committee, Senegal proposed that the name 
"International Environment Day" should be changed to 
"World Environment Day" and that certain drafting 
changes be introduced in the last paragraph of the draft 
resolution. 

158. The representative of Ethiopia supported the 
proposal for the establishment of a Day but suggested 
tbat a more appropriate date for the celebration of the 
International Environment Day might be the date of the 
conclusion of the Conference, 16 June. 

159. The representative of Japan said that he could 
accept the Ethiopian proposal. He asked that the draft 
resolution be adopted by the Conference by acclamation. 

160. While supporting the spirit of the draft resolution, 
New Zealand considered that there should be some 
flexibility to allow countries to arrange suitable activities 
at times other than the official date proposed: in New Zea
land,S June was mid-winter; 6 June was the Queen's 
Birthday; and a whole week was already dedicated to 
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earth conservation in August. It therefore proposed that 
the words "appropriate to their situation and ... " be 
inserted in the operative paragraph of the draft resolu~ 
tion, after the words "world-wide activities". 

161. Singapore had no objection to the su bstance of 
the proposal but found that the operative paragraph 
was somewhat ambiguous. What should be stressed 
on Environment Day was the reaffirmation by Govern
ments of their concern for environmental activities. 
It suggested that the words "related to" be replaced by 
"reaffirming their concern for" in the operative para~ 
graph. 

162. Senegal agreed with Singapore that some redraft
ing of the operative paragraph was necessary. What was 
important was the establishment of a world-wide day 
relating to the environment. 

163. India considered the New Zealand objections 
irrelevant. There should be a single day observed not 
only by the United Nations system and Governments 
but by all people everywhere. 

164. Libya favoured 16 June since it was the results 
of the Conference that were important, not its beginning. 

165. The representative of Kenya stressed that the 
idea of a commemorative day should be agreed on in 
principle before the date was discussed. 

166. The amendment proposed by New Zealand was 
rejected by 26 votes to 16, with 35 abstentions. 

167. The amendment proposed by Singapore was 
adopted by 57 votes to 3, with 23 abstentions. 

168. The amendment proposed by Ethiopia received 
35 votes in favour and 22 against. with 24 abstentions. 
and was thus rejected as it did not obtain the required 
two-thirds' majority. 

169. The draft resolution, as amended, was adopted by 
acclamation. For the text of the resolution see chapter IV. 

B. Second Committee 

170. The report of the Second Committee on su bject 
areas II and V was considered by the Conference at its 
14th, 16th and 18th plenary meetings on 13, 14 and 
15 June 1972. The report was introduced by the Rappor
teur of the Second Committee, L. J. Mostertman 
(Netherlands) . 

ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS OF NATURAL RESOURCES 
MANAGBMENT (SUBJECT AREA II) 

171. The report stated that the Committee had consi
dered the draft recommendations contained in the report 
on environmental aspects of natural resources manage~ 
ment (A/CONF.48/7 and Corr.!) and amendments to 
them and also a number of new draft recommendations 
proposed in the Committee. It had taken the following 
action with regard to them. 

172. It had approved by consensus a new draft recom~ 
mendation submitted by France, draft recommenda
tions 46, 47, 48. a new draft recommendation submitted 



by Nigeria; draft recommendations 66,67,81,82,83,84, 
95,96,97,107,108,109,110, Ill, 112, 113,114,1\5, 
116, 117, 118, 119, 120, 131, 132, 133, 134, 135, 204 
and 227. 

173. It had approved unanimously draft recommenda
tions 203 and 207 and a new draft recommendation 
proposed by the Federal Republic of Germany. 

174. It had approved draft recommendation 86 by 53 
votes to none, with 3 abstentions. 

175. It had approved draft recommendation 98 by 45 
votes to 1, with 1 abstention. 

176. It had approved draft recommendation 159 by 43 
votes to 2, with 7 abstentions. 

177. It had approved draft recommendation 160 by 44 
votes to 9, with 2 abstentions. 

178. It had approved draft recommendation 175 by 34 
votes to 1. 

179. It had approved draft recommendation 196 by 41 
votes to none, with 3 abstentions. 

180. It had approved draft recommendation 201 by 37 
votes to 3, with 3 abstentions. 

181. In the de bate in plenary, the representative of 
Kenya said that the report contained recommendations 
that were largely scientific in nature. His delegation 
believed that environmental policies and programmes 
must be implemented within the context of development. 
Consequently, he wished to stress that adequate and 
trained manpower must be available in the developing 
countries in order to put the recommendations into 
effect. 

182. The representative of the United States of 
America explained, in relation to draft recommenda
tion 46, that his delegation did not consider that the 
position relating to the pricing of agricultural produce 
was relevant to the main point. There could be no 
assurance that price stabilization would lead to improved 
soil regeneration and conservation. He suggested that 
other international organizations might be more appro
priate for dealing with the question of prices for 'agri
cultural produce. With regard to recommendation 98 (b), 
he expressed the concern that Governments, in setting 
aside ecosystems of international significance, should 
not devise rules for their use that were inconsistent 
with international law. 

183. All of the draft recommendations that had been 
approved by consensus or unanimously, with the excep
tion of 46 and 116, were considered together and were 
adopted. 

Recommendation 46 

184. With reference to draft recommendation 46, the 
rep~esentative of India proposed that the following words 
be mserted after SUbparagraph (b) (iii): 

"Strengthening of existing rese~rch centres and, 
where necessary, establishing new centres with the 
object o.f increasing the production from dry farming 
areas WIthout any undue impairment of the environ
ment". 
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185. The amendment, which was supported by 
Australia, Canada, Iran and Kenya, was adopted 
unanimously. 

186. Recommendation 46 as amended was adopted 
unanimously. 

Recommendation 116 

187. The representative of India proposed that the 
second paragraph and its subparagraph be replaced by a 
new paragraph reading as follows: 

"To provide geographical distribution and access to 
the developing nations, regional centres should be 
established in Africa, Asia and Latin America and 
the existing centres in the developed world should be 
strengthened. " 

188. The amendment was adopted. 

189. Draft recommendation 116, as amended, was 
a~opted unanimously. 

Recommendation 86 

190. Recommendation 86 was adopted by 53 votes 
to none, with 12 abstentions. 

191. Japan explained that while it was favourable 
to a moratorium on commercial whaling, it had abstained 
in the vote because the whole question was to be consi
dered by the International Whaling Commission on the 
basis of available scientific information. 

Recommendation 98 

192. Recommendation 98 was adopted by 64 votes 
to none, with 5 abstentions. 

Recommendation 159 

193. The representative of Argentina introduced an 
amendment to the title of the recommendation, proposing 
that "an International Riverbasin Commission or other" 
be added following "the creation of". 

194. The amendment was adopted by 16 votes to 8, 
with 43 abstentions. 

195. The representative of Argentina also proposed 
that the words "In accordance with the Charter of the 
United Nations and the principles of international law" 
be inserted at the beginning of paragraph ]. 

196. The amendment was adopted by 23 votes to 7, 
with 36 abstentions. 

197. The representative of Kenya proposed that the 
words "right of permanent sovereignty" be used instead 
of "sovereign rights" in paragraph 1. 

198. The amendment was adopted by 20 votes to 10, 
with 36 abstentions. 

199. In the first subparagraph of the second paragraph 
the representative of Uganda proposed the insertion of 
the word "major" before "water resources activities" and 
the insertion of the phrase "a significant" before "environ
mental effect", with the word "an" deleted. 

200. The amendment was adopted by 29 votes to 13, 
with 24 abstentions. . 



201. Two proposals, calling for replacement of the 
term "hydrological regions" in the last item of the second 
paragraph, by either "river basins" (Uganda), or "rivers" 
(Switzerland), were rejected, respectively, by 25 votes to 
16, with 29 abstentions, and by 27 votes to 12, with 
30 abstentions. 

202 Recommendation 159, as amended, was approved 
by 64 votes to 2, with 8 abstentions. 

Recommendation 160 
203. Recommendation 160 was adopted unanimously. 

Recommendation 175 
204. Recommendation 175 was adopted unanimously. 

Recommendation 196 
205. The representative of Argentina introduced two 

amendments to the first paragraph of part (a), one calling 
for replacement of the words "effects of" by the words 
"environmental levels resulting from"; and the other for 
replacement of the words "the effects of" by the words 
"those from". In the second paragraph, the representative 
of Argentina also proposed the insertion of the words 
"relationships between such levels and" before the 
words "the effects on weather". 

206. The amendments were approved by 59 votes to 3, 
with 8 abstentions. 

207. The representative of Belgium proposed that in 
the first paragraph, the words: "oxidants, nitrogen 
oxides (NO;S' should be added, following the words 
"sulphur dioxide". 

208. The amendment was adopted by 64 votes to none, 
with 6 abstentions. 

209. Recommendation 196, as amended, was adopted 
unanimously. 

Recommendation 201 
210. Recommendation 201 was approved by 73 votes 

to none, with 1 abstention. 

Statements and reservations 
211. The representative of Argentina stressed that for 

aU those recommendations in which mention was made 
of studies of ecosystems, work on methodologies should 
be carried out in those countries where it was considered 
to be appropriate or which had initiated-or were about 
to initiate-......ecoiogical studies related to the question of 
natural resources, thus making it possible to obtain data 
likely to be appropriately used in quantitative integrated 
models. Those methodologies should be developed in 
accordance with the priorities and capacities of each of 
the countries or regions concerned. He also pointed 
out that the object of the Conference was improvement 
of the environment, and that other methodologies, 
perhaps less sophisticated but equally useful, should 
also be used, providing a basis for the sound management 
of the natural resources of the developing countries. 

212. The representative of Japan recorded reservations 
with regard to recommendation 86, and stated that the 
implementation of the recommendation should be made 
on the basis of the available scientific information. 
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DEVELOPMENT AND ENVIRONMENT (SUBJECT AREA V) 

213. The report indicated that the Second Committee 
had considered the draft recommendations contained 
in the report on development and environment (AjCONF. 
48/10) and had taken the following acti()n. 

214. It had approved draft recommendations 31, 33, 
34 and 38 by consensus. 

215. It had approved draft recommendation 32 by 36 
votes to 2, with 4 abstentions. 

216. It had approved draft recommendation 36 by 57 
votes to I, with 1 abstention. 

217. It had approved draft recommendation 39 by 40 
votes to none, with 2 abstentions. 

218. It had approved draft recommendation 40 by 30 
votes to none, with 8 abstentions. 

219. The Committee had recommended all of the draft 
recommendations to the plenary Conference for adoption. 

22. The Conference considered the report of the 
Second Committee on subject area V and took the 
action indicated below. 

Recommendation 31 

221. At the 16th plenary meeting, the representative 
of Kenya proposed the following amendments to recom
mendation 31. 

(a) Reword the preamble to read as follows: 
"It is recommended that regional economic COUl

missions and UNESOB, regional and subregional 
organizations give full consideration to the following!>; 

(b) Reword the first subparagraph to read as follows: 
"Preparation of short- and long-term plans at 

regional, SUbregional and sectoral levels for the study 
and identification of the major environmental problems 
faced by the countries of the regions concerned as well 
as the special problems of the least developed countries 
of the region and of countries with coastlines and 
inland lakes and rivers exposed to the risk of marine 
and other forms of pollution;" 

(c) Reword the second SUbparagraph to read as 
follows: 

"Evaluation of the administrative, technical and 
legal solutions to various environmental problems in 
terms of both preventive and remedial measures, taking 
into account possible alternative and/or multidisci
plinary approaches to development;" 

(d) Reword the third SUbparagraph to read as follows: 
"Preparation, within the framework of international 

agreements, of legislative measures designed to protect 
marine (and fresh-water) fisheries resources within the 
limits of their national jUrisdiction;" 

(e) Reword the fourth SUbparagraph to read as follows: 
"Increasing and facilitating, in the context of devel

opment and as proposed in the "World Plan of Action 



for the Application of Science and Technology to 
Development", the acquisition and distribution or 
information and experience to member countries ... " 

(1) Add a new paragraph 11 reading as follows: 
"Encouraging the appropriate agencies and bodies 

within the United Nations system to assist the develop
ing countries, at their request, in establishing national 
science, technology and research policies to enable 
the developing countries to acquire the capacity to 
identify and combat environmental problems in the 
early planning and development stages. In this respect, 
special priority should be accorded to the type of 
research, technology and science which would help 
developing countries speed> up, without adverse 
environment effects, the exploration, exploitation, 
processing and marketing of their natural resources." 

222. The representative of France proposed that the 
beginning of recommendation 31 be amended to read: 

"It is recommended that the appropriate regional 
organizations give fun consideration to the following 
steps:" 

223. The French amendment was adopted by 31 votes 
to 9, with 28 abstentions. 

224. The representative of Kenya withdrew his 
amendment to the preamble. 

225. The amendment proposed by Kenya to the first 
subparagraph was adopted by 35 votes to 1, with 
21 abstentions. 

226. The amendment proposed by Kenya to the 
second subparagraph was adopted by 51 votes to none, 
with 17 abstentions. 

227. The amendment proposed by Kenya to the third 
sUbparagraph was adopted by 57 votes to none, with 
11 abstentions. 

228. The Kenyan amendment to the fourth sub~ 

paragraph was adopted by 51 votes to 1, with 19 absten
tions. 

229. The Kenyan amendment adding a new para
graph 11 was adopted by 56 votes to none, with 1 J absten~ 
tions. 

230. Algeria submitted an amendment by which the 
penultimate subparagraph would be amended to read: 

"-assisting developing countries, in co-operation with 
appropriate international agencies, in promoting ele
mentary education, with emphasis on hygiene, and in 
developing and applying suitable methods for improving 
health, housing, sanitation and water supply, and 
controlling soil erosion. Emphasis should be placed 
on techniques promoting the use of local labour 
and utilizing local materials and local expertise in 
environmental management." 

231. The Algerian amendment was adopted by 
68 votes to none, with 2 abstentions. 

232. Recommendation 21 as a whole, as amended, 
was adopted by 77 votes to none, with 2 abstentions. 
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Recommendation 32 
233. The representative of France proposed the addi

tion of a paragraph at the end of draft recommenda
tion 32 concerning the role of Governments and inter
national organizations in following trends in interna
tional trade, reading as follows: 

"-the competent international organizations keep a 
close watch on medium- and long-term trends in inter
national trade with a view to promoting: 

(a) The exchange of environmental protection tech
nologies; and 

(b) International trade in natural products and raw 
materials which can compete with synthetic products 
that have a greater capacity for pollution." 

234. He also introduced oral amendments to his 
amendment changing the words "the competent inter
national organizations" to read "Govetnments and the 
competent international organizations". 

235. He further suggested the addition of the words 
"and take measures" after the words "international 
trade" in the first paragraph of his amendment. Nigeria, 
while agreeing with the French amendment as a whole, 
suggested the replacement of the words "which can 
compete" by the words "which compete" in subpara
graph (b) of the French text. France provided a fUrther 
explanation on that point. The Republic of Viet-Nam 
agreed with the Nigerian suggestion that the word "can" 
be deleted in subparagraph (b) of the French text and 
also suggested the replacement of the words "raw mate
rials" by the word "commodities". 

236. The Nigerian amendment deleting the word 
"can" in subparagraph (b) of the French amendment 
was adopted by 48 votes to none, with 26 abstentions. 

237. The amendment proposed by the Republic of 
Viet-Nam was adopted by 15 votes to 2, with 59 absten
tions. 

238. The French amendment, as a whole, as amended, 
was adopted by 75 votes to none, with 5 abstentions. 

239. Recommendation 32, as amended, was adopted 
by 72 votes to 1, with 8 abstentions. 

Recommendation 33 
240. Algeria propo'Jed the addition of the words 

"particularly those of developing countries" after the 
words "threats to eXpoIts" in the first paragraph of 
recommendation 33. The amendment was adopted by 
66 votes to none, with 14 abstentions. 

241. Recommendation 33, as amended, was adopted 
by 76 votes to none, with 1 abstention. 

Recommendation 34 
242. Recommendation 34 was adopted without dis

cussion. 
Recommendation 36 

243. Zaire proposed an amendment to paragraph 2 
replacing the word "regulations" by the word "stan
dards" in the English version. The amendment was 
adopted by 23 votes to 5, with 49 abstentions. 



244. Recommendation 36, as amended, was adopted 
by 65 votes to none, with 8 abstentions. 

Recommendation 38 
245. Recommendation 38 was adopted without dis

cussion. 

Recommendation 39 
246. Recommendation 39 was adopted by 80 votes to 

none, with 1 abstention. 

Recommendation 40 
247. Brazil and Sweden introduced an amendment to 

recommendation 40 calling for the addition of the follow
ing sentence, after the words "developing countries": 

"Recommendations for national action, proposed by 
the Secretary-General of the Conference, shall be 
referred to Governments for their consideration and, 
when deemed appropriate, should be taken into account 
in the review and appraisal process during the considera
tion of matters for national action as included in the: 
International Development Strategy." 

248. India suggested the addition of the following 
sentence at the end of the recommendation: 

"It should further be ensured that the preoccupation 
of developed countries with their own environmental 
problems should not affect the flow of assistance to 
developing countries, and that this flow should be 
adequate to meet the additional environmental require
ments of such countries." 

249. The United States of America was of the opinion 
that that point had already been covered in the Third 
Committee. The Federal Republic of Germany agreed 
that measures to protect the environment should in no 
way reduce development assistance. 

250. The amendment submitted by India was adopted 
by 55 votes to 7, with 17 abstentions. 

251. The amendment submitted by Brazil and Sweden 
was adopted by 72 votes to 1, with 7 abstentions. 

252. Recommendation 40, as a whole, as amended, 
was adopted by 71 votes to none, with 7 abstentions. 

Explanation of votes 
253. While endorsing the report of the Second Com

mittee as a whole, the representative of the United States 
of America felt that he must explain his delegation's 
reservations concerning recommendations 32, 36 and 40. 
Operative paragraph 2 of recommendation 32 was un
acceptable because his delegation was opposed, as a 
matter of principle, to compensating nations for declines 
in their export earnings regardless of cause. His Govern
ment was prepared to consider this question, however. 
in the context of its GAIT obligations and in accordance 
with GATT procedures. Moreover, the United States 
Government intended to take all practical steps in 
implementing its environmental policies to avoid creating 
new barriers to trade. His delegation considered the 
proposed studies called for by recommendation 36 un
feasible and of little practical value for policy guidance. 
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Finally, his delegation had reservations on recommenda
tion 40 because it contained a provision on aid flows that 
had been dealt with in another committee of the ConM 
ference. 

254. The United Kingdom of Great Britain and 
Northern Ireland had abstained in the vote on recom
mendation 32 as a whole because it thought that para
graph 2 of the text was not appropriate and that it was 
unworkable. It had also abstained in the vote on recom
mendation 40 because it considered the amendment by 
India too broad. 

255. While supporting the general principles set forth 
in recommendation 32, Switzerland had abstained in the 
vote on that recommendation. 

256. Japan also indicated that it could not associate 
itself with paragraph 2 of recommendation 32. Moreover, 
the reference in that paragraph to new contractual and 
institutional arrangements was not necessary as the 
current arrrangements were sufficient. 

257. Italy was of the opinion that recommendations 32 
and 36 were not entirely clear. 

258. Sweden had abstained in the vote on recom
mendation 40 for the same reasons as those indicated by 
the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern 
Ireland. 

259. France had voted in favour of recommenda
tion 32, but had reservations concerning the implement
ability of the recommendation. The notion of compensa
tion was vague and the concept of "indirect responsi
bility" difficult to interpret. Many problems raised in the 
recommendation still needed to be resolved. 

C. Third Committee 

260. The report of the Third Committee on subject 
areas III and VI was considered by the Conference at 
its 16th and 17th plenary meetings, on 14 and 15 June 
1972. The report was introduced by the Rapporteur 
of the Third Committee, A. M. A. Hassan (Sudan). 

IDENTIFICATION AND CONTROL OF POLLUTANTS 
OF BROAD INTERNATIONAL SIGNIFICANCE 

(SUBJeCT AREA III) 
261. The report indicated that the Committee had 

considered the draft recommendations for international 
action contained in the report on identification and 
control of pollutants of broad international significance 
(A/CONF.48/S and Add.l and Corr.l) and also a 
number of amendments and draft recommendations 
submitted in the Committee. It had taken the following 
action. 

262. It had approved by consensus the following draft 
recommendations and had recommended them to the 
Conference for adoption: 

(a) Concerning pollution in general: draft recommenda~ 
tions 218, 219, 220, 222, 223, 223a, 224, 225, 226, 227, 
228, 228a, 229, 230, 231, 232; 

(b) Concerning marine pollution: draft recommenda· 
Hons 233, 234, 235, 236, 237, 238, 239, 240 and 241. 



263. The report stated that, at the request of a number 
of delegations, the Third Committee had considered a 
joint statement on nuclear weapons tests submitted by 
Canada, Ecuador, Fiji, Japan, Malaysia, New Zealand, 
Peru and the Philippines. 

264. The Committee had also considered a draft 
resolution on nuclear weapons testing submitted by New 
Zealand and Peru and had approved it, by 48 votes to 2, 
with 14 abstentions, for consideration by the Conference 
in plenary. 

Action on draft recommendations 

265. In the debate on the report in plenary, several 
delegations explained their position with regard to 
specific recommendations. 

266. The United States of America generally endorsed 
the report of the Third Committee, but explained its 
position on several of the recommendations. With 
regard to recommendation 223, it indicated that it did 
not oppose the proposed International Registry of Data 
on Chemicals in the Environment but felt that the 
Registry should not include all the information called 
for in the recommendation. It was noted that recom
mendation 223a was based on a proposal put forward 
by the United States of America in 1970. The United 
States felt that the first SUbparagraph of recommenda
tion 233 should have been qualified and that the second 
and third subparagraphs should be interpreted in the 
light of the existing law of the sea. With reference to 
recommendation 239, in particular the first subparagraph, 
the United States thought it would be preferable for the 
principles and objectives to be referred to the Conference 
on the Law of the Sea and the 1973 IMCO Conference, 
rather than endorsed by the United Nations Conference 
on the Human Environment. 

267. Greece had strong reservations on the first sub
paragraph of recommendation 233 because it feared pos
sible interference with the principle of freedom of the 
seas and because it felt that that subparagraph, as well 
as the second and third SUbparagraphs, might come into 
conflict with other rules of international law, particu
larly the traditional law of the sea. 

268. Japan was not in favour of recommendation 239, 
believing that it is too soon to consider the points on the 
rights of coastal States referred to therein as principles 
and that the United Nations Conference on the Human 
Environment should not deal with those basic principles 
of the law of the sea. It had voted for the draft resolution 
on nuclear weapons testing; prior to the approval of 
the text, Japan had joined eight other countries in the 
joint statement on exposure to radiation; Japan requested 
that the text of that statement be included in the Con
ference report. 

269. The recommendations contained in the report 
were adopted unanimously. 

Action on the draft resolution 

270. The United States of America stated that it would 
abstain from voting on the draft resolution on nuclear 
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weapons testing because the wording with regard to the 
applicability of the recommendation to underground 
weapons testing was ambiguous and because it felt that 
the subject of arms control should be dealt with in other, 
more appropriate, forums. 

271. The Republic of Korea assumed that the draft 
resolution on nuclear weapons testing was directed 
against China as well as against France. 

272. The Netherlands would have wished to see the 
words "especially those" in operative paragraph 1 of 
the draft resolution deleted, so that the resolution would 
explicitly condemn tests carried out in the atmosphere. 
It would, however, vote in favour of the resolution. 

273. China claimed that the superpowers were stepping 
up the arms race and that China must carry out weapons 
tests in self-defence, but, unlike the super Powers, it had 
pledged not to be the first to use nuclear weapons. While 
strongly opposing the draft resolution, China insisted 
that it had called for, and would continue to advocate, 
complete destruction and total prohibition of all nuclear 
weapons. 

274. Australia was in favour of banning all atmo
spheric tests, but it considered that the Conference was 
not the appropriate forum for discussion of disarmament. 
It did not, therefore, like the wording of the draft resolu~ 
tion but would nevertheless support it. 

275. France stressed the limits that it imposed on its 
testing, never exceeding the level at which the tests might 
become dangerous to human health or to the environ
ment. France had a comprehensive radiation monitoring 
system, the results of which were made available annually 
to UNSCEAR, and protests had never been received 
from that body. Moreover, it had consulted with scien
tists from several other countries concerning its tests. 

276. Mexico considered the draft resolution too 
restrictive and thought that Governments should insist 
that all nuclear weapons tests be condemned; it also 
felt that the transportation of nuclear weapons, whatever 
the vehicle concerned, should be controlled. 

277. Belgium agreed with Mexico that the whole 
spectrum of nuclear weapons tests should be banned. 
However, it preferred the strengthening of principle 21 
of the draft Declaration on the Human Environment to the 
expression of those ideas in the form of a resolution. 
It would abstain on the draft resolution, since it was 
only partial and did not cover all nuclear weapons tests. 

278. Argentina would support the draft resolution 
despite what it considered certain inadequacies in the 
text and the fact that radio-active contamination from 
nuclear tests was of lesser concern than other forms of 
contamination. It underlined the importance it attached 
to the third preambular paragraph. 

279. Tunisia had abstained in the vote on the SUbject 
in the Third Committee because it disagreed the limitation 
of the text to atmospheric testing. Although d~ssatisfied 
with the wording, it would, nevertheless, vote tn favour 
of the draft resolution. 



280. While not approving of any nuclear tests or of the 
state of psychosis produced by fear of nuclear weapons, 
Gabon did not approve of the draft resolution. It would 
have wished to advocate prohibition of all tests, explicitly 
including underground tests. 

281. Romania agreed that all tests should be condemn
ed. but added that even condemnation of all nUclear 
tests was not enough; all stock-piling should be condemn
ed as well. 

282. The delegation of Italy also requested the Rap
porteur General to indicate in the report that the Govern
ment of Italy had worked ceaselessly for a ban on all 
types of nuclear weapons testing. Believing. however, 
that it was inappropriate to take up the question of 
disarmament at the Conference and that such considera
tion might impede progress in other arenas, Italy had 
decided to abstain on the draft resolution. 

283. The draft resolution was put to the vote by roll
caU. The draft resolution was adopted by 56 votes to 3, 
with 29 abstentions. The voting was as follows: 

Infavour: Afghanistan, Argentina, Australia, Austria, Botswana, 
Brazil, Burundi, Canada, Ceylon, Chile, Denmark, Ecuador. 
Egypt, Ethiopia, Fiji, Finland, Ghana, Holy See, Iceland, India. 
Iran, Iraq. Ireland, Jamaica, Japan, Kenya, Kuwait, Lebanon, 
Liberia, Malaysia, Mexico, Nepal, Netherlands, New Zealand, 
Nigeria, Norway, Pakistan, Panama, Peru, Philippines, Portugal, 
Republic of Korea, Republic of Viet·Nam, Romania, Sweden, 
Switzerland, Thailand, Trinidad and Tobago, Tunisia, Uganda, 
United Republic of Tanzania, Uruguay, Venezuela, Yugoslavia, 
Zaire, Zambia. 

Against: China, France, Gabon. 
Abstentions: Bahrein, Belgium, Central African Republic, Cyprus, 

Dahomey, Dominican Republic, Federal Republic of Germany, 
Greece, Guyana, Indonesia, Italy, Ivory Coast, Jordan, Libyan 
Arab Republic, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, Madagascar, Mauri
tius, Morocco, San Marino, Senegal, Singapore, South Africa, 
Spain, Sudan, Syrian Arab Republic, Togo, United Kingdom, 
United States of America. 

284. The President also put to the Conference the 
request of Japan concerning the inclusion in the report 
of the joint statement submitted by Canada, Ecuador, 
Fiji, Malaysia, New Zealand, Peru and the Philippines. 
It was decided that the statement should be included.2 

INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONAL IMPLICATIONS 
OF ACTION PROPOSALS (SUBJECT AREA VI) 

285. The report of the Third Committee stated that the 
Committee had considered the report on international 
organizational implications of action proposals (AI 
CONF.48/11), the views of the Preparatory Committee 
on the subject (A/CONF.48/11/Add.l) and a consolidated 
document on the United Nations system and the human 
environment submitted by the Administrative Committee 
on Co-ordination (A/CONF.48/12). It had approved for 
adoption by the Conference in plenary a draft resolution 
on institutional and financial arrangements. (The text, 
as amended in plenary, is given in chapter III.) 

2 The joint statement read as follows : 
"The Governments associated with this appeal, believing that 

all exposure to radiation should be kept to the minimum possible, 
call upon those States intending to carry out nuclear weapons tests 
which may lead to further contamination of the environment to 
abandon their plans to carry out such tests." 
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286. The Committee had agreed, in connexion with 
paragraph 4 of the draft resolution, to suggest to the 
plenary Conference that, in the event that no agreement 
was reached on a recommendation concerning the 
location of the headquarters of the proposed environ~ 
ment secretariat, the Conference might consider it 
advisable to request the Secretary-General of the Con
ference to prepare a factual report, to be SUbmitted to the 
General Assembly at its twenty-seventh session, con
taining the necessary technical background information 
regarding all the locations formally offered. 

287. In connexion with paragraphs 2 (e) and 5 (d) of 
the draft resolution, the Committee had agreed that 
it would be premature to suggest any permanent mechan
ism for the provision of scientific and other relevant 
advice, and that the General Assembly should address 
itself to that issue at a later date. 

288. Reference had been made in the Committee to 
the desirability of holding a second United Nations 
Conference on the Human Environment. The Committee 
felt that the plenary meeting was the proper place for a 
discussion of that matter, 

289. The discussion in plenary centred on five main 
topics: the size of the proposed Governing Council; 
the location of the headquarters of the proposed environ
ment secretariat, the matter of contributions to the 
fund, the possibility of convening a second United' 
Nations Conference on the Human Environment and the 
role of United Nations agencies. Certain additional 
observations were also made. 

Size of the Governing Council 

290. The representative of Australia proposed, on 
behalf of Argentina, Australia, Guyana, India, Indo
nesia, Iran, Nigeria, Pakistan, Romania, Spain and 
Thailand, an amendment to operative paragraph 1 of the 
draft resolution, whereby the size of the Governing 
Council would be increased from 48 to 54 member States. 
The delegations of Austria, Colombia, France, India, 
Peru, the Philippines, Portugal, Spain, Tunisia, Uganda 
and Venezuela indicated that they were among those 
which supported the larger figure; Malta also stated 
that it was not opposed to the change. The United States 
of America was opposed to a council of 54, indicating 
that it had already compromised from 27 to 37 to 48; 
and Brazil, Sudan and Sweden which had originally 
been in favour of the larger number, considered that 
48 had been accepted by the Committee in a spirit of 
compromise and good faith and should be kept. 

291. The amendment was approved by 56 votes to 11, 
with 14 abstentions. 

Location of the secretariat 

292. Several delegations reiterated their proposals for 
location of the headquarters of the proposed new environ
ment secretariat in their countries; among the cities 
mentioned were Nairobi, Kampala, Madrid, Mexico 
City, Valetta and Vienna. The delegation of Norway 
also suggested Geneva for the first time officially during 
the Conference. There were other proposals outstanding, 



including London, New Delhi and New York. In the 
draft resolution as set forth in the report of the Third 
Committee, paragraph 4 contained brackets for the 
possible insertion by the plenary Conference of the 
name of a city. It was, however, decided that the matter 
should be left for future consideration by the General 
Assembly, as suggested by the Committee. It was there
fore agreed that the Secretary-General of the Conference 
should be requested to prepare a factual report on all 
proposals of locations formally offered. Upon the recom
mendation of the President, it was also agreed that any 
further proposals, in order to be considered, must be 
submitted to the secretariat within 30 days of the closing 
of the Conference, that is, by 16 July 1972. 

Financing 

293. In addition to contributions already pledged by 
other countries,s three Governments offered specific 
contributions: Canada announced that it would contri
bute from $5 million to $7.5 million to the new fund 
subject to parliamentary approval, $100,000 of which 
would be transferred immediately; Australia announced, 
subject to parliamentary approval, that it would contrib
ute $2.5 million over five years; and the Netherlands 
pledged to give a maximum of $1.5 million! sUbject to 
parliamentary approval, over a five-year penod. Several 
other delegations also expressed their support; France, 
Panama and Spain said they would contribute, and 
Austria promised a "substantial contribution".4 The 
delegation. of the Federal Republic of Germany an
nounced that it would immediately make available 
DM 100.000,- to support the preparations for estab
lishing the proposed new machinery. 

294. The representative of Israel strongly insisted that 
a voluntary fund was not adequate to the scale of th.e 
problem, and wished it to be supplemented by an addI
tional method of financing. His specific proposal was 
that slightly more than 3 per cent of any special drawing 
rights created by the International Monetary Fund should 
be used to promote action for environmental amelioration. 
That would benefit the developed and developing nations 
alike and would have universal approval. Such a decision 
could not be taken at the Conference, but the represent
ative was convinced that there shOUld be a wil1 and 
intention to explore and study the approach. 

Proposal for a Second United Nations Conference 
on the Human Environment 

295. The plenary Conference considered a proposal 
by Egypt and nine other delegations for ~ second United 
Nations Conference on the HUman EnVIronment. Egypt 

:3 In the course of the general debate, Japan had pledged up to 
10 per cent of the target amount jf major developed countries 
made substantial contributions; Sweden announced a contribution 
of $5 mimon and the United States of America stated that it would 
provide, on a matching basis, up to $40 million over a five-year 
period. 

4. Simila.r expressions of support had been made in the general 
debate by Botswana, Denmark, the Federal, Republic of Germany, 
Nigeria, Norway, Switzerland and the United Kingdom of Great 
Britain and Northern Ireland. Italy also indicated that it would 
support the new fund. 
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put forward an oral amendment to the text, deleting the 
words "in 1977", so that there would be no date specified. 
Japan offered a suggestion to the effect that the matter 
should not be decided at that time but that there might be 
a recommendation that the General Assembly consider 
the desirability and necessity of holding such a second 
conference. A formal proposal was also offered by 
Kenya, recommending that the General Assembly 
convene another conference in 1977 "in the context of 
the goals and objectives of the Second United Nations 
Development Decade". Canada and Mexico repeated 
their offers to host the next conference. 

296. The Egyptian amendment received explicit sup
port from the United States of America, Italy, Algeria, 
Portugal and the Sudan. The United Kingdom of Great 
Britain and Northern Ireland and Switzerland expressed 
their approval of the suggestion by Japan, although it 
was not a formal proposal, and Singapore suggested 
to the delegation of Kenya that its amendment would be 
better expressed as a preambular paragraph. 

297. The Kenya-Singapore amendment received 
27 votes in favour and 14 against, with 40 abstentions, 
and was thus rejected as it did not obtain the required 
two-thirds' majority. 

298. The Egyptian proposal was then adopted by 
75 votes to 1, with 3 abstentions. 

Role of agencies 
299. Towards the beginning of the discussion, the 

Secretary-General of the Conference stated that, as far 
as the United Nations Secretariat was concerned, there 
was no doubt whatsoever that the ultimate authority 
for the approval of programmes rested within the agencies 
concerned and their respective governing bodies. The 
functions assigned to any United Nations intergovern
mental body and to its secretariat must be understood 
and exercised in the context of principles of co-operation, 
co-ordination and concerted action. The question of 
international environmental co-operation within the 
United Nations system also came up at the end of ~he 
discussion, when the floor was given to the representative 
of the International Atomic Energy Agency to express 
the views of his agency on the organizational question; 
he particularly emphasized t~e 'Position that any. new 
machinery set up should not mfrmge the Charter rIghts 
and obligations of IAEA. 

Other comments 

300. During the course of the discussion, several 
delegations raised additional points. Algeria submitted 
an oral amendment to paragraph 10 of the draft resolu
tion recommending the assurance of "additional finan
cial'resources for assisting developing countries in the 
implementation of their hig environmental projects"; 
as the amendment engendered proce?ural a?d other 
objections, Algeria late: agree~ that 1t be wlthd.rawn, 
provided that due mentlOn of It would be made 1n the 
report of the Conference. Australia, the United Kingdom 
of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and several other 
delegations made reference to t~e need to have !epresenta
tion on the Governing CounCIl reflect ecologIcal as well 



as geographical attributes and the interest that countries 
had in the Council and the institution as a whole: these 
were not, however, advanced as formal amendments. 
Furthermore, many developing countries not only insisted 
upon high priority being given to economic and social 
development in environment programmes, but also 
expressed the sincere hope that the secretariat head" 
quarters would be, located and a second United Nations 
Conference on the HUman Environment would be held 
in a developing country. 

301. With regard to the Committee's comments on 
paragraphs 2 (e) and 5 Cd), delegations agreed that, while 
it would be premature to suggest at that stage any per~ 
manent mechanism to provide scientific and other relevant 
advice, the General Assembly should address itself to 
the issue at a later date. 

302. Virtually every delegation praised the spirit of 
compromise and co"operation that had characterized 
the work of the Third Committee on the organizational 
question. As the Swedish representative observed, 
"Peoples and nations have entered a dialogue on the 
human environment"; and, as the Egyptian representative 
added, a spirit of "convergence" prevailed throughout. 

D. Working Group on the Declaration 
on the Human Environment 

303. The :report of the Working Group on the 
Declaration on the Human Environment (see annex II) 
was considered at the 21st plenary meeting of the Con" 
ference, on 16 June 1972. The report was introduced by 
the Rapporteur of the Working Group, T. C. Bacon 
(Canada). 

304. The next of the draft Declaration which the 
Working Group submitted to the plenary Conference 
included 21 of the 23 recommendations produced by the 
Preparatory Committee of the Conference. The Group 
had added four new principles. It had been unable to 
reach agreement on principles 20 and 21, but had agreed 
o~ a procedure to be followed in respect of those two 
principles. As far as principle 20 was concerned, it had 
been agreed that in view of the importance of the subject, 
it should be referred to the General Assembly at its 
twenty-seventh session for consideration. With regard to 
principle 21, the Working Group had agreed to refer the 
matter to the Conference in plenary for action. 

305. As regards the draft preamble, a number of 
specific proposals and comments had been made by 
Sweden. On the basis of informal negotiations with other 
delegations, some modifications had been made in the 
Swedish text. It had been proposed by the Working 
Group that the preamble, together with the draft prin" 
ciples, should be forwarded to the Conference in plenary 
on the understanding that Sweden would consult further 
with other delegations to achieve consensus on the first 
sentence of paragraph 5. 

306. In the debate on the report in plenary, the repre
sentative of India said that the Declaration represented 
an important milestone in the history of the human race 
and he expressed the hope that the Governments of 
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countries not represented at the Conference would also 
subscribe to the principles enshrined in the text. The 
draft Declaration was not perfect but reflected a number 
of compromises and points of view. He laid stress on the 
problems of poverty and development and on the genuine 
fears of developing countries that environmental issues 
could divert attention from those major issues. He 
emphasized that peace was the most urgent and funda
mental need of mankind and reaffirmed India's opposition 
to the testing of nuclear, biological and chemical weapons. 
The Declaration was a starting-point in the task of 
making the planet a fit place for future generations. 
In a spirit of conciliation, India was prepared to agree to 
draft Declaration as it stood. 

307. The representative of the United Republic of 
Tanzania explained the position of his delegation on 
principle 21 and strongly denounced the continued use 
of chemical and biological weapons in certain parts of the 
world. The formulation contained in the draft Declaration 
was not satisfactory. 

308. The representative of China stressed that the 
Chinese Government and people were actively in support 
of the Conference and that the delegation of China had 
made unremitting efforts to arrive at positive results. 
The Declaration was an international document of 
concern to the people of all countries and it should be 
discussed fully through careful consultation. He recalled 
that China had requested the setting up of the Working 
Group and said that in the course of the Group's work 
many delegations had made constructive amendments. 
There were still some questions of principle which it had 
not been possible to discuss fully. He emphasized that 
the draft Declaration had failed to point out the main 
reason for pollution of the environment: the policy 
of plunder, aggression and war carried out by imperialist, 
colonialist and neo-colonialist countries, especially by 
the super-Powers. Accordingly, China could not agree 
with a number of views embodied in the Declaration. 
More specifically, he thought it essential that principle 21 
should be rewritten as follows: 

"In order to protect mankind and the human envi~ 
ronment it is imperative to firmly prohibit the use and 
thoroughly destroy the inhuman biological and che
mical weapons which seriously pollute and damage the 
environment; to cr mpJetely prohibit and thoroughly 
destroy nuclear weapons and, as the first step, to reach 
an agreement by the nuclear States on the non-use of 
nuclear weapons at no time and in no circumstances". 

He referred to Japan as a nuclear base of the United 
States of America and to New Zealand, which had not 
opposed the mass production of nuclear weapons. 
Should no consensus be reached on the principles, he 
thought that the Conference should continue to seek 
common ground and set aside differences. If the Confer" 
ence should insist on maintaining in the text principles 
on which agreement had not been reached, the Chinese 
delegation would not participate in the voting. Finally, the 
Chinese delegation was optimistic for the future. Govern
ments working for the welfare of the people would obtain 
good results. China was willing to participate in the 
common endeavour. 



309. The representative of the Holy See said that one 
approach would be to view the Declaration as a funda~ 
mental document, a kind of Magna Carta, but he did 
not think it could be so viewed in its existing form. 
A number of improvements and clarifications had been 
made in the new version. However, the legitimate concern 
to have development reconciled with ecology had altered 
the balance that had existed in the original version. 
The Holy See regretted that some basic principles such 
as that of "The polluter must pay", and the concept of 
moral and ecological justice, had not found a place in the 
Declaration. Nevertheless, in a spirit of co-operation, the 
Holy See supported the Declaration. 

310. The representative of the Philippines said that 
he had refrained from adding to the amendments. 
However, the Philippines considered three principles to 
be basic and thought they should be included in any 
declaration: (a) the primacy of human over physical 
factors; (b) the needs of developing countries and the 
necessity for them to have resources to cope with additio
nal environmental concerns: poverty was the worst 
polluter; and (c) nuclear weapons and stockpiles shOUld 
be destroyed and nuclear warfare banned. In the opinion 
of the Philippines, the draft Declaration did not measure 
up to those principles. The revised version contained 
some improvements but was still less than satisfactory. 
However, the Declaration constituted an adequate 
basis for mankind's Concern not only for a clean earth 
but for a better life. The Universal Declaration of HUman 
Rights adopted by the United Nations General Assembly 
in 1948 was formulated in the shadow of nuclear war; 
today the Declaration on the HUman Environment was 
being adopted in the shadow of ecological disaster. 

311. The representative of the Sudan said that the 
Mrican group had stressed that :five concepts should be 
reflected in the Declaration: rejection of segregation, 
racism, apartheid and expansionism; rejection of colonial
ism and foreign domination as having a strong adverse 
effect on the environment of the oppressed; emphasis on 
the fact that the terms of trade in primary produce had 
a direct connexion with the management of water, soils 
and other natural resources; emphasis on the sovereign 
right of every country to exploit its own natural resources; 
and strong condemnation of the development, testing 
and use of nuclear, biological and chemical weapons as the 
most destructive of all environmental threats. He express
ed the gratification of many Mrican States that those 
ideas had been incorporated into the draft Declaration 
to a satisfactory degree. He was disappointed that some 
ideas had not been adequately reflected but believed 
that the present Declaration was the best that could be 
achieved at the current stage. 

312. The representative of Canada regretted that it 
had not been possible to reach agreement on all issues. 
However, the draft before the plenary was a first step 
towards the development of international environmental 
law. He referred to a number of important new concepts 
reflected in the draft and stated that in the view of the 
Canadian Government principle 21 in fact accorded 
with existing international law as did the principle of the 
duty of States to inform one another of the environ-
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mental effects of their activities. He stressed Canada's 
strong support for the stopping of all nuclear weapons 
testing and joined with other nations in regretting the 
continuing differences of view on that aspect of the 
draft. 

313. The representative of Uruguay said man's 
question whether he could survive on this planet was 
beginning to receive a positive reply thi-ough the Declara
tion. He wished to enter a reservation on principle 2, 
however; in his view, much more than "representative 
samples" of ecosystems must be safeguarded-it was 
essential to preserve, maintain the balance and ensure the 
rational exploitation of ecosystems as a whole. 

314. The representative of Xugoslavia said that the 
Conference and, more specifically, the Declaration was 
the first step in many international and bilateral consu1ta~ 
tions to define the responsibilities of the international 
community. The absence of principle 21, however, made 
it fall short of the expectations of humanity. 

315. The representative of the United Kingdom of 
Great Britain and Northern Ireland welcomed the 
Declaration, but considered that certain references to 
highly political matters contained in it were out of place. 
The United Kingdom had come to Stockholm not to 
discuss strategic issues but to look for a consensus on 
priorities for action. The real task would begin after the 
Conference when the hopes would have to be turned 
into actions not only of a defensive type but of an offensive 
type in order to provide a good environment for all. 
There was a general will to move in that direction and the 
Conference must be regarded as a success. Together the 
Countries had accepted the notion that nature was man's 
most precious possession, that no nation was an environ
ment island, and that the common estates (air, water) 
must be tackled on an international level: Although grave 
issues still divided the countries, the message must be 
conveyed, espeCially to the young, that a new beginning 
had been made together. 

316. The representative of Zambia stated that the 
draft Declaration surpassed all earlier expectations 
although some took issue with the text and others pre
ferred the earlier draft. It should be clear that over
popUlation was not the only cause of poverty. More 
often it was the lack of resources and poor soil. New 
ideas could still be discussed, but discussion should not 
be reopened on the existing principles. The fact that it 
had been decided that principle 20 should be referred to 
the General Assembly showed the inability of the Con
ference to achieve miracles, but a consensus should 
emerge by the time the General Assembly discussed 
that principle. Zambia attached great importance to 
peace and deplored the absence of a reference to the use 
of biochemical and other weapons and to the war in 
South-East Asia. 

317. The representative of Kenya praised the large 
measure of success achieved by the Working Group 
and stated that he would support the Declaration because 
it represented the best that could be achieved at that 
stage. He expressed concern, however, at the emphasis 
which the Conference had given to the physical as opposed 



to the social environment of man. He regretted that this 
latter aspect of the environment was not adequately 
reflected in the Declaration. He also regretted that the 
preamble to the Declaration made no explicit reference 
to the pollution of the minds of men which resulted 
in policies such as that of apartheid. 

318. The representative of Egypt expressed his satis
faction that the Declaration included all the ideas and 
principles identifying the major problems affecting man 
and his environment, with special emphasis on the situa
tion of the developing countdes. He stressed what he felt 
was the unanimity of views on arresting the production 
of all kinds of weapons of mass destruction, the use of 
which, in his view, stood at the top of the list of activities 
that carried the greatest threat to the human environment. 
He felt that principle 26 (ex 21) should make reference 
to the fact that man must be spared the effects of nuclear 
and other mass destru~tion weapons including, inter alia, 
the effects of the use of such weapons. He hoped that the 
Conference would unanimously adopt the Declaration, 
including principle 26. 

319. The representative of Pakistan expressed the 
gratitude of his delegation for the contribution which 
the delegation of China had made in elaborating the new 
text of the Declaration as well as for the attitude of the 
developed countries which had accepted the changes 
that had been introduced into the earlier draft. He 
appealed to the Conference to adopt the Declaration by 
acclamation while noting such reservations and declara
tions as had been made by various participants. 

320. The representative of Chile felt that the Declara
tion constituted a point of departure for a process which 
would continue well into the future. He emphasized 
the great importance which he attached to the work that 
would have to follow in the wake of the Declaration. 
He thought, however, that while the Declaration was 
satisfactory as a first step, the document in itself fell 
short of what might have been hoped for, inasmuch as a 
number of important ideas had not been included in it. 
He was, nevertheless, prepared to approve the Declara
tion so long as it was considered to be a provisional 
document that might be improved in the future. 

321. The representative of Japan stated that the 
Japanese pIe, as the only ones to have suffered from 
atomic bom ,wanted to prevent an atomic war. Japan 
was therefore particularly interested in principle 26 
(ex 21) and had supported a joint statement referring to 
proposed nuclear tests. Japan accepted the wording 
of principle 26, having stated for the record its inter~ 
pretation that principle 26 as approved definitely implied 
prohibition of testing of nuclear weapons since dangers 
to the human environment arose particularly from atmo
spheric testing. Without such a principle, the Declaration 
would be meaningless. Japan was in favour of having 
principle 26 adopted note being taken of the statements 
made. It also felt that since China was not prepared to 
participate in a vote, the text could be adopted without 
a vote, by acclamation. With reference to the remarks 
made by the representative of China, the representative 
of Japan stated that it was the firm policy of Japan not 
to allow deployment of nuclear weapons on its territory. 
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322. South Africa was in full accord with the original 
draft and the new ideas added to it regarding the need 
for rapid development, protection of nature, and control 
of marine pollution. South Africa wished to place on 
record, however, its reservation that the Conference was 
not competent to include the new draft of principle 1 of the 
Declaration as that principle clearly constituted intef~ 
ference iij. the internal affairs of a Member State, in 
direct conflict with the Charter of the United Nations. 
Subject to that proviso, South Africa would support the 
Declaration as a whole. 

323. Sweden stated that the Working Group had 
strengthened the Declaration and broadened its scope. 
Sweden had hoped to see a stronger condemnation of 
nuclear testing and of the use of means of mass destruc
tion. It attached decisive importance to the general 
principle that States should accept responsibility for 
damage caused beyond their jurisdiction and to the vital 
relationship between environmental protection and the 
economic development process. After consultation with 
several delegations, it proposed that the first sentence of 
paragraph 5 of the preamble, dealing with population, 
be amended to read as follows: 

"The natural growth of population continuously 
presents problems on the preservation of the environ
ment and adequate policies and measures should be 
adopted, as appropriate, to face these problems." 

324. The representative of Thailand appreciated the 
tremendous effort and constructive spirit shown in the 
drafting of the Declaration and offered his Government's 
support. 

325. The representative of Algeria spoke of the' envi
ronmental despoliation of colonialism and of the oppres
sion that were still going on in the world. Algeria appre
ciated however the considerable evolution of the concept 
of environment that had occurred during the Conference, 
especially among the developed countries. He pointed 
out, however, that certain principles that should have 
been reflected in the Declaration were missing. One was 
the need to end the misuse of natural resources by certain 
Powers, another was the need to maintain certain neces
sary balances in human affairs for the sake of ecological 
balance. There was also the need to ensure a balance in 
the use of resources and not to commit vast resources to 
weapons of destruction. Finally, a balance should be 
established in the social and ecological well-being of 
different areas of the globe. 

326. The representative of Peru emphasized that the 
Declaration must establish a clear condemnation of all 
weapons of mass destruction. 

327. The representative of the United States of America 
SUbmitted the following statement of interpretation on 
prinCiples 2, 12, 21 and 26: 

"Principle 2. The United States of America places 
emphasis on the word "representative" which, in our 
view, ensures that the phrase means retention of a 
complete system with all of the complex interrelation
ships intact, not a portion thereof. Moreover, the size 
of the sample must be sufficient to represent the size 
of the whole. 



"Principle 12. The United States of America does 
not regard the text of this principle, or any other 
language contained in the Declaration, as requiring it 
to change its aid policies or increase the amounts 
thereof. The United States of America accepts the 
idea that added costs in specific national projects or 
activities for environmental protection reasons should 
be taken into account. 

"Principle 21. The United States of America consi· 
ders it obvious that nothing contained in this principle, 
or elsewhere in the Declaration, diminishes in any way 
the obligation of States to prevent environmental damage 
or gives rise to any right on the part of States to take 
actions in derogation of the rights of other States or of 
the community of nations. The statement on the res
ponsibility of States for damage caused to the environ· 
ment of other States or of areas beyond the limits of 
national jurisdiction is not in any way a limitation on 
the above obligation, but an affirmation of existing 
rules concerning liability in the event of default on the 
obligation. 

"Principle 26. The United States of America fully 
supports the purpose, aspirations, and ultimate goals 
contained in this paragraph. We are constantly striving 
to meet such goals in all relevant fora including for 
example SALT, which has recently achieved such 
success. We regard our commitment under this prin
ciple as identical to the treaty obligation we have 
assumed in connexion with the Treaty on the Non
Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons, specifically article VI, 
including the requirement of 'strict and effective inter
national control'. We believe it obvious that agree
ments called for in the principle must be adequately 
verifiable or they will not be soundly enough based 
to achieve the purposes of this principle." 

328. The Conference took the following action on the 
text of the draft Declaration submitted by the Working 
Group. 

329. It adopted by acclamation the preamble, including 
the reformulation of the first sentence of paragraph 5 
proposed by Sweden and adopted in plenary. 

330. It adopted by acclamation all of the principles, 
including the new principle 26 the text of which appeared 
in paragraph 7 of the Working Group's report, while 
noting the statements that had been made with regard 
to that principle. 

331. It referred to the Genreal Assembly for consi
deration the text of principle 20 as contained in document 
A/CONF.48/4: 

"Relevant information must be supplied by States 
on activities or developments within their jurisdiction 
or under their control whenever they believe, or have 
reason to believe, that such information is needed to 
avoid the risk of significant adverse effects on the 
environment in areas beyond their national jurisdic
tions."; 

together with the following amendments: 
(a) An amendment proposed by Brazil, calling for 

the addition of the following sentence after the existing 
text: 
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"No State is obliged to supply information under 
conditions that, in its founded judgement, may jeop
ardize its national security, economic development 
or its national efforts to improve environment"; 

(b) An amendment proposed by Algeria, Argentina, 
Burundi, Cameroon, Congo, Costa Rica, Egypt, El 
Salvador, Guatemala, Guinea, Kenya, Libya, Mauri
tania, Senegal, Sudan, United Republic of Tanzania, 
Uruguay and Zambia calling for the deletion of the 
words: "they believe, or have reason to believe, that" 
and of the word "significant". 

332. The Conference then adopted by acclamation 
the Declaration as a whole, subject to the observations 
and reservations made by the members of the Conference, 
which the President had assured them would be duly 
reflected in the report. (For the text of the Declaration 
as adopted by the Conference see chapter I.) 

333. The representative of China reminded the Con
ference of the reservations on principle 26 (ex 21) which 
he had expressed earlier. 

E. Credentials Committee 

334. The report of the Credentials Committee (see 
annex I) was considered by the Conference at its 20th 
plenary meeting, held on 16 June 1972. The report was 
introduced by the Chairman of the Committee, T. S. 
O'Hodhrain (Ireland). 

335. The representative of Pakistan said that his 
country had not recognized the authorities in Dacca 
and he expressed reservations with regard to their cre
dentials. The representative of Bangladesh said that his 
country had been formally recognized by more than 
76 States and had been admitted to WHO and UNCTAD; 
his country was attending the Conference in full right. 

336. The representative of China supported the 
statement of Pakistan concerning Bangladesh and added 
that the presence of the representatives of Viet-Nam 
and Korea was illegal. 

337. The representatives of the Republic of Korea 
and the Republic of Viet-Nam said that the Chinese 
delegation had made groundless allegations. The repre
sentative of India stated that Bangladesh had every rIght 
to be at the Conference. 

338. The Conference adopted the draft resolution 
approving the report of the Credentials Committee, 
noting the reservations that had been expressed. The 
resolution read as follows: 

CREDENTIALS OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE UNITED NATIONS 
CONFERENCE! ON THE HUMAN ENVIRONMENT 

The United Nations Conference on the Human Environ
ment. 

Approves the report of the Credentials Committee. 



Chapter XI 

ADOPTION OF THE ACTION PLAN FOR THE 
HUMAN ENVIRONMENT 

339. At its 1st plenary meeting. held on 5 June 1972, the Conference decided to 
adopt as the basis for its consideration of recommendations for action at-the international 
level, the framework for environmental action suggested by the Secretary-General of the 
Conference and described in Conference document A/CONF,48/5. 

340. At its 20th plenary meeting, held on 16 June 1972, the President of the 
Conference proposed that the Conference, having accepted the framework for environ
mental action and having adopted recommendations for action at the international level. 
entrust the Secretary-General of the Conference with the task of fitting the recommen
dations which the Conference had adopted into the framework,l and that, on that 
understanding, the Action Plan for the Human Environment be approved for inclusion 
in the report of the Conference. The President's proposal was adopted by the Conference. 

1 See chapter II. 
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Chapter XII 

ADOPTION OF REPORT OF THE CONFERENCE 

341. At its 21st plenary meeting, held on 16 June 1972, the Conference, having 
adopted individually aU the sections of the report except those giving an account of the 
action of the Conference on the report of the Credentials Committee, on the Action 
Plan, and on the report of the Working Group on the Declaration, authorized the 
Rapporteur General of the Conference to include those sections in the appropriate parts 
of the report, to make any editorial changes of a technical nature that seemed appropriate, 
and to ensure that all reservations would be duly reflected in the report. On that under
standing, the Conference adopted its report. 
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ANNEXES 

Annex I 

REPORT OF THE CREDENTIALS COMMlTl'EE 

1. At its 1st plenary meeting, held on 5 June 1972. the United 
Nations Conference on the Human Environment, in accordance 
with rule 4 of its rules of procedure, appointed a Credentials Com
mittee. The Committee was composed of the following States: 
Australia, Colombia. France. Ireland. Liberia, Sudan, Syrian 
Arab Republic, United States of America and Yugoslavia. 

2. The Credentials Committee met on 15 June 1972 with all 
members present. It unanimously elected T. S. O'Hodhrain (Ireland) 
as Chairman. 

3. The following information was provided to the Commlttee by 
the Secretary-General of the Conference: 

(a) Formal credentials from 88 States, signed by the Head of 
State, Head of Government or Foreign Minister, had been sub
mitted in accordance with rule 3 of the rules of procedure of the 
Conference; 

(b) Cables had been received from 16 States, signed by the Head of 
State, Head of Government or Foreign Minister. informlng the 
Secretary-General of the Conference of the accreditation of the 
delegation and indicating that formal credentials were being sub
mitted; 

ec) Cables had been received from 2 States, signed by the Head of 
State, Head of Government or Foreign Minister, informing the 
Secretary-General of the Conference of the accreditl\tion of the 
delegation and requesting that the cable be accepted as credentials. 
In his reply, the Secretary-General of the Conference indicated that 
while the cable might be accepted provisionally. formal credentials 
in accordance with rule 3 of the rules of procedure should be 
submitted; 

(d) With respect to 4 States, the Secretary-General of the Confer
ence had received assurances from the Heads of Delegations con-
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cemed that credentials in due form had been established and were 
being transmitted to him. 

(e) Representatives of 3 States whose names had been forwarded 
to the Secretary-General of the Conference but for whom no formal 
credentials had been received were no longer present at the Con
ference. The Secretary-General of the Conference had received an 
indication that another State would participate but it was not 
represented at the Conference. 

4. The Chairman proposed that, in accordance with usual 
United Nations practice and the practice of conferences convened 
under its auspices, the Committee should adopt the following 
draft resolution: 

"The Credentials Commlrtee, 
"Having examined the credentials of the representatives to the 

United Nations Conference on the Human Environment, 
"Accepts under the terms of rule 3 of the rules of procedure the 

credentials of all representatives to the United Nations Conference 
on the Human Environment and recommends to the Conference 
that it approve the report of the Credentials Committee." 

5. The draft resolution proposed by the Chairman was adopted 
unanimously. 

6. The Chairman then proposed that the Credentials Committee 
should recommend to the Conference the adoption of the following 
draft resolution: 

"The United Nations Conference on the Human Environment, 
"Approves the report of the Credentials Committee." 

7. The Committee uninamously approved the recommendation. 

S. The Credentials Committee accordingly recommends to the 
Conference the adoption of the draft resolution given in paragraph 6 
above. 



.Annex n 

REPORT OF TIlE WORKING GROUP ON THE DECLARATION ON TIlE HUMAN ENVIRONMENT 

1. The Working Group on the Declaration on the Human envi
ronment was established by the United Nations Conference on the 
Human Environment at its 7th plenary meeting, on 8 June 1972, 
in accordance with a proposal of China as orally modified by Iran. 
Under that revised proposal, the Conference bad resolved to devote 
more time, as appropriate, to the discussion of the draft Declaration, 
and for that purpose, to set up a working group open to all States 
participating in the C<>nference. 

2. The Working Group elected the following officers: Taieb Slim 
(Tunisia). Chairman; Fereydoun Hoveyda (Jran) and L. BenItez 
Yinueza (Ecuador), Vice-Chairmen; and T. C. Bacon (Canada), 
Rapporteur. 

3. The Working Group had before it the draft Declaration on 
the Human Environment prepared by the Intergovernmental 
Working Group (A/CONF.48/4) and submitted to the Conference 
by the Preparatory Committee for consideration and further 
action. 

4. The Working Group held a total of 15 meetings, from 9 to 
15 June 1972. After a general discussion of the scope and content 
of the proposed Declaration, it proceeded to a detailed examination 
of the preambular paragraphs and sped/ic principles and of new 
proposals and suggested amendments. Informal consultations were 
also held. 

5. A number of amendments and proposals were adopted by the 
Working Group and included, as approved, in the draft text. 
The resulting text, which represents the general consensus of the 
Group, is appended to this report. Reservations were expressed 
with respect to principle 1 by South Arrica, principle 2 by Uruguay, 
principle 15 by Portugal and the United States of America, prinCiple 
21 by Turkey and principle 24 by China. 

6. It was not possible to obtain agreement on the text of prinCiple 
20 as contained in the basic text (A/CONF.48/4) and the amendments 
submitted during the Conference. The Working Group agreed, on the 
proposal of Uruguay, that it should recommend to the plenary 
Conference the referral of the principle to the United Nations 
General Assembly for consideration. 

7. With regard to principle 21 of the text proposed in document 
A/CONF.48/4, the Group was informed that, in spite of private 
negotiations, no consensus could be confirmed. The basis for 
discussion was a suggested formulation reading as follows: 

"Man and his environment must be spared the effects of nuclear 
weapons and all other means of mass destruction. States must 
strive to reach prompt agreement, in the relevant international 
organs, on the elimination and complete destruction of such 
weapons." 

One delegation opposed the text, considering it inadequate. and 
underlined the necessity of referring also to biological and chemical 
weapons and of providing for the non-utilization of nuclear weav<>ns 
and other means of mass destruction. It suggested that fuller 
discussion was needed. It was agreed that the matter should be 
referred 10 the plenary Conference for action. 
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Appendix 

DRAFT DECLARATION ON THB HUMAN ENVIRONMENT 

The United Nations Conference on the Human Environment, 

Having met at Stockholm from 5 to 16 June 1972, 

Having considered the need for a common outlook and for com
mon principles to inspire and guide the peoples of the world in the 
preservation and enhancement of the human environment, 

Proclaims that: 

1. Man is both creature and moulder of his environment, which 
gives him physical sustenance and affords him the opportunity 
for intellectual, moral, social and spiritual growth. In the long 
and tortuous evolution of the human race on this planet a stage 
has been reached when, through the rapid acceleration of science 
and technology, man has acquired the power to transform his 
environment in countless ways and on an unprecedented scale. 
Both aspects of man's environment, the natural and the man-made, 
are essential to his well-being and to the enjoyment of basic human 
rights-even the right to life itself. 

2. The protection and improvement of the human environment 
is a major issue which affects the well-being of peoples and economic 
development throughout the world; it is the urgent desire of the 
peoples of the whole world and the duty of all Governments. 

3. Man has constantly to sum up experience and go on discover
ing, inventing, creating and advancing. In our time man's capability 
to transform his surroundings, If used wisely, can bring to all 
peoples the benefits of development and the opportunity to enhance 
the quality of life. Wrongly or heedlessly applied, the same 
power can do incalculable harm to human beings and the human 
environment. We see around us growing evidence of man-made 
harm in many regions of the earth: dangerous levels of pollution 
in water, air, earth and living beings; major and undesirable dis
turbances to the ecologieal balance of the biosphere; destruction 
and depletion of irreplaceable resources; and gross deficiencies 
harmful to the physical, mental and social health of man, in the 
man-made environment, particularly in the living and working 
environment. 

4. In the developing countries most of the environmental prob
lems are caused by underdevelopment. Millions continue to live 
far below the minimum levels required for a decent human existence, 
deprived of adequate food and Clothing, shelter and education, 
health and sanitation. Therefore, the developing countries must 
direct their efforts to development, bearing in mind their priorities 
and the need to safeguard and improve the environment. For the 
same purpose, the industrialized countries should make efforts 
to reduce the gap between themselves and the developing countries. 
In the industrialized countries, environmental problems are gen
erally related to industrialization and technological development. 

5. The natural growth of population continuously presents 
problems on the preservation of the environment, but with the 
adoption of appropriate pOlicies and measures these problems can 
be solved. Of all things in the world, people are the most precious. 



It is the people that propel social progress, create social wealth, 
develop science and technology and, through their hard work, 
continuously transform the human environment. Along with social 
progress and the advance of production, science and technology, 
the capability of man to improve the environment increases with 
each passing day. 

6. A point has been reached in history when we must shape our 
actions throughout the world with a more prudent care for their 
environmental consequences. Through ignorance or' indifference 
we can do massive and irreversible harm to the earthly environment 
on which our life and well.being depend. Conversely, through 
fuller knowledge and wiser action, we can achieve for ourselves 
and our posteriority a better life in an environment more in keeping 
with human needs and hopes. There are broad vistas for the en
hancement of environmental quality and the creation of a good life. 
What is needed is an enthusiastic but calm state of mind and intense 
but orderly work. For the purpose of attaining freedom in the 
world of nature, man must use knowledge to build in collaboration 
with nature a better environment. To defend and improve the 
human environment for present and future generations has become 
an imperative goal for mankind-a goal to be pursued together 
with, and in harmony with, the established and fundamental 
goals of peace and of world-wide economic and social development. 

7. To achieve this environmental goal will demand the acceptance 
of responsibility by citizens and communities and by enterprises 
and institutions at every level, all shar/ng equitably in common 
efforts. Individuals in all walks of life as weIl as organizations in 
many fields, by their values and the sum of their actions, will shape 
the world environment of the future. Local and national governments 
will bear the greatest burden for large-scale environmental policy 
and action within their jurisdictions. International co-operation is 
also needed in order to raise resources to support the developing 
countries in carrying out their responsibilities in this field. A growing 
class of environmental problems, because they are regional or global 
in extent or because they affect the common international realm, 
will require extensive co-operation among nations and action by 
international organizations in the common interest. The Conference 
calls upon the Governments and peoples to exert common efforts 
for the preserVation and improvement of the human environment, 
for the benefit of all the people and for their posterity. 

It 

Principles 

States the common conviction thaI: 

1. (ex 1) Man has the fundamental right to freedom, equality 
and adequate conditions of life, in an environment of a quality 
that permits a life of dignity and well-being, and bears a solemn 
responsibility to protect and improve the environment for present 
and future generations. In this respect, poliCies promoting or 
perpetuating apartheid, racial segregation. discrimination, colonial 
and other forms of oppression and foreign domination stand 
condemned and must be eliminated. 

2. (ex 2) The natural resources of the earth, including the air, 
water, land, flora and fauna and especially representative samples 
of natural ecosystems, must be safeguarded for the benefit of 
present and future generations through careful planning or man
agement, as appropriate. 

3. (ex J) The capacity of the earth to produce vital renewable 
resources must be maintained and whenever practicable restored or 
improved. 

4. (new) Man has a special responsibility to safeguard and 
wisely manage the heritage of wildlife and its habitat which are now 
gravely imperilled by a combination of adverse factors. Nature 
conservation including wildlife must therefore receive importance in 
planning for economic development. 
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5. (ex 4) The non-renewable resources of the earth must ~e 
employed in such a way as to guard against the danger of their 
future exhaustion and to ensure that benefits from such employment 
are shared by all mankind. 

6. (ex 5) The discharge oftoxic substances or of other substances 
and the release of heat, in such quantities or concentrations as to 
exceed the capacity of the environment to render them harmless, 
must be halted in order to ensure that serious or irreversible damage 
is not inflicted upon ecosystems. The just struggle of the peoples 
of all countries against pollution should be supported. 

7. (new) States shalI take alI possible steps to prevent pollution 
of the seas by substances that are liable to create hazards to human 
healtb, to barm living resources and marine life, to damage ameni
ties or to interfere with other legitimate uses of the sea. 

8. (ex 6) Economic and social development is essential for 
ensuring a favourable living and working environment for man 
and for creating conditions on earth that are necessary for the 
improvement of the quality of life. 

9. (ex 7) Environmental deficiencies generated by the conditions 
of underdevelopment and natural disasters pose grave problems 
and can best be remedied by accelerated development through the 
transfer of substantial quantities of financial and technological 
assistance as a supplement to the domestic effort of the developing 
countries and such timely assistance as may be required. 

10. (new) For the developing countries, stability of prices and 
adequate earnings for primary commodities and raw material are 
essential to environmental management since economic factors as 
well as ecological processes must be taken into account. 

11. (e.>: 8) The environmental policies of all States should 
enhance and not adversely affect the present or future development 
potential of developing countries, nor should they hamper the 
attainment of better living conditions for all, and appropriate steps 
should be taken by States and international organizations with a 
view to reaching agreement on meeting the pOSsible national and 
international economic consequences resulting from the application 
of environmental measures. 

12. (ex 9) Resources should be made available to preserve and 
improve the environment, taking into account the circumstances 
and particular requirements of developing countries and any costs 
which may emanate from their incorporating environmental safe
guards into their development planning and the need for making 
available to them, upon their request, additional international 
technical and financial assistance for this purpose. 

13. (ex 10) In order to achieve a more rational management of 
resources and thus to improve the environment, States should 
adopt an integrated and co-ordinated approach to their develop
ment planning so as to ensure that development is compatible 
with the need to protect and improve the human environment 
for the benefit of their population. 

14. (ex 11) Rational planning constitutes an essential tool for 
reconciling any conflict between the needs of. development and the 
need to protect and improve the environment. 

15. (ex 12) Planning must be applied to human settlements and 
urbanization with a view to avoiding adverse effects on the environ
ment and obtaining maximum social, economic and environmental 
benefits for all. In this respect projects which are designed for 
colonialist and racist domination must be abandoned. 

16. (ex 13) Demographic policies, which are without prejudice 
to basic human rights and which are deemed appropriate by Govern
ments concerned, should be applied in those regions where the rate 
of population growth or excessive population concentrations 
are likely to have adverse effects on the environment or develop
ment, or where low population density may prevent improvement 
of the human environment and impede development. 



17. (ex 14) Appropriate national institutions must be entrusted 
with the task of planning, managing or controlling the environ
mental resources of States with the view to enhancing environmental 
quality. 

18. (ex IS) Science and technology. as part of their contribution 
to economic and social development, must be applied to the identi
fication, avoidance and control of environmental risks and the 
solution of environmental problems and for the common good of 
mankind. 

19. (ex 16) Education in environmental matters, for the 
younger generation as well as adults, giving due consideration to the 
underprivileged, is essential in order to broaden the basis for an 
enlightened opinion and responsible conduct by individuals, enter
prises and communities in protecting and improving the environ
ment in its full human dimension. 

20. (ex 17) ScIentific research and development in the context 
of environmental problems, both national and multinational, 
must be promoted in all countries, especially the developing count
ries. In this connexion, the free flow of up-to-date scientific informa
tion and experience must be supported and assisted, to facilitate 
the solution of environmental problems; environmental technologies 
shOUld be made available to developing countries on terms which 
would encourage their wide dissemination without constituting an 
economic burden on the developing countries. 

21. (ex 18) States have, in accordance with the Charter of the 
United Nations and the principles of international law, the sovereign 
right to exploit their own resources pursuant to their own environ
mental policies, and the responsibility to ensure that activities 
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within their jurisdiction or control do not cause damage to the 
environment of other States or of areas beyond the limits of national 
jurisdiction. 

22. (ex 19) States shall co-operate to develop further the inter
national Jaw regarding liability and compensation for the victims 
of pollution and other environmental damage caused by activities 
within the jurisdiction or control of such States to areas beyond 
their jurisdiction. 

23. (new) Without prejudice to such general principles as may 
be agreed upon by the international community, or to the criteria 
and minimum levels which will have to be determined nationally. 
it will be essential in all cases to consider the systems of values 
prevailing in each country, and the extent of the applicability of 
standards which are valid for the most advanced countries but 
which may be inappropriate and of unwarranted social cost for 
the developing countries. 

24. (ex 22) International matters concerning the protection and 
improvement of the environment should be handled in a co-operative 
spirit by all countries, big or small, on an equal footing. Co-opera
tion through multilateral or bilateral arrangements or other appro
priate means is essential to prevent, eliminate or reduce and effect
ively control adverse environmental effects resulting from activities 
conducted in all spheres, in such a way that due account is taken 
of the sovereighty and interests of all States. 

25. (ex 23) States shall ensure that international organizations 
playa co-ordinated, efficient and dynamic role for the protection 
and improvement of the environment. 



Annex III 

GENERAL PRINCIPLES FOR ASSESSMENT AND CONTROL OF MARINE POLLUTION a 

A set of general principles for assessment and control of marine 
pollution should be accepted and endorsed by Governments. 

The definition of marine pollution employed by the United 
Nations is "the introduction by man, directly or indirectly, of 
substances or energy into the marine environment (including 
estuaries) resulting in such deleterious effects as harm to living 
resources, hazards to human health, hindrance to marine activities 
including fishing, impairment of quality for use of sea water, and 
reduction of amenities". 

The following principles were suggested by the Intergovernmental 
Working Group on Marine Pollution (November 1971) as guiding 
concepts representing a basis for general agreement. 

(I) Every State has II. duty to protect and preserve the marine 
environment and, in particular, to prevent pollution that may 
affect areas where an internationally shared resource is located. 

(2) Every State should adopt appropriate measures for the 
prevention of marine pollution, whether acting individually or in 
conjunction with other States under agreed international arrange
ments. 

(3) States should use the best practicable means available to them 
to minimize the discharge of potentially hazardous substances to 
the sea by all routes, including land-based sources such as rivers, 
outfalls and pipelines within national jurisdiction, as well as dumping 
by or from ships, aircraft and platforms. 

(4) States should ensure that their national legislation provides 
adequate sanctions against those who infringe existing regulations 
on marine pollution. 

(5) States should assume joint responsibility for the preservation 
of the marine environment beyond the limits of national jurisdiction. 

(6) The States at higher levels of technological and scientific 
development should assist those nations which request it, for 
example by undertaking programmes, either directly or through 
competent agencies, intended to provide adequate training of the 
technical and scientific personnel of those countries, as well as by 
providing the equipment and facilities needed in areas such as 
research, administration, monitoring or surveillance, information, 
waste disposal, and others, which would improve their ability to 
discharge duties consisting of protecting the marine environment. 

(7) States should discharge, in accordance with the principles of 
inM:tational law, their obligations towards other States where 
dan~~e arises from pollution caused by their own activities or by 
(H!~.Hizations or individuals under their jurisdiction and should 
co-operate in developing prodecures for dealing with such damage 
and the settlement of disputes. 

(8) Every State should co-operate with other States and competent 
international organizations with regard to the elaboration and 
implementation of internationally agreed rules, standards and 
procedures for the prevention of marine pollution on global, 
regional and national levels. 

(9) States should join together regionally to concert their poliCies 
and adopt measures in common to prevent the pollution of the 
areas which, for geographical or ecological reasons, form a natural 
entity and an integrated whole. 

& Excerpt from document A{CONF.48/8, para. 197. 
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(lO) International guidelines and criteria should be developed, 
both by national Governments and through intergovernmental 
agencies, to provide the policy framework for control measures. 
A comprehensive plan for the protection of the marine environment 
should provide for the identification of critical pollutants lind their 
pathways and sources, determination of exposures to these poilu. 
tants and assessment of the risks they pose, timely detection of 
undesirable trends, and development of detection and monitoring 
systems. 

(11) Internationally agreed criteria and standards should provide 
for regional and local variations in the effects of pollution and in the 
evaluation of these effects. Such variables should also include the 
ecology of sea areas, economic and social conditions, and amenities, 
recreational facilities and other uses of the seas. 

(12) Primary protection standards and derived working levels
especially codes of practice and effluent standards-may usefully 
be established at national levels, and in some instances, on a regional 
or global basis. 

(13) Action to prevent and control marine pollution (particularly 
direct prohibitions and specific release limits) must guard against the 
effect of simply transferring damage or hazard from one part of the 
environment to another. 

(14) The development and implementation of control should be 
sufficiently flexible to reflect increasing knowledge of the marine 
ecosystem, pollution effects, and improvements in technological 
means for pollution control and to take into account the fact that a 
number of new and hitherto unsuspected pollutants are bound to be 
brought to light. 

(l5) Every State should co-operate with other States and with 
competent international organizations with a view to the develop
ment of marine environmental research and survey programmes and 
systems and means for monitoring changes, in the marine environ
ment, including studies of the present state of the oceans, the trends 
of pollution effects and the exchange of data and scientific informa
tion on the marine environment. There should be similar co-opera
tion in the exchange of technological information on means of pre
venting marine pollution. including pollution that may arise from 
offshore resource exploration and exploitation. 

(16) International guidelines should also be developed to facilitate 
comparability in methods of detection and measurement of pollu~ 
tants and their effects. 

(17) In addition to its responsibility for environmental protection 
within the limits of its territorial sea, a coastal State also has res
ponsibility to protect adjacent areas ofthe environment from damage 
that may result from activities within its territory. 

(l8) Coastal States should ensure that adequate and appropriate 
resources are available to deal with pollution incidents resulting 
from the exploration and exploitation of seabed resources in 
areas within the limits of their national jurisdiction. 

(19) States should co-operate in the appropriate international 
forum to ensure that activities related to the exploration and exploi
tation ofthe seabed and the ocean floor beyond the limits of national 
jurisdiction shall not result in pollution of the marine environment. 

(20) All States should ensure that vessels under their registration 
comply with internationally agreed rules and standards relating 



to ship design and construction, operating procedures and other 
relevant factors. States should co-operate in the development of 
such rules, standards and procedures, in the appropriate inter
nalional bodies. 

(21) Following an accident on the high seas which may be expected 
to result in major deleterious consequences from pollution or 
threat of pollution of the sea, a coastal State facing grave and immi
nent danger to its coastline and related interests may take appro
priate measures as may be necessary to prevent, mitigate, or eUmi· 
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nate such danger, in accordance with internationally agreed rules 
and standards, 

(22) Where there is a need for'action by or through international 
agencies for the prevention, control or study of marine pollUtion, 
existing bodies, both within and outside the United Nations system, 
should be utilized as far as possible. 

(23) States should assist one another, to the best of their ability, 
In action against marine pollution of whatever origin. 
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Annex V 

TABLE SHOWING TIlE CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN THE NUMBERS OF TIlE RECOM
MENDATIONS AS THEY APPEAR IN TIlE REPORT OF THE CONFERENCE AND THE 
NUMBERS OF THE RECOMMENDATIONS AS ADOPTED BY THE CONFERENCE 

In the Conference documents and throughout the discussion at the Conference, the draft recommenda
tions were identified by the numbers of the paragraphs in which they appeared in the basic Conference 
document for the SUbject area concerned. New draft recommendations were identified by additional numbers 
in the same series or by letters added to the numbers of the original draft recommendations contained in 
the Conference document. After the texts had been adopted by the Conference, the recommendations Were 
renumbered serially as they now appear in chapter II, section B, above. The correspondence between the 
new numbers as given in chapter II, section B, and the former numbers appearing in the respective Confer
ence documents indicated below is shown in the following table. 

PUNNING AND MANAGEMENT OF HUMAN SB'ITtEMENTS FOR ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY (A/CONF,48/6) 

New number Former number New number Former number 

1 136 10 153 
2 137 11 154 
3 138 12 new 
4 140-141 13 new 
5 144 14 new 
6 146 15 new 
7 148 16 new 
8 149 17 new 
9 152 18 150 

ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS OF NATURAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT (A/CONF.48/7 AND CORR.l) 

New number Former number New number Former number 

19 new 45 119-120 
20 46 46 131 
21 47 47 132 
22 48 48 133 
23 new 49 134 
24 66(a) 50 135 
25 66(b) 51 159 
26 67(a) 52 160(a) 
27 67(b) 53 160(b) 
28 new 54 160(c) 
29 81 55 160(d) 
30 82 56 175 
31 83 57 196(a) 
32 84 58 196(b) 
33 86 59 196(c) 
34 95 60 20 1 (a) 
3S 96 61 201 (b) 
36 97 62 new 
37 98(a) 63 203 (b) 
38 98(c) 64 203 (c) 
39 107 65 203 (d) 
40 108 66 204 
41 109 67 207(b) 
42 110 68 new 
43 111-117 69 227 
44 118 
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IDENTIFICATION AND CONTROL OF POLLUTANTS OF BROAD INTERNATIONAL SIGNIFICANCE 

(A/CONFA8/1! AND CORR.I) 

New number Former number New number Former number 

70 218 83 230 
71 219 84 231 
72 220 85 232 
73 222 86 233 
74 223 87 234 
7S new 88 235 
76 224 89 236 
77 225 90 237 
78 226 91 238 
79 227 92 239 
80 228 93 240(a) 
81 new 94 240(b) 
82 229 

EDUCATIONAL, INFORMATIONAL, SOCIAL AND CULTURAL ASPECTS OF ENRlRONMENTAL ISSUES 

(A/CONFAB/9) 

New number Frmer number New number Former number 

95 111 99 125 
96 1l4-1l6 100 126 
97 119-120 101 137 
98 124 

DEVELOPMENT AND ENVIRONMENT (A/CONFA8/tO) 

New number Former number New number Former number 

102 31 106 36 
103 32 t07 38 
104 33 108 39 
105 34 109 40 
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